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523
Bruce Walk
11-04-2011
08:47 AM CT (US)

We are moving to a new bulletin board topic for
this year. Please update your link to:
http://www.quicktopic.com/46/H/E2UeuayQ7Fyw
This topic will remain for reference but you will not
be able to post new messages. Thanks!
Edited 11-05-2011 02:15 AM

522
Dave Greymont
11-03-2011
07:41 PM CT (US)

Trail work update: Jeff, Lisa and I put up the snow
fence at Essex Park today. We were running short
on ties so we only put a tie at the top and bottom of
each pole. A third tie in the middle of each pole still
needs to be added. We also put a fence near the fire
hydrant by the caretaker’s house to direct skiers
around the hydrant. And, we put in poles by the
pond to prevent getting the groomer too close to the
edge.

In addition, I also put up the lights on the wooded
trails at Eastwood. I’ll try to do the lights on the
golf course fairway tomorrow or Saturday.

The trail-marker signs still need to be installed at
Essex. I started taking the signs off the poles so
they can be pounded in but only got a few done.
Also, the snow fence on the west bridge still needs
to be put up.

521
Bruce Walk
10-31-2011
10:46 AM CT (US)

I repaired the snowmobile seat over the weekend -
the breaking plastic is now re-enforced with metal
plates. We should still probably minimize access to
the under seat storage though and also open gently,
supporting the seat weight until the cable takes
hold. More on that later. Also rebuilt the yellow
drag. We'll put this at Essex this year to use for
cutting down the drifts. It's lighter than the scarifier
and should be easier to pull, thus less getting stuck
when leveling drifts in the 55th st. field and sw
prairie areas. We will also be getting a new battery
for the Essex mower. Should arrive this week. 
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Next tasks are to get the snow fence up and lathe
marking the trail edges. We should have some nice
weather this week - may be ideal for this.

520
jeffr
10-31-2011
10:13 AM CT (US)

Essex received it's final blowing/mowing on
Saturday - hopefully. There is some tree trimming
required in the gardens area that Lisa and I will get
this week. We may need to add some dirt to the
south edge of the new paved area near the west
bridge so that we don't end up with a grove in the
trail. Bruce you might want to take a look at this.
Jeff

519
Dave Greymont
10-26-2011
09:06 PM CT (US)

I cleaned up the new growth around the light
canisters on the trail through the woods at
Eastwood park. I was surprised that it was
relatively clean this year almost like someone else
might have done it earlier. On the trail that enters
the woods from the guy-guy parking area, the
collars on the 1st. and 4th. canister are broken and
need to be fixed before a light pole can be put in
place. There's still lots of leaves on the trees so the
canisters might get buried again before we put in
the light poles this fall.
Dave

518
Lisa Luetmer
10-07-2011
06:40 PM CT (US)

Thank you Bruce. I so appreciate your efforts. Wish
I was a better mechanic...I could share the
responsibilities. Talking to Patrick about helping
out with grooming....he is very, very good with
maintanance and small engines. He would be a
good groomer too.
L

< replied-to message removed by QT >
517
Bruce Walk
10-07-2011
05:12 PM CT (US)

Checked out the Essex Mower weak battery. The
battery is a motor cycle sealed glass mat battery
similar to what's used on the snowmobiles. 
Voltage at rest = 12.8V. Voltage running = 14V.
Seems normal for a new battery and would appear
that the regulator and charging system are working.
The ground terminal was loose - could flip it up and
down by hand. Tightened that firmly as well as
checked the positive terminal. Ran it for 10+
minutes. It started fine after that. I decided not to
charge the battery. The charger I found is a 10Amp
manual charger (i.e. no automatic current detection
and shut-off, so rather than over-charge this nice
new sealed battery, I think we're better off just
using it and letting the charging system do it. I did



notice that the positive terminal to the starter motor
is completely exposed. There should be a rubber
cover on it as anything that touches both it and any
other part of the mower will short and send a pile of
sparks flying. I'll see if I can find one.

516
Lisa Luetmer
09-27-2011
12:36 PM CT (US)

Thanks for doing all this Bruce.
L

< replied-to message removed by QT >

515
Bruce Walk
09-21-2011
04:50 PM CT (US)

Changed the oil in the V800 for this coming season.
Oil and Coolant should be checked and topped off
once the machine is moved for winter to Essex and
is off the stand and level. Battery is still starting
well. There was the start of a mouse nest in the
engine compartment and some foam dampening
material was eaten off of the belt guard but no
significant harm done. It was interesting that the
mouse nest was tucked right next to our cup of
moth balls. I broke up some of the moth balls to
make it more aromatic. Probably time for some new
ones next spring.

514
Andy Wood
03-19-2011
07:42 PM CT (US)

The new ATV is safely tucked away in the machine
shed on our farm. Greg and I put a few miles on it
today and even tested it out in deep snow and steep
inclines. It got a little dirty... OK a lot dirty. When I
was finished with playing this afternoon it had 6.2
hours on it. We should have no problem getting 20
hours before mowing season starts. If you want to
go out and try the ATV please let me know. With
the melting snow and mud, I would perfer we not
chew up the trails too much. Try to come out in the
morning when the ground is frozen or wait a few
days when things dry out a bit. Sounds like we'll get
more snow and cold by the end of next week..
Yippie!

513
Brennan Kelly
03-12-2011
11:10 AM CT (US)

Lots of ice out there. The groomer was able to cut
through leaving what looks like a fast and fun trail
in most places. I had to stay off the steeper hills due
to ice. I had to back down one hill due to lack of
traction. Should be fun for a couple of days but the
base is disappearing fast and is quite thin in area's. I
didn't bother to fill the sled with gas because I was
unsure of how you guys summerize them. You die
hards better get out and have fun while is lasts.

512
Greg

Thanks Andy, Brennan is planning on grooming the
trails Saturday morning if the weather cooperates.



03-10-2011
11:24 AM CT (US) I'll fill the cans up, if we don't use it in the

snowmobile we can always run it in the mowers
this summer.

511
Andy Wood
03-10-2011
11:21 AM CT (US)

I groomed all of Essex this morning but did not set
track. With the icy conditions and pending warm
weather (possibly rain tomorrow) I did not think is
was worth it. The Ginzu did the trick with the
knives down. Trails are all in excellent shape for
this time of year. For a quality control measure I
just had to ski the freshly groomed trails myself. As
the temperatures warmed up the snow did get slow.
If we get rain and then snow Friday a refreshing
early Saturday morning would make for some great
conditions for the weeekend. 

The door to the barn was frozen shut so it took
some muscle to get it open. The sled is full of fuel
and ready to go but we will need to fill the gas cans
if our season is extended (a good problem). The
tunnel is clear and oil level good. We should be
ready to go for the next grooming!

510
Bruce Walk
03-06-2011
11:32 PM CT (US)

Eric - thanks for checking the oil. I think it's OK at
that level for the next few outings. There's not
much margin for error when topping it off and they
warn against over-filling. We'll be changing the oil
at the end of the season in a week or so. I'll keep an
eye on it every couple days.

509
Eric
03-06-2011
08:59 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this evening. Loosened things up
w/ the knives. Tried to find the happy medium
between still firm, but smoothing out footprints and
imperfections, had to constantly adjust the depth
throughout. I didn't do anything with the classic
tracks, as with Jeff I felt that there was insufficient
snow and they looked icy. Did 2 laps on everything.

Bruce - I didn't notice any unusual smells, I did
check the oil before I started and it was on the low
side of the exceptable level.

Cheers,
Eric

508
jeffr
03-05-2011
03:26 PM CT (US)

Lisa and I groomed Essex this morning. We used
the cutters to loosen up the hard snow. We decided
not to reset tracks - too frozen in and a lack of snow
depth. Al was out and a few skiers were starting to
show up as we finished.



Everything worked well.
Jeff

507
Bruce
03-05-2011
02:53 PM CT (US)

Essex Groomers, please be very 'gentle' opening the
seat storage. The plastic is breaking at the front
hinge. Will have to remove the storage bin this
summer and re-enforce the shattered plastic with
fiberglass.

It looks like Jeff groomed Essex this morning -
thanks!

Changed the transmission fluid in the V800 and
tightened the nut that holds the rear beeper switch.
Everything else looked good.

The QH snowmobile is now down at Preston
Equipment for repairs.

506
Bruce Walk
03-03-2011
06:58 AM CT (US)

The QH sled is experiencing transmission
problems. We'll stop grooming QH for the
remainder of the season and focus on Essex. Please
remember to turn your QH snowmobile keys in by
dropping them by the shed or giving them to Greg
or me. Thanks

505
jeffr
02-27-2011
12:04 PM CT (US)

After yesterday's light snow, I groomed Essex this
morning.Tracks were reset. Everything looks good.
Jeff

504
Al
02-26-2011
10:15 PM CT (US)

Qh has been freshened up. Did not reset tracks.
John did such a good job that they will be there
until April. Groomer ran fine, although it had a
different smell and I did hear the same sound -
putter - that John mentioned. Greg, you can give me
a call tomorrow to discuss futher.

503
Matt Hawkins
02-24-2011
05:09 PM CT (US)

Bruce, I told one of my customers about the sled
being for sale and he was very interested. Do you
guys have an asking price yet?
-Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
502
Bruce Walk
02-24-2011
03:24 PM CT (US)

I'm not sure what John means by the 'QH
snowmobile engine seemed to be "puttering" some'.
Whoever grooms next, please be cautious with this.
If it isn't running like it normally does, please leave
it sit until Greg, Henry or I get back in town and
can check it out. The machine's been running well
the last few weeks and since we're on the eve of



putting it up for sale, best to not put it under extra
stress or risk any further repair bills. Unfortunately,
I didn't have time to go check it out in person prior
to traveling. Thanks!

501
Greg
02-24-2011
08:46 AM CT (US)

The black line was just there for trouble shooting.
We can go below that we just don't want to empty
the tank so filling it at half full is good. One long
trip grooming will use ~ an inch of oil it seems. 
Greg

500
Dave Greymont
02-24-2011
05:51 AM CT (US)

The oil level was less than an inch below the black
line when I finished grooming Tuesday. I took it as
a good sign that the oil injection system was
working. I'd be worried if we weren't using any oil.
I don't know how much oil we should expect to use
when running the snowmobile for a couple of hours
or if there's any adjustment on the oil pump.
Perhaps we're fouling the plugs resulting in the
"puttering" John noticed.

499
John
02-23-2011
11:50 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill is regroomed and retracked. The trails
should be great tomorrow with the colder temps
tonight. 

I had to fill up the oil on the snowmobile. It was
about an inch below the black line. I see that Dave
noted that he added some oil also. Towards the end
of my grooming run, the engine seemed to be
"puttering" some and didn't have quite have the
same power as earlier in the run. Not sure if this is a
symptom of something. The next groomer at QH
can see what they think.

498
BKelly
02-23-2011
11:08 AM CT (US)

Essex is done, If the speed with which Gary Gross
was traveling is any indication, conditions should
be great for those last Birkie tune up miles. Glad
Gary didn't hit that tree when he went past me. I
also took out a family of snowpeople that decided
to cross the trail at just the wrong moment. Hope it
doesn't hurt my Karma.
BK

497
Lisa
02-22-2011
02:05 PM CT (US)

Essex was groomed and track set this morning as
well.
It was just gorgeous out. I did put the weights back
on the groomer and it seemed to groom great.
Filled both gas cans. Forgot to put the gas card in
the container so I gave it to Jeff.
Lisa
< replied-to message removed by QT >



496
Dave Greymont
02-22-2011
01:12 PM CT (US)

Q.H. groomed this morning and the classic track
freshened up. Everything worked fine and it was a
beautiful day to be out grooming. Even better, when
I was done my car was toasty warm from the
sunshine. Its 30 degrees right now and I think it’s
going to be warmer tomorrow so we can expect
some damage to the trails before it cools down for
the weekend.
Dave

495
Greg
02-21-2011
12:05 PM CT (US)

QH was groomed this morning and new tracks set
all around. The trails look really good again. They
are a little soft but very few stick and no ice coming
through so that is good.

494
02-21-2011
09:58 AM CT (US)

I was the anonymous "roller" Sunday morning.
Snow was falling at an amazing rate and quite a
few diehard Birkie skiers were slogging through it.
I decided a few minutes rolling would be highly
beneficial for them and me. The rolled sections
stayed relatively skiable for hours vs. miserable
unrolled. Sorry about the logbook, I guess the
corduroy was calling. Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >

493
Andy Wood
02-21-2011
09:45 AM CT (US)

Essex is totally groomed and track is set. It sure
helped to have Bruce roll it last night. I did take the
weights off the Ginzu which I'm glad I did since the
snow was starting to drift and get soft along the
55th street trails. Essex should be in outstanding
shape for the ski team or whoever else wants to ski
on it. Happy Trails!!!

492
Greg
02-20-2011
08:30 PM CT (US)

I did a quick roller job at QH - I have to agree with
Bruce, the rollers are very nice. I could do 2 quick
passes and have a full width pack done. It was still
soft but by tomorrow morning it should be good
enough to go over with the Ginzu and tonight it is
much better skiing then if I'd had gone around 4-5
times with the sled.

491
Bruce Walk
02-20-2011
05:02 PM CT (US)

If we only get 1-3 inches, I'd try the Ginzu. Since
this isn't fluffy snow, I think it will pack ok and not
build up. You might want to take the weights off the
Ginzu though and put them in the rubbermaid tub.
We can get them back out in a few days once it
firms up. If there's more snow than that, then the
roller is the ticket. It works well at 8-10 mph. Good
luck tomorrow!

490 I think a lot will depend on how much snow we get



Greg
02-20-2011
04:58 PM CT (US)

over night vs the sleet/rain we're getting now.

I'm going to pack QH after dinner tonight with the
roller. Tomorrow if we have less than 3" of new
stuff I'll try the Ginzu, if we have more then I'll go a
quick pass down the center with the roller then
follow that with the Ginzu. If we end up with a lot
over night then I'll probably do 2 roller passes and
maybe follow up with a single Ginzu to set a track.

489
Andy Wood
02-20-2011
04:51 PM CT (US)

Thanks for rolling the trail Bruce. I was thinking of
going out later this evening but you beat me to it.
So the question is do I use the Ginzu or the roller
tomorrow morning. Sort of depends on how much
more snow we get this evening....

488
Bruce Walk
02-20-2011
04:11 PM CT (US)

I packed Essex this afternoon - 2 widths - it comes
out very nice. There's a little ripple to it that comes
from the roller but nothing the ginzu won't take out.
I'd suggest frequent use of the mirrors when rolling
to avoid trees. It pulls very easy. I also didn't have
to do any backing up. All the places I would have
done a 3 point turn, I was able to turn the sled in.
Works much better without the groomer weight on
the tail. 

There's 5-6 inches of snow out there now. It's wet
enough that I had to clean out the tunnel pretty
well.

Looks like someone rolled the east trails and prairie
1 width around 9:30 - 10:30 this morning. I'm
assuming it was one of us but couldn't tell who -
nothing on the log sheet.

487
Henry
02-19-2011
12:46 PM CT (US)

QH is groomed up this morning - nice skiing. I
would have given it up for the year due to the
amount of deep foot ruts and general damage on the
trail but three or four rounds with the green drag
took the edge off it. Then a round or two with the
ginzu afterward cleaned things up surprisingly well.
Good to very good skiing. A few thin spots, the
bridge near the nature center being one of them and
the entry to the pines from the payne field. Snow is
dirty so use your "B" skis.

I'm always surprised at how well our light
equipment can turn a churned up, lost cause trail
into a nice flat suraface again - we just need the
base to work with.



486
Andy Wood
02-16-2011
08:52 AM CT (US)

Good Morning All!

I was out at 6:00AM and groomed Essex. I debated
long to go out, but since it was below freezing at
5:30, it was worth the try. There are a lot of ruts and
deep foot prints in the blown over areas. I did the
best to smooth them out. Skiing should be
lightening ball bearing fast before the temperatures
go above freezing. You do need to be mindful of the
deep holes left from foot prints which could break a
pole. Snow is starting to go on the bridge on the
bike path. Some shoveling in the future may be
needed. My advice is we should close the trails
after today to limit any further rutting. Once we get
a good freeze go over the trails with the St. Mary's
drag and then again with the Ginzu. We should be
set to go for a while

485
ALAN.SCHMIDT@usbank.com
02-15-2011
08:25 AM CT (US)

was out at 5:30...real nice! tks 

From:
QT - Joey <qtopic-38-
U7d8XHLEXyS8y@quicktopic.com>
To:
QT topic subscribers <qtopic-
subs@quicktopic.com>
Date:
02/15/2011 07:14 AM
Subject:
RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

U.S. BANCORP made the following annotations
--------------------------------------------------------------
- ----- Electronic Privacy Notice. This e-mail, and
any attachments, contains information that is, or
may be, covered by electronic communications
privacy laws, and is also confidential and
proprietary in nature. If you are not the intended
recipient, please be advised that you are legally
prohibited from retaining, using, copying,
distributing, or otherwise disclosing this
information in any manner. Instead, please reply to



the sender that you have received this
communication in error, and then immediately
delete it. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation. 

----------------------------------------------------------- --
------- < replied-to message removed by QT >

484
Joey
02-15-2011
07:14 AM CT (US)

Q-hill groomed last night. Soft conditions, but
groomed out nice. Unfortunately, I don't think the
temperature dropped much last night. Certainly not
to 23f, as predicted. Hopefully the snow was still
able to firm up some.

483
Lisa
02-14-2011
02:13 PM CT (US)

Essex was groomed this moning. It can't be good
when the sled turns too well. It was soft in a couple
of spots and the snow did ball up in front of the
knives, even if they barely down. Only happened in
a couple spots. I filled the empty gas can. Get out
there before it melts.
Lisa
>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

482
jeffr
02-11-2011
04:40 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. Tracks are set and
poop piles are covered. It was great to see two of
our skiers and their Dad out. He said that he
couldn't keep up with them any more - know the
feeling.
Jeff

481
Bruce
02-10-2011
12:14 PM CT (US)

The hood vent is back on the sled at Essex.
There's a gallon of oil at QH and the oil tank is now
full

480
Greg
02-09-2011
08:14 PM CT (US)

I changed the belt on the QH sled and put a new
one on rather than the used one. It pulls better now.
The oil seems to be flowing good and basically no
bubbles (one or two pin head size are ok). 

I also put a new gas cap/fuel gauge on, the old one
was sticking a lot so the tank might be half full but
the gauge was reading full.

The oil tank is ~1/2 full. Bruce is going to drop off
another gallon of oil to fill the tank back up and
finish off the year.

I also ran around the trails quick once to check the



belt and oil so all the skate lanes got at least 1 pass
again tonight.

479
Bruce Walk
02-09-2011
12:57 PM CT (US)

I thawed out the Essex lock and re-lubed it -
flushed it with Tri-Flow and then flowed some T9
lube through it as well hoping that it will keep the
moisture out. The plastic cover is over it again as
well.
Filled the snowmobile gas tank.
The right hood heat shield had fallen off into the
engine compartment. I'll go back later tonight
(hopefully) and do the requisite straightening, pull
all the clips and re-install it. It can be used today if
needed but use caution as your hand can go right
down to the exhaust pipe if you lean on the wrong
area of the hood.
Fluids are all OK.

478
02-09-2011
10:38 AM CT (US)

Thanks Bruce and Lisa, I thought about trying the
other door solution but decided I could raise my
street cred considerably with the hands on
approach. I didn't realize I could take it to the next
level with an amputation so should I ever decide to
run for political office I'll know how to improve my
chances.

< replied-to message removed by QT >

477
Lisa
02-09-2011
10:03 AM CT (US)

My uncles that worked on the farm had missing
fingers. Rahm Emmanuel does too! You'll look so
tuff.
I can sew shut the fingers on your gloves if you
need me to.
I'll bring a lighter tomorrow.
Lisa
>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

476
Bruce Walk
02-08-2011
10:55 PM CT (US)

Wow - thawing it with your fingers? That's
dedication! I hope they're OK. I'll take a heat gun
down and heat the lock to dry it out and lube it
tomorrow. If that happens in the future, a person
can always go in the front door, turn on the lights
(switch on the west side of the door) undo the hook
for the rear door from the inside, and slide both
doors together to one side to get the snowmobile
out.

475
Matt
02-08-2011

Refurbished Essex this evening with a passing
grade from the boss. With such firm snow I didn't
try to replace any tracks, they would not have



10:43 PM CT (US) improved. The quonset hut lock was frozen and I
had to sacrifice some fingers to heat it up enough to
get the key in. That wasn't too bad except it was
frozen again after grooming and another round of
numb digits ensued. I'm carrying a lighter next
time. I didn't refill the tank or sign off since I
couldn't hold a pencil anyway.

474
Greg
02-08-2011
09:30 PM CT (US)

I groomed QH tonight just going over the skate lane
quick. I didn't cut all of the ruts/foot prints out but it
is in good shape. 

The belt I put on with John seems to be slipping a
little (it was used) so I plan on getting a new one so
we don't burn out the clutch pack with a slipping
belt.

The air in the oil seems to be fixed now. At least I
groomed for about 2 hours and didn't see any oil in
the line. The general thought is the oil we were
using was bubbling, put different oil in and no more
bubbling and no more air in the lines.

I took out the 2nd track in places. I think having a
track on each side of the trail starts to confuse the
walkers and they either walk on the track or trample
the skate lane more.

473
jeffr
02-06-2011
10:03 PM CT (US)

Essex is groomed and tracks set after some sage
advice from Greg.
Jeff

472
Al
02-06-2011
07:53 PM CT (US)

qh groomed up...new track set all around.

471
al.schmidt@charter.net
02-06-2011
12:00 PM CT (US)

probably need new wax technicians....should be
using fluorocarbons in those conditions. :- )

On Sat, Feb 5, 2011 at 10:20 AM, QT - Bruce Walk
wrote:

< replied-to message removed by QT >
470
Greg
02-05-2011
01:29 PM CT (US)

I took the QH snowmobile out today - bled the oil
line and then pulled the Ginzu around the loop
once. No air yet, we'll see what happens when Al
goes tomorrow night. 



I checked the skis they are good still - with a pretty
firm base and moist snow turning is just plain
tough. Pulling the Ginzu makes it worse because of
the hard pack it's trying to cut through it wants to
keep the snowmobile in line with it.

Also talked to River Valley (they changed the
pump) said bring it back in and they'll look for the
air leak again and if they find the pump wasn't part
of the problem them put the old one back on and
refund the $ for it.

So we have Al grooming QH and Jeff grooming
Essex Sunday afternoon/evening.

469
Bruce Walk
02-05-2011
10:20 AM CT (US)

Regarding steering - and you can definitely put this
in the 'arm chair quarterback category' - I've
typically found moist snow in the 28 - 34 degree
range makes for the worst steering conditions. It
must have something to do with the snow having a
higher moisture content and slipping/sheering
more. I certainly haven't looked at the QH sled skis
but there are carbides on both sides and the depth of
the 'inverted U' is at least an inch. I doubt wear is
an issue but a quick look will tell.

468
Henry
02-04-2011
10:20 PM CT (US)

QH is groomed up and ready for the weekend. The
way the snow chopped up and came out the comb
wasn't as smooth as I would have liked but its flat
and boot track free.

I checked the oil line after about 20 minutes of
grooming, one tiny bubble but it looked to be of
little problem. The snowmobile sure ran much nicer
for some reason. When I put the groomer and sled
back at the end I checked the oil line again - BIG
BUBBLE in the line! Same size as previous, 2" or
so. I noticed a good clamp was placed on one line
as well. My only other offering is to check or
replace the in-line oil filter. 

I didn't add gas because if we still have bubbles we
don't want to dilute the oil in the machine until this
is sorted out. 

Steering has taken a turn for the worse (ooh sorry
about that one). Is it possible that the skis have been
run over too much parking lot pavement and trailer



gates so the base is warn down? Maybe it was just
the snow tonight but I ran into several turning
issues I haven't had previous.

467
Dave Greymont
02-04-2011
01:31 PM CT (US)

A learning experience:
I picked up a snowmobile trailer at River Valley
Power & Sports and went to Q.H. to load the
snowmobile. When I released the tip mechanism on
the trailer it was front heavy so it didn’t tip. I
grabbed a bag of sand from the shed and put it on
the back of the trailer and then it tipped down to the
ground. Having never driven a snowmobile on to a
snowmobile trailer I was a little timid. I was afraid
that I’d shoot right off the front end of the trailer
into the back of my car. Anyway, not to worry. My
first attempt got the skis about 2 feet on to the
trailer before the track started to spin on the snow. I
realized I’d have to be bolder and hit it harder to get
the snowmobile on the trailer. I’d say it took me at
least 6 attempts before I was brave enough to hit it
hard enough to get up on the trailer.

The snowmobile is now at River Valley to have the
oil pump replaced. When starting the snowmobile I
experienced the same problem that Joey had. When
you turned the ignition key, nothing happened. I
wiggled the wires behind the ignition switch and
then it started with the key. After checking with
Greg, I asked River Valley to check the ignition for
any loose connections.

They hope to have the snowmobile repaired yet this
afternoon and Greg will pick it up.

I also filled the four gas cans.
Dave

466
BKelly
02-03-2011
01:00 PM CT (US)

Just got done @ Essex. Brrr. why does it seem that
I always get the coldest days for my spot in the
rotation to come up? (Waaaaaaaa frelling waaaaaa)
anyway the trail looks good. I set track but the wind
is enough that the tracks are filling with snow pretty
quick. The trails should be in good shape for
tomorrow when it warms up.

465
Greg
02-03-2011
06:48 AM CT (US)

As John mentioned we changed the belt on the QH
snowmobile last night. The belt we put on isn't new
but is in good shape and should make it through the
rest of the season. There is another older spare
under the seat if we need it.



As John mentioned if you're using more throttle but
not going anywhere with the knives up the belt is
probably wearing out, it's good to replace it then
rather than score or burn the clutch packs.

Also ran into the starting issue Joey mentioned,
wiggled the wires going to the key (under the hood)
and it worked fine again. I'll take a closer look at it
this weekend when it's a little warmer and daylight.

464
John
02-02-2011
11:19 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill is groomed and tracked - though not
without some adventure. I thought I would get an
early start this time - start at 6 PM and be done by
mid-evening. Well, that's not how it ended up. After
almost finishing up the east side of Quarry Hill, I
was starting to have problems with the snowmobile
not having power to pull the sled - even with the
knives up and the on a pretty flat area. I was
suspecting the belt might be slipping and was trying
to figure out if the smoke I was seeing was from the
exhaust or the belt. Anyways, it really wasn't
working well and I didn't make it back to the shed -
but pretty close - on the top by the hill loop next to
the shed area. Went home - called Greg - and he
was willing to come out later to check it out.

I met him around 8:45 PM. Greg checked out the
snowmobile and decided to change the belt. We
changed the belt and that seemed to do the trick. I
then continued to finish grooming. Well, one more
adventure for the night - got stuck in a drift near the
entrance to the Quarry Hill ballpark. Oh well, no
sense to get home too early. Finally made it back to
the shed and home by 10:45 PM. Saw a skier out at
9:30 PM enjoying the cold temps.

Many thanks to Greg for coming out and changing
the belt in 0 degree temps. I now know how to do it
and hopefully won't have to find if I remember how
to do it - especially when it's 0 outside.

463
Dave Greymont
02-01-2011
12:20 PM CT (US)

Q.H. is groomed and a classic track set. It was a
beautiful thing before early skiers started trashing
my work. Like Andy’s comment, thanks to Joey for
packing. It made grooming a snap this morning.
The snowmobile started right up with the key and
everything worked well except maybe for the
operator. I mixed oil in the remainder of the gas.



After grooming and filling the tank on the
snowmobile, there’s about 2-1/2 gallons of mixed
gasoline/oil remaining. The wind is moving the
snow around particularly in the open areas. They
might need some attention in a day or so.
Dave

462
Andy Wood
02-01-2011
10:40 AM CT (US)

Hi Gang!

Essex is totally groomed and track is set. The
snowmobile and groomer worked faultlessly.
Thanks Greg for packing things down last night. It
really made my job quite easy this morning. I'd say
this is the best skiing of the year. The ski team
should have great skiing tonight!

Andy

461
Greg
02-01-2011
07:23 AM CT (US)

Anyone else had trouble with the key starting the
QH sled?

I had it happen once - pulled the key, reset the fob
and the kill switch and then it worked fine. Figured
I just didn't have one right (tried all three at once so
not sure which cured it).

Anyone else have that problem? We'll try to look
into it this week.

460
Joey
02-01-2011
07:19 AM CT (US)

Q-hill packed last night with the green drag. The
sled didn't start with the key ignition. However, it
wasn't too had to get going with the pull cord.

459
Greg
02-01-2011
12:30 AM CT (US)

I went around Essex three times with the big red
drag to level and pack things then did a quick pass
down the center with the Ginzu in case early skiers
get out before Andy gets out there to groom. The
new snow really cleaned things up nicely.

Public Works did a number on the corner by the
West bridge the plowed down the bank and drove
on the trail in the process of plowing the bank
down. No idea why. I got it pretty well smoothed
back out and moved the orange barrel to block
where they took the bank out so maybe they won't
next time.

458
Lisa L.
01-29-2011

Groomed Essex. Jeff skiied while I groomed so I
recieved instant feedback.
The weights helped a ton...only set track where I



01:47 PM CT (US) thought it needed it. I think I've got it d0wn. Just
have to shake the thought that I forgot something...a
track or one more pass. I'm going to groom with a
little notebook next time. Also, a nice couple
walking dogs gave me a 20!!! It's for the trails
though not a tip.

457
Matt
01-25-2011
01:53 PM CT (US)

Essex was groomed this morning. I have the gas
cans and card, will return later. I found a nail punch
on the ground and put it on the rag jar. The trail is
in great shape so stay off it until I get to ski.

456
Greg
01-24-2011
09:31 PM CT (US)

I did a quick single or double pass around the skate
lane at QH today. I was trying to trouble shoot the
air in the oil and figured I'd do something
productive while I was at it.

Also P&R plowed along side the building in case
they want to get their lift truck in. I moved the field
trail by the shed to account for that change. The
trail is a little soft where I had to go through 'new'
snow.

Matt's going to groom Essex Tuesday. Al want to
get QH again Wed/Thurs?

455
Eric
01-21-2011
06:30 PM CT (US)

I just finished up grooming at Essex. Things went
well, the weights in front help A LOT! Only reset
the classic track in some of the areas(55th and
Garden primarily) the rest of it was still good. No
one skiing the time I was there so things should set
up nice for tomorrow. We'll see how much snow we
get.

Cheers, 
Eric

454
Greg
01-19-2011
10:55 AM CT (US)

QH snowmobile is out of service again. Noticed an
air bubble in the oil line, so it's going it to be
checked out again today or tomorrow.

I'll let you know when it's available for use again.
453
Greg
01-18-2011
08:09 AM CT (US)

Me again - you might have noticed the gas gauge
on the QH snowmobile sticking sometimes. We
shouldn't run out of gas during a normal grooming
session but it's good to check the level in the tank
before starting and if it stays in one place for too
long check again, I'll see if there's a way to "free it
up". I know the cause just have to see if we can fix
it for free.



Also the log sheets are all used up at QH, I'll put
some more in there this week.

452
Greg
01-18-2011
07:59 AM CT (US)

Essex groomers - as I mentioned we added weights
to the front of the snowmobile ~50lbs. They are in
two folded pieces of fire hose located in the engine
compartment in the two front corners in front of the
struts. The weights are loosely wired in place to
keep them from shifting a lot although some
movement could occure. As part of the pre-start
engine check make sure the weights are away from
any moving parts - especially the one on the drive
belt side. Also if you happen to tip to one side or
come over a drift hard it would be good to check on
them. I tried a few little things last night and they
didn't shift so they should be ok, just be aware of
them.

I did find it much easier to make the corners with
the extra weight up front. (not as entertaining as
having Lisa up there but safer and effective) It does
still turn like a snowmobile so don't expect it to
make every turn but it is improved.

451
Greg
01-18-2011
07:52 AM CT (US)

QH - was completely groomed last night with a
new track set everywhere. I found the soft spot in
Parkwood Hills Dave mentioned - we'd fallen off
the trail, I put some more branches in that area and
moved back onto the trail. Everything worked well
and no one was out by the end so things should
have setup pretty good over night. The two big cans
and one small can are full again.

Essex - Bruce finished up the front weights (more
on them seperately) for the snowmobile and it was
still 'early' so I went and installed them and greased
the drive shaft that squeaks. Then I had to go do a
little test of the weights to see if they helped and
what corners I could/couldn't make. That turned
into refreshing most of the trails. Found Andy's soft
spot in the field - one of the inside stakes was
missing on a corner and the corner was being cut. I
moved it back onto the firm trail but didn't get a
branch put in, maybe at practice today. Got a better
look at the 'fox' that keeps running down the trails,
looks like it might actually be a coyote. Also saw 2
deer. Trails are in great shape, there's ~1 can of gas
left spread between the 2 gas cans.



450
Andy Wood
01-17-2011
03:06 PM CT (US)

Essex is freshly groomed and track set. There are
some soft areas on the 55th street side. Otherwise
things went well. No mechanical issues. Lot's of
skiers out. Enjoy!

449
Dave Greymont
01-17-2011
12:47 PM CT (US)

I did a quick one lap grooming of Q.H. this
morning just so we would have a skate lane for
tonight’s RNST practice and Audrey Weber. No
classic track set and no fancy acrobatic moves on
the snowmobile. I ran into some kinda deep snow
in the ball field and felt the snowmobile start to bog
down but made it through okay. No mechanical
issues.
Dave

448
Jeff/ Lisa
01-15-2011
03:37 PM CT (US)

Lisa and I groomed and set tracks at Essex this
morning - lots of laughing. We experimented with
some new cornering moves where she would hang
out off of the front ski on tight turns. The tracking
of the sled was amazing and Lisa's butt is still in
tact! We probably need to pack the lower trail that
runs parallel with the 55th Street woods a lot of
drifting. We got stuck but freed ourselves. The
upper trail is groomed.
Lisa & Jeff

447
John
01-14-2011
11:43 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed this evening - a good
session - home before midnight and 20 degree
temps - what more can you ask for! I went out after
the snow stopped, so hopefully it's packed down
some before the winds start up tonight. All trails
were regroomed and retracked. Everything looks
good at 11:30 PM. Hopefully it sets up tonight.
Who will be the one to make first tracks in the
morning??

446
BKelly
01-14-2011
04:36 PM CT (US)

Essex was done earlier in the day. Looked really
good for the people that got on the trails today,
but... here comes the snow.

445
Al
01-12-2011
08:31 PM CT (US)

QH groomed this evening. I left existing classic
track - since it still looked good. All equipment
worked well.

444
Greg
01-12-2011
11:04 AM CT (US)

While showing Lisa some of the things last night I
had a few tips that I figured I'd share here as
reminders...

Classic tracks - keep them out of the trees and in a
little from the edge so they can have a good pole



plant (yeah we had a wide corner or two last night
and wandered but in general keep them out of
trees).

Resetting a classic track - The right ski on the
snowmobile runs in line with the left track corners
are a little offset but in general where ever that ski
goes that's where the track is going to go too.

I try to groom in sections so if something happens
and I can't finish a section is done rather than a lot
of stuff 1/2 done.

When grooming at night I try to do the sections
near houses first (two ball field areas at QH, and the
South field at Essex) so the noise from the
snowmobile doesn't disturb the neighbors.

Besides visually seeing where you set the knives so
you can adjust back to that each time, also try to
listen to them. You can hear them scraping a long
the hard snow and the sound will change depending
on how deep you are cutting.

Although the comb on the back of the Ginzu is 84"
wide the knives are only 52" wide, remember to
overlap the knives just a little so there isn't a center
ridge. You can use the snowmobile skis to help with
alignment. If the ski is on the outside edge of the
cut area from the previous pass the knives should
overlap (some corners might toss that off a little).

443
Greg
01-12-2011
02:25 AM CT (US)

With Lisa's help we groomed all of Essex tonight
including the walking paths. By the time I finished
up the only marks on the trail were from the Ginzu
or the fox that seemed to take great delight in
running down the trail right after we'd go around
once. I saw it a couple times in the fringes of the
headlight.
I took some time and did some trimming of tree
branches along the classic track in several places so
classic should be really nice without getting
whacked in the face too.
Trails should be great for skiing.

The squeaky drive shaft is starting to come back so
we'll get that lubed in the next week. The
snowmobile and gas cans are full.



442
Dave Greymont
01-11-2011
12:46 PM CT (US)

Forgot to mention:
I find it really awkward to try to fill the gas tank on
the snowmobile from the 5 gallon can. This
morning when I finished filling the snowmobile, I
ended up with two empty smaller cans. I poured the
gas from the 5 gallon container into the two smaller
gas cans. With the smaller cans, they’re not so
heavy to hold while filling, I don’t need to use a
funnel, and I don’t slop gas on the seat of the
snowmobile. 
Just food for thought.
Dave

441
Greg
01-11-2011
12:10 PM CT (US)

Sounds good. I had the toggle switch stick once too
but forgot about it. I'll try to spray it with some
lubricant tonight.

Al is going to groom QH again Wed night.

440
Dave Greymont
01-11-2011
12:07 PM CT (US)

Q.H. was groomed this morning this morning and I
set a new classic track. I also set a classic track on
both sides of the trail out to the west ball field. All
the equipment worked great except that the toggle
switch that lowers the knives stuck once and
dropped the knives all the way down. We’ll have to
keep an eye on that and see if it occurs again. 

There were a number of skiers out this morning
already trashing my virgin corduroy. I expect that
Q.H. will need to be groomed again in the next day
or so.

I picked up Joey’s empty beer bottle. If you find a
Stella Artois beer bottle, it’s mine.
Dave

439
Joey
01-09-2011
05:04 PM CT (US)

QH groomed Saturday night. Empty beer bottle
accidentally left in the shed was found ON THE
TRAIL...and you know it's true because I would
never succumb to drinking Bud light.

438
Matt Hawkins
01-08-2011
11:56 AM CT (US)

Groomed Essex this AM, looking good. Drifting
was not as bad as I expected. Classic tracks were
very tough so I reset as best I could. They may not
be pretty but they are there. Go ski!

437
ALAN.SCHMIDT@usbank.com
01-06-2011
08:32 AM CT (US)

Greg, QH was awesome this morning!. Thanks

From:



QT - Greg <qtopic-38-
U7d8XHLEXyS8y@quicktopic.com>
To:
QT topic subscribers <qtopic-
subs@quicktopic.com>
Date:
01/06/2011 12:10 AM
Subject:
RASC_XCSkiTrailGrooming

U.S. BANCORP made the following annotations
--------------------------------------------------------------
- ----- Electronic Privacy Notice. This e-mail, and
any attachments, contains information that is, or
may be, covered by electronic communications
privacy laws, and is also confidential and
proprietary in nature. If you are not the intended
recipient, please be advised that you are legally
prohibited from retaining, using, copying,
distributing, or otherwise disclosing this
information in any manner. Instead, please reply to
the sender that you have received this
communication in error, and then immediately
delete it. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation. 

----------------------------------------------------------- --
------- < replied-to message removed by QT >

436
Greg
01-06-2011
12:09 AM CT (US)

I groomed QH this evening going around 5-6 times
with the Ginzu and setting new classic tracks in the
process. Things are looking pretty good out there.
There are still some boot prints on the bike paths
but they are slowly filling in.

I groomed a large area in the Parkwood Hills
ballfield for practice.

The snowmobile ran well with no signs of trouble. 

The snowmobile and gas cans are all full.
Remember to use Super Premium when filling up
the QH gas cans.



Joey is going to groom QH Fri/Sat and Matt is
going to groom Essex Fri/Sat - unless the tracks are
beat up you can probably just go over the skate
areas.

435
Jeff
01-05-2011
05:08 PM CT (US)

I groomed and set tracks at Essex this afternoon.
Everything worked well. There were a number of
skiers out enjoying the great snow conditions. 
Jeff

434
Henry
01-04-2011
08:42 PM CT (US)

Drove the QH snowmobile around until it was close
to being out of gas for the break in period. Then
added fresh gas (without the extra oil in it) and
scarified using the drag with weights. Took out
most of the rough surface so it is very skiable now.
Didn't touch the classic track knowing it would be
difficult to replace. Mixing the little snow we did
get in with the top shaved layer really helped. Fast
conditions for as cold as it is getting. A round with
the ginzu may produce a better product, otherwise
another shot with the drag would do it.

433
Andy Wood
01-04-2011
11:52 AM CT (US)

Groomers,
I have a meeting tomorrow in Duluth and won't be
able to groom as I originally planned. Anyone want
to trade off with me? Please note I will not be here
over the weekend due to the Maplelag trip.

432
Bruce
01-02-2011
08:39 PM CT (US)

I talked to Brennan later after skiing - I had swung
on my way home from church so picked up the tarp
while I was there... then came back to ski!
Conditions are really good considering the warm-
up we had. A couple inches of snow now would be
great!

431
BKelly
01-02-2011
11:23 AM CT (US)

Essex is done, get out and ski, it looks fast. No
Classic tracks laid down, I set the track setter down
a few times but the pack was so hard that it was a
waste of time. I've got the gas cans and the card. I
will get them back either today or tomorrow. A
weird thing happened though, I set Greg's tarp off
to the side and it disappeared when I got back. The
wind wasn't great enough to carry it away so your
guess is as good as mine.

430
Henry
01-02-2011
09:48 AM CT (US)

Bruce, your supposed to divide the work so it isn't a
major burden on one person. We really could use a
club trailer just for these times like this - someone
could haul the equipment in to be worked on as
well so you and Greg are not always hauling.



Something to put in the long term list of needs.

I broke half of the snow fort in Parkwood hills apart
with a splitting maul before wrenching my lower
back out of place and had to quit. I recommend that
we continue going around it for now since it is
glare ice in the middle. When it warms up I'll
shovel snow in the center and knock the other side
down. I wondered what that kid was up to with the
shovel - they usually build snowboard jumps with
the picnic table beside the road. I believe its the
Sheriff's kid that lives up the street - common sense
is an earned award and its hard won sometimes.

429
Bruce
01-01-2011
02:27 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill was leveled, renovated, combed, and a
shallow track set where possible. I went over all the
trails with the green drag, then the Ginzu with
weight. The woods trails are in pretty good shape.
The bike paths are so hard packed that the drag and
Ginzu weren't doing a lot. The springs on the
knives were being pulled back quite a bit to relieve
the pressure on the knives so I don't think more
weight would help. The bike paths are skiable but
we really need more snow. Also, there is now a
'snowfort' on the Parkwood Hills loop. I detoured
around it but it will take a pick axe and/or maul to
break it down. I'd suggest removing it or else it will
get continued use by the local children and the trail
will get trampled.

428
Bruce
12-31-2010
10:07 AM CT (US)

Essex was renovated (a minimum of 4 passes with
the knives) and a shallow classic track set.
Everything is working well. We survived this
warm-up in pretty good shape.

427
Greg
12-28-2010
09:07 PM CT (US)

I covered the Ginzu with a tarp, filled the gas cans,
shoveled out the doors and liberaly coated the locks
with tri-flow so hopefully they don't freeze shut.

426
Greg
12-28-2010
07:18 AM CT (US)

Quick update on Kwik Trips - looks like the one by
Century High School off of Circle Drive isn't open
24 hours and neither are the pumps - not sure what
time it closes but it re-opens at 6am.

All the other Kwik Trips in Rochester are open 24
hours so the one over by Cub Foods on Marion
Road or the one up on 55th St & Hwy 52 are open.

425
Greg

Essex gas cans are full again, I didn't put any in the
snowmobile.



12-27-2010
08:21 PM CT (US)

424
Andy Wood
12-27-2010
11:07 AM CT (US)

I groomed and set track at Essex this morning.
Yippie I did not get stuck this time!!! I smoothed
out some of the ruts where a lot of skiier have dug
in going up the hills along with the foot prints from
the walkers on the bike paths. All the trails are in
great shape. The equipment ran smoothly. The gas
cans were empty so I left with about 5/8th of a tank
of fuel in the snowmobile. Happy skiing everyone!!

423
Greg
12-27-2010
07:43 AM CT (US)

With the temp fluctuations we had last week and
that are coming up this week it is good to check the
finished trail coming out the back of the Ginzu
when you first get started. When I was out
Christmas Eve there was a couple of clumps of
snow stuck to the bottom of the comb that dug
troughs in the snow. I tried making 4-5 passes
around the little pond to wear it off but the snow on
the ground was too soft it just left a trough. I ended
up having to lift up the front of the Ginzu and
kicking the snow loose then made another 4-5
passes around that little pond to wear it down
completely so the comb came out looking normal.

422
Greg
12-25-2010
02:42 AM CT (US)

I groomed Essex tonight and set a track. I packed
the areas south of the creek out to the edges Bruce
had packed, the areas north of the creek just 1 1/2
wide. With the snow rolling out the sides of the
Ginzu the north side might seem narrow in places.

I think I saw Santa out making his deliveries,
hopefully some of you got new ski equipment to try
out tomorrow.

Merry Christmas!

421
Bruce
12-23-2010
11:52 AM CT (US)

Next Essex Grooming: As I mentioned below, I
packed the trail edges and widened the trails
significantly along the bike paths and in the
fields/prairies. The next time we groom, I
recommend we do not groom the full width that I
have packed down. 1 and 1/2 Ginzu's width is fine
and leave those nice straight edges of the trail a
couple feet further out and keep the classic track in
as well. Normally in a low snow year, we wouldn't
be doing this, we'd keep the sides unpacked and
farm snow from them with successive groomings
but this year is different - no shortage of snow for
the time being!



420
Bruce
12-22-2010
02:20 PM CT (US)

Essex: looks like Matt and Brennan did an excellent
job. The trail is in great shape. I took the sled and
packed the trail edges hoping for better classic pole
plants. Put in the walking paths. Combed and set a
new track.
I don't think it gets any better!

419
Dave Greymont
12-21-2010
07:18 PM CT (US)

The Q.H. snowmobile has engine problems and
should not be used. I thoroughly cleaned-out all the
accumulated snow and slush from the tunnel and
then attempted to start the snowmobile. It was
difficult to start and would not idle. I eventually got
it warmed up and tried to groom. The snowmobile
would run good for a couple of 100 yards and then
just die. Greg came and we cleaned the spark plugs,
sprayed cleaner in the carburetors, and added
Seafoam to the gas, all without any improvement.
Greg will check with the Ski Doo service folks to
see if they have any recommendations. I suspect we
may have to take it in for service. We'll let you
know when the problem is resolved.

418
BKelly
12-21-2010
03:50 PM CT (US)

Essex is groomed, it looks pretty good except
where the idiot groomer (me)forgot to lift the track-
setter. Matt did a great job packing and the sled was
easy to handle until I went off the pack. then the
sled sank like stone. The trail is really soft so it will
probably need to be hit again soon. I would really
like to ski now, I've now put more time on the
Skandic than on the Atomics

417
12-21-2010
12:12 PM CT (US)

FYI, I spent a good 15+ minutes just as Bruce
described, on my hands and knees in the gravel
clearing out the packed snow from the tunnel on the
Essex sled last night. It might have functioned OK
without but if the temperature dropped 10-15
degrees it would take an axe to chop it out.
Probably shouldn't have any axes in our tool kit.
Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
416
Bruce Walk
12-21-2010
10:41 AM CT (US)

Greg, year 1, I had this happen as well to me. If the
snow is real wet and packed in the tunnel area, it
will behave as you describe. That's what caused me
to put the 'Tunnel Clear' on the checkout sheet
although it really hasn't happened since. Maybe the
snow is just the right texture and moisture content
again. I recall getting a garden trowel and shoveling
it out very thoroughly on my hands and knees... lots
of fun!



415
Greg
12-21-2010
10:30 AM CT (US)

Al packed QH last night and did a great job, I went
out this morning and started making loops with the
Ginzu. The Skate trail looks great the classic tracks
don't exist.

The 550 is out of service until further notice. I think
the track is just full of slush and ice and needs a
real good cleaning, it was running fine but then
would bog down and die (on a downhill - with no
knives or anything) Cleaned the track real well and
went for a while before it happened again. Cleaned
the track again and got it back to the shed.

Also blew the fuse for the Ginzu knives right of the
bat, changed that out and it worked fine the rest of
the morning.

Anyways great skating out there today but no
classic tracks.

414
Matt Hawkins
12-21-2010
09:40 AM CT (US)

I packed Essex last night in the rain with good
results. The prairie trails caught a lot of drifting but
they knocked down pretty well considering. 55th St
took a bit of work too but will be good if I didn't
reroute the trail. Flattened the small loop where the
ginzu is parked so getting in/out should be easier.
Final grooming might be fairly routine for the next
lucky contestant. If the wet, perfect snowball
making snow that filled the sled tunnel is any
indication, this layer should set up very firm with
colder temps.

413
Bruce Walk
12-19-2010
01:41 PM CT (US)

I agree with Dave on the ballfield track question.
12/19 - Essex: Both gas cans are full and the card is
in the sled.
Essex is good but can use some packing on the trail
edge for classic track pole plants. Let's get through
this next event Monday/Tuesday. I'm back in town
Tuesday and off work for a couple days so I'll take
the extra time then to work on packing the edges ...
and not getting stuck I hope! overall though, the
trail conditions are great!

412
Dave Greymont
12-18-2010
06:50 AM CT (US)

I would take the path of least resistance and turn
left and go clockwise around the ball field and set
the classic track on the inside of the loop instead of
the outside. 
Dave

411 Fresh corduroy! Fresh corduroy! Get up early and



John
12-18-2010
12:51 AM CT (US)

ski it before it's not (fresh corduroy). I groomed and
tracked the entire system. A couple of minor
incidents where I had to unhook the ginzu. It's my
first grooming with the Ginzu this year and the
deep snow doesn't leave much margin for error. 

I'm not sure if other Quarry Hill groomers have the
following problem - heading into the Quarry Hill
ball field from the woods connector, I take a right
turn. This turn is quite sharp and I don't make it
often. I'm coming from the south on the right side
so it's a tight radius. It would be nice if this turn
wasn't quite so tight. 

A couple of ideas 
1. Move the east-west trail on the south side of the
ballfield loop farther north so that a larger radius
turn can be made when coming into the ballfield. A
side note on this - when coming south on the west
side of the ballfield, the trail goes almost to the
woods and then cuts back to the north a bit as it
continues east. Sometimes I have problems with
that turn. If we didn't go quite so far south and
started our turn to the east earlier, the turn could be
made more gradual and the trail heading back east
would be farther north thus making the turn coming
out of the woods into the ballfield a bit easier.

2. I've been tempted to just turn left when coming
out of the woods. The main reason I don't is that
we've been setting track on the outside of the loop.
Going clockwise would eliminate the problem of
tight right turn coming out of the woods, but would
end up putting the track on the inside. 

So, what the other QH groomers think about this?
Do you have problems with the turns on the
ballfield (coming into the ballfield and the "wavy
turn" on the south west corner as you head back
east)?

410
Andy Wood
12-17-2010
01:28 PM CT (US)

Hi Gang!

Essex is totally groomed and ready for action! I
groomed and set track where I could. All we need
now is a bunch of skiiers to pack it down more. So
spread the word! I did managed to get stuck a few
of times and totally barried it at the base of the
steep hill when trying to make the corner from the



walking path. So I get the barried snowmobile
award for this week. Let's see who can out do me!!
Going forward, we should let the trail set up and
have people ski on it for the next couple of days
depending on if we get snow.

Happy Skiing!!
409
Bruce Walk
12-17-2010
09:21 AM CT (US)

The gas cans are back in the quonset at Essex, the
V800 is full. I still have the card.

408
Henry
12-16-2010
11:06 PM CT (US)

11:00pm QH is groomed

407
Bruce Walk
12-16-2010
10:41 PM CT (US)

Moved the green drag to QH tonight. I put it at the
shed door on the road side. Use it if you need it,
otherwise I will be putting mat on it mid-next week
and will then move it around to the other side of the
shed. Where it sits now is very close to the electric
outlet I'll need. Weights are inside on the pallets.
I also moved the other green drag to Eastwood
along with a set of weights. It will be there for the
season.
I have the Essex gas cans and will return them
tomorrow full.

406
Eric
12-16-2010
07:33 PM CT (US)

Groomed over at Essex tonight, same as Dave tried
without packing first and snowplowed too much
snow. Hooked up the otter sled and did everything
at least twice. Got stuck once when I floated off one
side. 
Then hooked the Ginzu back up and groomed 55th
and the River road and walking path, essentially
everything North of the Archery range. Then ran
out of time. I did not fill up the snowmobile, the gas
cans weren't there. I didn't set classic track either.
Cheers, Eric

405
Dave Greymont
12-16-2010
02:55 PM CT (US)

I didn't have nearly as much fun as Greg.
There was more snow than I thought last night. I
groomed around the shed field and could feel the
drag of snow building up in front of the Ginzu. I
got stuck at the top of the hill. I unhitched, got the
Ginzu turned around 180 degrees, and pulled it
back down to the sheds. Then I did 3 passed on all
the trails with the Otter sled except I didn’t pack the
Parkwood Hills trail (ran out of time). Then I



groomed with the Ginzu without further problems. I
did not set a classic track. The trail is very soft and
skiers are leaving deep marks in the freshly
groomed trail.

404
Greg
12-15-2010
11:22 PM CT (US)

I had fun playing at QH tonight - 
- Did a little leveling with the Ginzu but still need
to do more once we have the green drag over there.
- Cleaned up all the intersections so the piles don't
get to deep in the center of them.
- Groomed the U loop by the shed.
- Put pine branches around the inside edges of the
two ball fields.
- Routed the field trail back to the original course
along the snow fence and put some flags across the
short cut (won't matter much now but as the snow
melts we'll encounter less rocks and dirt.
- Filled a few good divots from crashes.
- Filled 3 of the 4 gas cans.
- Dug out the east door so it doesn't freeze shut like
the west one. 
- P&R plowed the lot so we can get in again.
- Starting to snow now so it'll be ready for Dave to
groom again in the morning.

403
Bruce Walk
12-15-2010
09:25 PM CT (US)

I did the following at Essex tonight:
- leveled all the field trails with the red drag. It
helped get most of the ripple due to the drifts out. I
did the lower trail in the 55th st. field below the
berm by the tree line but only got it partially
leveled. It will need to harden up and get more
leveling done in the future. I didn't comb and there
are a few areas of lumps but given that it will get
combed tomorrow, I thought it could wait.
- packed the bike paths along 55th st. that intersect
at the park entrance
- put in walking trails where possible along the bike
paths. 
I have the gas cans and card and will return things
tomorrow. The sled has 3/4 tank. I now see what
Greg meant by his 'spiked hot chocolate'
comment... there are certainly a lot of spots where
people were stuck or pulled off into the deep
powder!

402
Bruce Walk
12-14-2010
05:36 PM CT (US)

I checked with P&R, the Payne shed access road
will get plowed tomorrow.

401 Brennan groomed Essex today so both Essex and



Greg
12-14-2010
04:08 PM CT (US)

QH should be in great shape...

Essex is groomed. I was able to trackset also. . . and
I only had to disconnect and reset the sled 73 times
due to falling off the hard pack!! (not really that
bad).
It's soft out there but looks very ski-able
BK

400
Dave Greymont
12-14-2010
03:03 PM CT (US)

Q.H. Groomed
I zipped over all the trails at Q.H. once and the field
trail twice. I was back at the car in an hour and a
quarter. The classic track was okay so I left that
alone today. I wasn’t brave enough to pull the
Ginzu around the steep loop adjacent to the sheds. I
did however drive the snowmobile around that loop
about 5 times just to pack the trail. I’m sure I would
have gotten stuck with the Ginzu. 

All in all, it was a delightful day to be out
grooming. No problems what-so-ever. There are a
few wavy sections of trail but other then that I
would say Q.H. is in excellent condition for
skating. You no longer have to use your rock skis;
you can bring out the good stuff!

There’s some snow in the forecast and I plan on
grooming again on Thursday prior to ski practice.
I’ll groom both the classic track and skate lane on
Thursday. 

I know the plow drivers have other priorities right
now, but once they’re caught up is there any chance
they can plow the road up to the storage sheds? I
had to park on the edge of the road to the nature
center.

399
Dave Greymont
12-14-2010
10:35 AM CT (US)

FYI: When I drove past Eastwood this morning the
groomer was out with a roller behind the
snowmobile packing the ski trail.

398
Greg
12-14-2010
01:10 AM CT (US)

Here's were the trails stand and who's going out
next.

QH - pulled the Ginzu around all the trails quick 1
pass setting a track the other side just left as was.
Trails are pretty good although we'll have to do
some work to level humps from drifts, that'll come
with time.



Dave is going to groom QH nicely on Tuesday -
should be able to just run around with the ginzu and
set a skate and classic lane and be done. You'll need
to use the knives to smooth things out a little.

Essex - Everything is packed and skiable - no tracks
yet. Brennan is going to groom Essex tomorrow -
same idea as QH set a track and a skate lane with
the knives. At Essex the main junction at the top of
the 55th st field is rough so be carefull coming up
to it on the snowmobile for a while. 
Also the trail from hell (the trail on the north side of
the ravine that runs from the care takers house over
to the bottom of the steep up hill) When grooming
the side the drops off to the ravine - stay away from
the edge for now, it is still really soft (you can see
where Andy had fun). I'd recommend grooming
that edge going from East to West that way the
weight of the track setter is towards the center of
the trail and the throttle is on the up hill side so you
can lean if needed - but really don't get to close to
the edge.

The electrical hook up at Essex has a bad habit of
coming unhooked, the locking mechanism doesn't
seem to be holding. I think when the temp is cold
the wire gets stiff and and work itself loose. I
lashed the plug and the little flip up 'lock' together
using the string from the cap - works but I'll look
for a better long term solution. Probably came
unplugged a dozen times tonight.

Lastly the Rochester Police Dept recommends we
quit spiking our hot chocolate, it appears we are
having a tough time keeping the snowmobile on the
trail :-) Just kidding, I think I doubled the number
of random side trails today!

397 Deleted by topic administrator 12-13-2010 12:11
PM

396
Henry
12-12-2010
08:52 PM CT (US)

QH packed. I met Al Schmidt as he was coming
back with the ginzu. He said it wasn't going well as
he couldn't go up any of the hills and ended up
stuck. Since he was ready to call it a day I took the
sled and packed everywhere possible. I broke trail
and went around the West Ball field until I got
dizzy, it was heavily drifted and windblown, getting
stuck was inevitable. I did the same to Parkwood



Hills park. I packed the other areas in the woods
with a few passes beyond what John had done.
Overall it looks good now but we need to knock
down a few stubborn drifts, the scarifier is maybe
the tool at this point. The ginzu might do O.K.
although it may float too much when snow piles up
in front of it. Oddly enough people were pounding
prints in the bike trail while the snow was deep and
soft yet - they are creatures of habit that group. I
think we are skiable as it is but it will be
exceptional when the drifts are knocked down.

395
John
12-12-2010
06:11 PM CT (US)

I packed the ski trails at Quarry Hill with 4 - 5
passes with the sled. I managed to get stuck a
couple of times - but able to get out after unhitching
the sled. It's hard to see the edge with so much
snow!! I did one pass to the Parkwood playground
and did 3 passes on the Parkwood loop. I did not go
out to the Quarry Hill ball field. Just as I was about
to leave, Al Schmidt came to do some grooming.
He was thinking about doing a Ginzu groom on the
packed ski trails if he could get the Ginzu out. We'll
have to hear how he managed. Henry was also
thinking about going out.

394
Andy Wood
12-12-2010
03:11 PM CT (US)

I packed most of the wooded trails at Essex this
morning and afternoon. The snow is quite deep and
drifted. I got the snowmobile stuck several times
(you will see my divots)in the deeper areas. Due to
the sharp wind chill and continued drifting I did on
pack the praire areas along 55th.

Suggestions for next time:
*We should continue packing before doing any
grooming with the Ginzu
*If the wind is down we should go over the trails
along 55th just with the snowmobile first and then
pack it down with the sled.
*Let's think about purchasing a come-a-long for
those of us that have a tendency to get stuck
frequently in the woods.

Lastly I want to thank Bruce for helping me free up
the snowmobile after I barried it off the trail.

393
Bruce Walk
12-11-2010
01:54 PM CT (US)

Essex Park packed today - 10 to 1:00. The snow
packs well. I did 3-4 passes from one side to the
other with the sled. That seems to work better and
leave less of a hump than doing both sides, then the
middle.



Comments:
- removed the weights from the Ginzu
- pulled the Ginzu around so it's pointing more
downhill. Lets try to park it this way in the future.
That first turn can be a problem if there's snow built
up
- I shoveled snow off the Ginzu and from in front of
it
- We should shovel on either side of the Quonset
doors to keep them working smoothly. One shovel
width is fine. I did it this afternoon.
- I have the gas cans and card. Tank is 3/4 full. I'll
bring them back Sunday
- I hung the key up on the 3rd 4x6 to the left of the
door as you look out - that's basically back in the
corner.
- checked the oil - level is good
- need to read up on how to top off the anti-freeze
but its ok to use

For those at QH, we excavated under the big door
by the snowmobile side so hopefully you can use it
this season however like Essex, I think you'll need
to shovel so there's room for it to slide.

392
Dave Greymont
12-11-2010
01:45 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill packed 12/11/2010 
I was hoping to get to Q.H. early enough to use the
Ginzu to pack the trail. I drove the snowmobile
around the field by the shed a couple of times to
warm it up and the tread only sunk in maybe 2
inches. So I thought I would be okay pulling the
Ginzu. WRONG! I moved the wings all the way in
but they still seemed to pull snow in front of the
groomer. Maybe I should have taken them off.

I got stuck the first time at the top of the cherry tree
trail, the second time when I was coming around
back up to the top, and the third time when I was
turning into the construction road trail heading back
towards the storage shed. Then I hooked-up the
Otter sled and packed the trails with that. I think I
packed just about all the trails 4 times but with
some over-lap it's somehwat narrower than that. I
left the Otter sled parked next to the Ginzu for John
to use. No point in unloading it and putting it away.

Other than getting stuck the only other problem I
had was going around the ball field by Park Wood
Hills. I couldn’t exactly remember what path we



took going into the field, and then I couldn’t see the
trail out in the ball field. We need to get some trail
markers in place at both Park Wood Hills, and the
west ball field.

Roads are bad. The road in to Q.H. is not plowed. I
wouldn’t recommend driving unless you have a 4-
wheel drive vehicle.
Edited 12-11-2010 01:47 PM

391
Bruce
12-05-2010
05:03 PM CT (US)

The jack on the Essex Ginzu has been removed,
taped around the frame with 3" duct tape - several
layers, then put back on and tightened. It was on
firm when I left tonight. We'll see if it stands up to
the test of cold and time.
Edited 12-05-2010 05:03 PM

390
Jeff
12-05-2010
03:57 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex early this afternoon (Dec.5)and
widened the trails where possible. I tightened the
lift on the groomer but it still slips. It may be that
the wooden block is just wide enough to prevent it
from getting tighter. To cold to diagnose it. It still
works fine.

389
Henry
12-04-2010
10:34 PM CT (US)

Re-packed QH tonight finishing around 9:30PM
with hopes of it setting up a bit tonight. The trail
base is a bit rough but skiing conditions are
surprisingly good. I moved the wings out and
pulled in as much snow as I could so it smoothed
out nicely. A good start to the year. I think I
managed to groom the most efficiently ever, could
have been dumb luck to, well see next time. 

One note, it was clear there were three or four
pretty hard crashes. One took the bark off a sapling
on the small Northern loop. The other two or three
were on the down hill where the small loop drops to
the entry road and its really rough yet. The body
impressions were Stephen King fodder. That
section needs a re-grade and smoothing or
adjustments to location.

388
Greg
12-04-2010
04:54 PM CT (US)

We managed to get all of QH and Essex groomed
today. Both are going to get cleaned up a little more
tonight or tomorrow. Henry is going to groom QH
later tonight Jeff is going to groom Essex
tomorrow.

There are no tracks set, the base is too thin still.
Overall conditions are good, no bare spots although
I would use older skis if you have them.



We'll see how the snow sets up after Jeff and Henry
go out again to see what we want to do for
grooming the rest of the week. Right now the
forcast is for snow Thurs/Fri.

A few notes - the ginzu is a little hard to plug into
the QH snowmobile the first time, the 2nd or third
time it gets easier.

The LED light definately uses less power than the
old light. It's a little less bright but still good.

387
Bruce
03-28-2010
06:37 PM CT (US)

The snowmobiles and Ginzus are now in the Payne
shed at QH. The drags are all in the red barn at
Essex for sanding/painting and upgrades/repairs
this summer. All the weights are also at Essex.
Thanks to Greg, Eric, and Amy for helping move
everything around Friday. My wife and I took down
all the snow fence and signs at Essex today. I threw
away some of the snow fence pieces that were
either very small or brittle and broken. We should
go over it this summer and fix a few broken spots
as well as buy more new snow fence for next
season. The mat over the gravel road on the
sledding hill had been pulled up and bunched in a
big ball. I threw it out as well figuring we'll buy
another roll this summer/fall and use a new piece
for this coming ski season. 

I'll make a list of items to work on for this summer.
Some are equipment repair/maint/upgrade and
others will be trail work related. Things are put
away for now though so when people are ready, we
can start to chip away at the off-season list. I'm
hoping people will be comfortable picking some
items and going to work on them. For example, I
know Greg has some thoughts on widening some of
the east woods trails at Essex. Might as well start
on that before all the leaves come out.

386
Bruce
03-22-2010
09:17 PM CT (US)

Guys, let's frame the problem and what we want to
accomplish first before we even think about
solutions. Being an engineer by training, it's really
easy to start coming up with neat solutions when
simple will work. I'd prefer not to get Jim involved
at this point. In fact, we have a lot of other projects
to think about and prioritize. Let's get this season
closed down and all our jobs done first, ok?



385
Greg
03-22-2010
08:55 AM CT (US)

Been thinking about the indicator lights vs rod
indicator since the e-mail I sent earlier.

Since the ginzu arms for both the teeth and the
track setter move in an arc whatever the indicators
are they'd have to be able to track movement along
an arc.

Knowing electronics and high moisture/high
vibration environments don't go well together I'm
more inclined to avoid it but would be curious to
Jim could put together. 
My basic thoughts on the criteria - have to be able
to withstand the elements, not affect use of the
ginzu's or snowmobiles if they failed, inexpensive
to build/maintain/repair. The 'gauge' should
probably be a stand alone pod that would mount on
the console so with a new machine it would be easy
to switch. 
You'd need the sensor to determine movement on
the Ginzu since the teeth continue to travel a little
after you let go of the switch. The arms move in an
arc so the sensor would have to allow for that, the
mechanisms are also usually coated in snow. I
didn't measure it but the travel distance is ~8-10" so
you'd need a sensor that could track that distance
and probably give you a reading in 1/2" increments.
The 'gauge' would need to be readable at night so
you could either read 3 or see that you were on the
3rd light in a sequence and tell that it's the third
light (or the 3rd & 4th light for 1/2). Might need a
way to brighten/dim the lights for day/night use.

Looking at the Ginzu's the rod and indicator won't
be a simple thing to install either - on the picture I
attached to the earlier e-mail the teeth move straight
up and down vertically, since the Ginzu teeth rotate
up and down the indicator would need to track that
arc as well.
Greg

384
Bruce
03-20-2010
05:41 PM CT (US)

I've seen another arrangement that is very low tech
(i.e. a rod and indicator). 'Keep it simple' is
something that tends to work better on equipment
used in the bitter cold like we do. We have a hard
time keeping the electrical plugs working (which
we will replace this summer with something more
substantial). Let's think about discussing further
sometime what we want to accomplish - there are



other dynamics like track setter use that affect the
knife height as well.

383
Dave Greymont
03-20-2010
11:22 AM CT (US)

The concept sounds like a terrific idea to me. I
think it would encourage raising the knives or track
setter (for hills or corners) if you could quickly
return to the previous setting. This would lessen
one of the grooming hassles, somewhat reduce the
time spent grooming, and may even reduce wear
and tear on the equipment. It would be interesting
to know if anyone else has done this and the
practicality. 
Dave

382
Matt Hawkins
03-20-2010
10:11 AM CT (US)

I want to ask the "grooming gurus" aka
Dave/Henry/Bruce etc. if they would consider an
off-season project. I'd like us to outfit the sleds with
electronics that allow for repeatable knife and
tracksetter positions. The idea is for a system with a
backlit lcd that numerically identifies the relative
positions of both units. We can then easily resume
track or knife placement after dropping or lifting.
Jim Craighead has agreed to assess the setup and
assemble what we need for both sleds. Jim is an
electronic/mechanical genius and is more than
happy to put this together for a reasonable cost. If
you guys want to vote on the usefulness of the
project now is your chance. I vote yes because it's
cool and we'll benefit from better control of the
ginzus.
Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >

381
Dave Greymont
03-19-2010
04:40 PM CT (US)

When I was at Eastwood I noticed a small pile of
our lights under a tree by the opening in the fence
near Eastwood Park. Jeff Morton said a
snowmobiler was out on the golf course near the
end of the ski season. On closer inspection there
were only 4 lights but they were all broken. I took
them to the storage shed at Q.H. Don’t ya just love
snowmobilers or anyone who has to senselessly
entertain them selves by destroying someone else’s
property? I guess I'm also some what surprised that
we haven't had any vandelism to our lights before
this.
Dave G.

380
Bruce

Moved the misc stuff in the quonset at Essex over
to the red barn and readied everything for P&R to



03-13-2010
12:06 PM CT (US)

put their skating rink walls back in for summer.
Also picked up the cones and barrel from the bridge
and west river pkwy.

Now we wait a couple weeks then we'll need to
move all the drags to their summer homes and
remove all the snow fence and signs from all
around the park. One morning's work should take
care of it.

For next year, we need to remember not to put the
sled or anything else under the tree mover
(assuming it's back in the same place). The
hydraulics must have started to bleed when the
temperature warmed up and it had dropped and
pinned the sled to the ground. I was able to lower
the tongue jack and remove it fortunately.

379
Bruce
03-12-2010
09:35 AM CT (US)

The V800 is now at Al's for a recall service
operation, tighten the DESS plug, and fix/re-attach
the fuel gauge float. No estimate on completion.
They have myself and Greg as contacts.

378
Joey
03-03-2010
09:44 AM CT (US)

Quarry Hill groomed last night (Tuesday).
Conditions look great. Gas can are mostly empty
and since I wrapped up late and was tired, I didn't
fill them up.

377
Bruce
03-02-2010
07:24 AM CT (US)

Groomed Essex this morning - only the skate lane.
It would have taken more time than I had to deeply
renovate to remove the track and put it back. P&R
had to access their wood pile so they crossed the
garden trail at 2 spots. I groomed over them - it's a
rough crossing but there's plenty of snow. I reserved
enough time for 1/2 hour of skiing - very nice. Our
cover is holding well including the bridges.

376
John
02-28-2010
10:38 AM CT (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill this morning (Sunday). Used
the knives to break up the hardpack. The tracks
were left alone - looked in good shape in most
places.
Edited 02-28-2010 10:38 AM

375
Jeff
02-28-2010
08:00 AM CT (US)

I groomed Essex trails late yesterday (Saturday)
afternoon. They were pretty packed so I used the
cutters to loosen the snow. I did not reset tracks. 
Jeff

374
Al
02-22-2010
10:17 AM CT (US)

QH groomed this morning. I decided to leave the
track "as is" in most areas. Tracks were in pretty
good condition considering the weekend traffic. I
did reset track in area just North of the Nature



Center-since it was mostly gone. I am not sure how
well it will hold up. Gas cans were not in the
shed...so I assume someone is filling them. Sled is
1/2 full of gas.

373
Bruce
02-21-2010
11:47 PM CT (US)

Matt did one pass around Essex early this
afternoon. Lots of skier traffic though and it was
chopped up and packed down by evening. I
removed the classic track tonight and renovated,
combed and reset the track all around. No one out
except 1 fox, 2 skunks, and 1 raccoon. Must be the
late hour and the half moon that brought them all
out tonight.

372
Joey
02-16-2010
01:36 PM CT (US)

Q-hill was groomed last night and track was set.
Not a perfect job, but pretty good.

371
Bruce
02-15-2010
11:40 PM CT (US)

Groomed Essex tonight, first with the new red drag
to cut down the many drifts, then with the Ginzu.
The new drag worked well. I was able to cover the
whole trail width in two passes. The 55th st. field
was completely drifted in again. It cut right through
the drifts after I found out where the trail base was.
We'll need to put more evergreen boughs out there.
The snow is now so deep you can't see them any
more. Also set a track in most places. The
snowmobile is full and there's one more fill-up in
the gas cans.

370
Dave Greymont
02-15-2010
12:00 PM CT (US)

Suggestion to groomers: We recently experienced
problems a problem with ice in the connector of the
Ginzu at Q.H. I’m not sure how this happened, but
as a suggestion, please check that there is no snow
in the plug cover before you push it on to the plug
when you're done grooming. This may (or may not)
be the source of the problem, but it wouldn't hurt to
check for snow.
Thanks, 
Dave
Edited 02-15-2010 12:03 PM

369
John
02-15-2010
02:01 AM CT (US)

Quarry Hill was groomed Sunday night. The
snowfall from this evening had died down, so I
decided to groom the trails with the hope that they
would firm up overnight and be less affected by
walkers on Monday. Also, the grooming would
pack down the snow in the open fields and reduce
drifting issues. Of course, as I left Quarry Hill early
Monday morning, the snow started again. We'll see



what happens. Hopefully the base will still set up
even with some fresh snow on top.

I wasn't sure whether to set tracks again. I had seen
that Monday's forecast was for some more snow, so
I ended up deciding to just leave track setting until
the next grooming. I left most of the tracks alone. 

Unfortunately, another reason that I didn't set track
was that the track setter wouldn't go down. There
was snow in the connector so I used the handy
dandy drill to clean it out. I also had to clean out the
male connector some. I was a bit surprised since it
has a metal cover on it, but there was some small
amounts of ice in the connector and I was
wondering if that was preventing a good
connection. After all of the cleaning, the knives did
go down, but not the track setter. Being that it was
late and dark, I just left the track setter alone.
Afterwards, I checked fuses - they looked OK - but
I'm not sure I found the one controlling the track
setter.

As Dave mentioned, the snow as not plowed in the
driveway - so I ended up just parking on the road
by the gate (not having a four wheel drive and not
wanting to get stuck late at night).

368
Jeff
02-14-2010
08:06 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. I used the St
Mary's drag first to widen the trails and the the
Ginzu. The classic tracks were good so I did not
reset them. Then we started to get a little snow! It
should be OK unless we either get a lot of snow or
drifting.
Jeff

367
Dave Greymont
02-12-2010
04:14 PM CT (US)

Q.H. was groomed this afternoon.
Al, this was the best grooming trade I ever made! It
was a great day to be out grooming (or skiing). Air
temperature was in the mid-twenties, no wind, nice
warm sunshine, and all I had to do was spiff-up the
skating lanes. The classic track was still perfect
from the last grooming. I moved the wings on the
Ginzu back to the outward position, and sprayed
some lube in the gate and door locks. It sure would
be nice if they would plow the road up to the sheds.
If you don’t have a 4-wheel drive vehicle I’m not
sure I’d attempt driving in.

366 As I sent via-regular e-mail I groomed all of QH



Greg
02-10-2010
07:23 AM CT (US)

last night (I switched days with Al). A big thanks to
Henry for packing it all Monday night. With a few
more inches on top of what he packed I was able to
groom everything with the Ginzu from the very
beginning - the only time I got stuck was on the
little diagonal trail down to the shed that one either
blew in deeper than the others or was skipped the
night before. I had to make several passes to get all
the snow to pack down rather than flow out the
sides of the Ginzu but in the end I think I got rid of
most of the berms. A few of the classic trail
intersections aren't as smooth as I wanted but didn't
want to start them all over.

The snowmobile is about 3/4 full of gas and the
cans are all empty. I'll fill them up after skiing
tonight.

365
Bruce
02-09-2010
08:38 PM CT (US)

Repaired the Ginzu wiring at Essex - One wire
from the track setter had been pulled from the
internal lug connector. For general reference, when
diagnosing the wiring problems, do the following:
1) check and make sure no snow is built up in both
connectors. There's a drill in the peanut butter jar
that will remove it from both plugs (it was built up
in the sled side tonight).
2) check the fuses - you can look at them or you
can swap them and see if the problem moves. There
are also spares in the peanut butter jar.
3) take the connector apart - Ginzu side first.
There's a microscopic phillips head screw that has
to come out. Take care not to lose it (I've already
done that enough).
4) If none of these are the problem, then its
probably the other connector, the connection to the
battery or a broken wire. Then you go find a warm
place to work and settle in for a longer job.
I'll put a wiring diagram in the peanut butter jar for
next year everyone can tell where the wires go.
I also tightened the rear work light.

I took the gas cans and filled them. I'll drop them
off in the morning.

The trails are in pretty good shape. There's an inch
of new snow on the packed trail and some drifting
in the S. prairie and 55th St. field. But they ski
nicely. The next grooming should start by taking
the green drag (no weight) and running along both



edges of the trail in these areas. This will knock
down the drifts, level out the bumps and square up
the edges of the trail. Then the Ginzu should work
fine.

364
Al
02-04-2010
08:29 AM CT (US)

5:30 am - QH classical tracks set up real nice...the
skate trails were still just a bit soft but some of the
best skiing I've has this year. Great job John!
Thanks.

363
John
02-04-2010
12:16 AM CT (US)

Groomed and tracked Quarry Hill this evening
(actually made it home before Thursday arrived).
Ran into (I mean saw) two skiers at 9:30 PM.
Everything looks good, but it's still soft. Maybe it
will set up a bit overnight. Should be good skiing.

362
Greg
02-03-2010
09:27 PM CT (US)

As Brennan noticed I played with a little tracked
truck today at Essex. It did have heat (A/C), a
stereo (never actually turned it on), wipers, 5sp
manual transmision and a few other things. We
were testing it out for someone to see how well it
would work for grooming. The heat was nice -
actually turned it off and rolled down the windows
a little it was so warm. It was to big for our Ginzu -
the teeth on the Ginzu couldn't completely wipe out
the tracks. It's also a little heavier than the
snowmobile - if someone skied the 55th street field
they probably saw where we sunk in and had to pull
off the trail. It was nice being able to make really
sharp corners with ease and it had plenty of power
to pull the Ginzu - you barely knew it was there -
actually it would be easy to forget about it. Highly
unlikely we'll get something like that but it gives us
some ideas when it comes time to replace the QH
snowmobile.

After playing with the truck I went out with the
snowmobile cleaned up some track marks (Dang
where'd the heat go), and set tracks around most of
the trails at Essex so skiing should be nice out
there.

361
Dave Greymont
02-02-2010
02:08 PM CT (US)

Too much of a good thing!
It took a “little” extra effort to groom Q.H. this
morning. I tried to groom with the Ginzu but too
much snow built-up in front of it and the
snowmobile was really struggling. After one loop
around the shed field, I switch to pulling the Otter
sled and packed the whole trail. Then I switched
back to the Ginzu and groomed the trail and set a
classic track. When I finished, it was a corduroy



Mona Lisa. Unfortunately the snow is quite dry and
skiers and walkers were already trashing the trail.
By the time we have ski practice tonight it’ll look
more like Scar Face.

I have the gas cans and will refill them and drop
them off back at Q.H.

360
Bruce
02-01-2010
08:33 PM CT (US)

I filled the gas cans at Essex tonight - we should be
good for a couple more weeks now.

359
Matt
01-31-2010
01:57 PM CT (US)

Got a late start today but Essex was renovated
while Bruce and Andy graded my work, I was
shooting for a B+.

358
Joey Keillor
01-30-2010
09:54 AM CT (US)

Q-hill was groomed Saturday morning. It looks
great.

357
Bruce
01-28-2010
10:34 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex tonight with the Ginzu. I took it
very slow and renovated as thoroughly as I could
after Jeff scarified yesterday. End results were
pretty good in most places. We have an icy spot on
the south prairie and a slight thin spot on the 55th st
field but they're easily avoided. Everything is
working well. The P&R folks ended up
consolidating our space a little but we still have
enough. Please use care when backing the
snowmobile in - we now have a foot or so leeway
between the door and a truck bumper.

356
Greg
01-27-2010
07:21 PM CT (US)

I tightened the jack on the QH Ginzu. I just
snugged it up, I didn't want to tighten it to tight and
hurt the Ginzu frame. If it starts moving again we'll
tighten it some more.

355
Jeff
01-27-2010
03:58 PM CT (US)

I just finished grooming Essex. I made a number of
overlapping passes using the St. Mary's drag with
weights. It seemed to loosen up the base and spread
the drifts. I tried to widen the trails as much as
possible. However,there is one stretch on the top of
the middle trail in the Prairie that is pure ice that it
didn't phase. It would help to run the ginzu over it
now to comb it out and if possible, reset the classic
tracks. When I opened the shed door there were 4
guys from the Park department admiring the
Snowmobile. They were doing some rearranging in



the shed.
Jeff

354
Dave Greymont
01-27-2010
03:30 PM CT (US)

I dropped off a gallon of 2-cycle oil in the Q.H.
shed. I also sprayed the gate lock and shed lock
with Tri-Flow (and my fleece gloves). The locks
seem to be working good now plus every time I
take a swipe at my drippy nose I can savor the
fragrance of Tri-Flo. Kudos to Greg for his
grooming efforts. I skied the woods trails and they
were terrific.
Dave

353
Greg
01-26-2010
11:29 PM CT (US)

Thought I'd recap the last two days so there's a
record on the board.

Monday AM Al groomed QH. Monday PM I
touched up the skate are at QH and then focused on
using the green drag on the bike paths to level and
chew them up more then reset new tracks on the
two field trails.

Monday PM Andy used the green drag at Essex to
chew up the ice there.

Today I filled all the gas cans at QH after practice
and soaked the locks in de-icer. After dinner I went
back to QH and groomed the trails - they had
become icy again with practice and all the traffic. I
did two quick passes on the field trails to loosen
them up but left the tracks alone, then in the woods
I did 5-6 passes on each trail and reset the classic
tracks. 

There is 1 1/2 big cans of gas left at QH. The shed
lock was still frozen tonight, I soaked it again when
I left. The jack on the QH Ginzu is coming loose,
we'll need to tighten it down again. I can probably
get to that tomorrow or Thursday. Until then it
should be fine it just slides back and forth easily.

352
Bruce
01-21-2010
10:02 PM CT (US)

I scarified Essex tonight with the green drag and
made sure to square up both sides of the trail and
rip out the classic track (mostly). Once again, the
silly thing worked great. We have an inch of nice
granular snow/ice across the whole trail. Brennan
can pack/comb tomorrow and possibly set a
shallow track.

I greased the clutch bushing and it quieted down. I



started to hear a faint version returning by the end
of my outing so I greased it again when I was
finished.

Filled the gas cans and used up 1/2 of one to fill the
snowmobile. Everything is working well.

351
Bruce
01-19-2010
09:12 PM CT (US)

I moved the QH green drag over to Eastwood so it
can be used to groom for the race Friday. I also put
extra pins of all types in the peanut butter jars of
both sleds.

350
John
01-19-2010
12:45 AM CT (US)

I groomed Quarry Hill Monday night (actually
finished Tuesday morning). Didn't see any skiers,
walkers, runners, or animals on the trails while
grooming. Tracks were refreshed in most spots,
though the tracks out to the Quarry Hill
ballfield/dinosaur park looked pretty good so I left
those alone. Trails looked good - let's hope we don't
get too much rain on Wednesday.

349
Joey Keillor
01-17-2010
02:17 PM CT (US)

Q-Hill groomed Saturday night. First tracks by me
SUnday morning. Unfortunately, there were more
walkers, runners and dogs out enjoying it than
skiers. 

I shoveled some snow onto the bare spot just east of
the shed and it covered up pretty good. Only I
missed some spots in the dark. With just a little
more shoveling that hill top could be totally
covered and skiable.

Also, gator tracks from the nature center left ski-
wrecking sand trails. The cut-off north of the pond
is a good way to avoid this if you are skiing on
valuable boards.

348
Jeff
01-15-2010
09:44 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this morning. Cover still looks
good.
Jeff

347
Greg
01-14-2010
01:48 PM CT (US)

Dave, I haven't checked since the bolts broke on the
track setter but I think it's still about the same.
Bascially if the ski of the snowmobile is running on
the center ridge of the classic track the track setter
should be lining up there. Haven't checked since the
repair but that's what I go by.

On a side note - I played around with the electrical
for a couple hours on the QH snowmobile last



night. I did find a loose ground wire but I think the
problem still exists - that it won't shut off until the
snowmobile is warmed up. We have a few more
ideas but need some cooler weather and time to test
them. If you want to be sure the snowmobile will
turn off in an emergency while grooming turn the
key off while hooking up the Ginzu when it warms
up enough to work it'll shut off - you should be
good the rest of the grooming session. With the
current temps it may take a couple minutes, with 0
degree temps it might take 10 minutes.

346
Dave Greymont
01-14-2010
11:22 AM CT (US)

I groomed all of Q.H. this morning except for the
short loop just west of the sheds. The sun has
burned the snow off the crest of the hill and I didn’t
want to pull the groomer across the dirt. I also
refilled the 3 empty gas cans.

The classic track was fine so I did not reset it. A
question tho, have any of the Q.H. groomers
figured out a good rule of thumb of where to
position the snowmobile when resetting the classic
track so that the skis cut a new track right on top of
the old one? 

Since I didn’t set a classic track I spent time
trimming brush overhanging the trail. I got a lot of
it but I’m sure there’s more that could be cleaned
up.
Dave

345
Greg
01-11-2010
09:01 AM CT (US)

I've been reading about other places having troubles
with the actuators that raise/lower the teeth and
track setter freezing in place overnight. So far we
haven't had any troubles here so that is good. The
solution is when you park the Ginzu's raise the
track setter and the drag (not at the same time) until
you hear the click then lower then just a touch -
basically just tap them so they start lowering and
that is good.

So far we haven't had that problem but we might as
well make that a habit so hopefully we can avoid it.

344
Greg
01-11-2010
05:56 AM CT (US)

I groomed all of QH last night. I used the green
drag to take the footprints and some of the waves
out of the bike paths and fields then went over
everything with the Ginzu. When I finished
everything was regroomed and no one was out in
the end so hopefully it hardened up nicely



overnight. Henry and someone else were
unfortunate enough to get to ski around while I was
using the green drag so they got to ski through
some rough areas before I got back over them with
the Ginzu.

1 big 1 small gas can is empty, the other small can
is 1/3 and the other big one is full.

343
Bruce
01-09-2010
11:37 AM CT (US)

I moved the green drag from Eastwood to QH so
it's there to use.
I have the Essex tracksetter glued and will re-install
it today.

One thing to mention since it happened to me again
today: When it's well below zero, I think there's an
electrical relay on the QH sled that's sticking.
Basically, once you start it, it doesn't turn off until
it's warmed up. You can hit the kill switch, turn off
the key, pull the lanyard, and it will run.... You can
stop it by choking it if you have to. But after 5-10
minutes, it thaws out and works. For normal
grooming, you probably never notice it. Only when
you run it for a minute or two and then want to
stop, does it become evident. I'll see if I can find a
wiring diagram to refer to and find the problem
although I don't want to take the sled out of service.
So be aware, be careful, choke to stop if you must.
It should be OK ...

342
Greg
01-08-2010
12:58 PM CT (US)

I dropped a tree lopper off at Essex today - Brennan
was out grooming so I just left it with the gas cans.
Next time someone is out there if they can toss it
under the seat of the snowmobile that would be
great. We've had one at QH this year and it has
made it easier to trim the branches as you come
across them rather than remember to bring a clipper
the next time out.

341
Bruce
01-07-2010
08:36 PM CT (US)

I packed Essex tonight with the green drag and
chopped down the drifts in the 55th st. field along
the tree line. I decided to leave the rest of the field
for daylight. I couldn't tell where the existing trail
was with just the snowmobile headlight. I'll put
some christmas tree boughs to mark the trail route
this Saturday so we don't have this problem again.
Lost the hitch pin for the green drag and replaced it
with a bolt for the time being.

340
Joey

It could be worse:



01-07-2010
12:38 PM CT (US)

On this day in weather history...

2003: Record warmth over Minnesota. Many places
reach the 50's including the Twin Cities. St. James
hit 59 and the Twin Cities reached 51. Nine golf
courses were open in the Twin Cities and 100
golfers were already at the Sundance Golf Course
in Maple Grove in the morning.

339
Bruce
01-05-2010
09:41 PM CT (US)

Greg and I changed the belt on the QH Snowmobile
tonight. Let's try to 'break it in' gently whoever
grooms next. The old one was definitely a bit worn
and would have been OK awhile for loose snow but
we have hardpack now so we also have a new belt.
We don't want to take chances with overheating the
clutch assembly.

The Essex Ginzu is back together without the
tracksetter. I straightened the left sweep and the
tracksetter bracket is back in place so the actuator
doesn't flop around. Hopefully our tracksetter parts
will be in by the weekend.

We have the skis off of the yellow drag to be
welded. Those should be back on in the next day or
so. 

Let's keep our fingers crossed that all the equipment
holds together for awhile now!

338
Bruce
01-04-2010
07:42 PM CT (US)

Matt, the Essex trails were renovated quite nicely -
thanks! I ran over them quickly after practice
tonight prior to taking the Ginzu out of
commission. They're in great shape although the
tracks are getting to be poor. The track setter had
continued to slide down it's cylindrical housing and
could no longer be raised/lowered. I now have the
track setter and snow sweep removed. Conditions
should be quite good tomorrow!

337
Matt
01-04-2010
06:57 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon with I hope good
results. The trail was very firm so the knives got a
workout. There was less than 1/2 container of gas
left so both are full now. Ignore the cold and go ski!

336
Bruce
01-03-2010
10:26 PM CT (US)

We need to check the belt on the snowmobile at
Quarry Hill - please do not use it for the next day or
so until we've had the chance to do that. Thanks!

335 I groomed Quarry Hill late this afternoon. I was



John
01-03-2010
09:41 PM CT (US)

actually hoping to groom in daylight, but alas, it
ended up more of an early evening grooming - but
at least it was light when I started. Saw a couple of
the grooming crew and a few others skiing in the
waning daylight. 

All of the trails were groomed. I did a short trial run
of track setting in the field loop, but I wasn't able to
get much depth in the tracks, so I didn't touch the
tracks. Should be pretty good for a few days.

334
Dave Greymont
01-01-2010
05:35 PM CT (US)

I groomed Q.H. this afternoon and with the little
new snow and lots of ski traffic, it really needed it.
I widened the trail out to the pump house and set a
classic track on both sides. I’m not sure how good
the new classic track on the north side of the trail
will work. The snow is so cold and dry it won’t
compress and set up well. Any side pressure will
blow-out the side of track. Even though it was cold,
there were still quite a few skiers out today
enjoying the trails.
Dave

333
Jeff
12-29-2009
08:36 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. It was really hard
packed and uneven. The knives did a good job in
smoothing. I did not attempt to reset tracks as they
are well iced in. Without new snow new tracks
would be impossible to set. We are suppose to get
an inch of new snow tomorrow. Eric is set to groom
when the trail needs it.
Jeff

332
Greg
12-27-2009
01:48 PM CT (US)

I groomed QH again this morning - it saw a lot of
traffic yesterday.

Went around 4 wide with the green drag then 3
wide (with overlapping) with the Ginzu and set a
new classic track. Finished up about 9:30 and
hurried home to change and ski before someone
skied on the nice new trails - Of course Michael,
Joey, Henry, Dave and others beat me to it but
things where still good this morning.

I filled the gas cans and de-iced the locks. If the
trails see the same traffic today that they did
yesterday we'll probably want to groom again in the
next day or so.

331
Bruce
12-26-2009

Thawed the locks and flooded with WD40 from the
top.
I also replaced the bolts on the green drag and



09:54 AM CT (US) shoveled the walkway to the barn. The gas cans are
now full and back in the quonset.

330
Bruce
12-26-2009
08:11 AM CT (US)

I scarified Essex this morning - Brennan should be
by to groom later. Trail conditions aren't too bad.
The foot prints and one misguided classic skier left
some pretty big craters that will need some more
snow to fill in. There's a fair amount of crusty snow
that the scarifier shaves off that helps. I think the
Ginzu with the knives should add some more to
make conditions reasonably good. Coverage is still
fine over the entire trail.

I have to thaw out the locks (will take back a torch).
I also have the gas cans to fill and I have to put new
bolts on the green drag - I lost a pin this morning
and have a temporary pin in at the moment.

329
Dave Greymont
12-26-2009
06:40 AM CT (US)

Clarification, Henry and Al are going to groom
Q.H. this morning. I'm going to stay home and
make pancakes for the family.
Sorry for any confusion,
Dave

328
Dave Greymont
12-25-2009
07:35 PM CT (US)

FYI: Just so we don't accidently double up, if the
weather is favorable I plan on grooming Q.H. first
thing Saturday morning. Not sure whether I'll use
the Ginzu or just pull the drag around to try to
smooth-out the surface.
Dave

327
Bruce
12-25-2009
03:25 PM CT (US)

Christmas Update: the temp is higher now than they
forecast and we need it to get down into the
twenties - it could be late tonight or early hours of
the morning before we get there. Let's sit tight and
keep an eye on the thermometer. If I had to guess,
I'd say it will be tomorrow morning before we can
get out and see what we have to work with.

326
Bruce
12-24-2009
12:38 PM CT (US)

Groomed Essex - there was 3" of wet snow with a
very thin layer of ice on top. The 55th st. field is
filled in now and can be groomed with the rest of
the trails. I also packed the extra loop around the
community gardens. We'll have to see if we want to
keep that groomed periodically or not. It's always
optional if you don't want to do it or are short on
time. The wet snow was too much for the green
drag. I ended up just running the snowmobile over
the trails twice, then grooming with the Ginzu. The
wet snow (with a little drizzle on top) made turning
almost impossible in spots. I'm not sure anything



would have turned easily today. 

The snowmobile is full, there's a couple gallons of
gas left. Checked the oil - it's fine. I also shoveled
the snow away from the door - works much better
now.

325
Matt Hawkins
12-21-2009
12:40 PM CT (US)

Essex got a shave and a haircut this morning, very
handsome.

Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >

324
Dave Greymont
12-21-2009
11:46 AM CT (US)

I groomed Q.H. this morning. With just one swath
down the middle and twice around each ball-field I
set a P.R. of 1:15. (At my age you don’t set many
new P.R.’s.) Just combing the surface did a very
nice job of spiffing up the trail. It looks like we
have more snow on the way tonight so there wasn’t
much point of doing more. The classic tracks still
looked great.

The blocks put under the outside corners of the mat
to keep it curled up seem to work. I replaced the
blocks when I finished grooming.

Henry, you did a terrific job of filling in the bare
spots. The next time you need to harvest snow
kindly take it from my driveway. There’s only a
small amount of gas remaining in one of the cans. I
didn’t have time to refill them today. Maybe I can
do it tomorrow after I ski.

323
Dave Greymont
12-20-2009
01:06 PM CT (US)

Bruce, 
Yup, you’re wrong. I was merely pointing out that
skijoring presents a risk to skiers and was not
suggesting prohibiting their use of the trails. One of
my greatest joys is seeing people out on the trails
exercising and enjoying themselves and the last
thing I want to do is limit anyone’s access except if
they are posing a real hazard to others or are
damaging the trail work our volunteers do. I think
we all have safety on the trails as a primary concern
and don’t want to see anyone hurt. My mention of
the incident I had with the skijorer was simply for
awareness whether you’re the skijorer or a skier. It
was truly a scary experience to have an 80 pound
dog coming at me on one side and a 170 pound



skier on the other side and a “clothesline” between
them coming towards my neck.

322
Bruce
12-20-2009
11:01 AM CT (US)

Dave - I remember you telling me about this last
year. I'll assume you're implicitly asking if we
should prohibit skijoring as well. Perhaps I'm
wrong about that. Skijoring out of control, skiing
out of control, walking a leaping dog with a full
extended retractable leash - there's fringe cases of
all of these that can be dangerous. I really want to
avoid trying to list all the things that can be a
problem. In the dog sled case, it's both dangerous (a
large heavy object moving at speed) and does trail
damage, plus it's occurred 2 days in a row, so I feel
somewhat justified in posting it as 'prohibited' to
get it to stop. I really want to stay away from
posting anything more. 
Let's enjoy the snow and go skiing!

321
Dave Greymont
12-20-2009
10:47 AM CT (US)

Skijoring is also a potentially dangerous activity
when done amongst skiers going in opposite
directions. A year ago at Boulder Lake (north of
Duluth) I saw a skijorer approaching me with his
dog running at full speed. The dog passed me on
one side and the skier on the other and the tether
came close to taking my head off. I crashed and the
skijorer also crashed. Fortunately I saw it coming
and ducked just enough so the tether only ripped
my hat off but it could have been a lot worse. I
know there’s supposed to be a quick release on the
tether but either this guy didn’t have one, or the
situation happened to fast for him to react.

320
Bruce
12-20-2009
09:02 AM CT (US)

Thanks Al, I found a dog sled 'trace' (the things
they hook dogs to) in the parking lot Friday but
thought it was from a skijorer. However I did notice
that the south prairie trails looked like something
had skimmed all the corduroy off and much of the
snow. I think you've provided the answer to the
cause for that. Sounds like they came back Saturday
morning. I printed up a sign and have posted it on
the sign board. 'Dog sledding not permitted on ski
trails'. If anyone runs into the dog sled team,
politely explain that it's not allowed due to safety
reasons and ask them to leave. Feel free to suggest
that the Douglas trail might be a good spot to run
their team.

319
al.schmidt@charter.net
12-20-2009

Yesterday as I was leaving at around 10 a.m.at
Essex; I saw a dog sledder ripping around on the
South trails. I'm not sure how much damage they



07:15 AM CT (US) did to the trail, but there is obviously a safety issue.
Did anyone else "run" into them?

318
Matt Hawkins
12-18-2009
12:56 PM CT (US)

I agree with Bruce in general and recognize that we
are "lucky" to even be allowed the use of city parks
for skiing. I also think the non-exclusionary
mandate from park & rec for the ski trails is far
from progressive. In fact, I am not aware of any ski
trails in the region where walkers and runners are
given free access to the ski trails. Feel free to
contradict me on that but when I check out the
regional ski trails, they are for skiing. If anyone in
the city gov needs a model to look at they can
check out the trail maps for Three Rivers,
http://www.threeriversparks.org/. Ski trails are
clearly defined as well as multi-use trails and I have
never encountered a group of people walking their
dogs on ANY of those ski trails. Obviously for now
we are at the mercy of the public and the p&r so
politically correct signage is the only option. I do
however believe that if we showed up en masse
flailing around on city hockey rinks or rollerskiing
around city tennis or basketball courts we'd get our
asses chewed and no volunteer time is spent
maintaining those facilities. Maybe someday we
can hope to get a 1/2 k loop somewhere we can call
our own...

Matt

< replied-to message removed by QT >
317
Bruce
12-18-2009
12:12 PM CT (US)

Yes, the topic of walkers/runners on the trails has
been discussed numerous times in the past. It's
particularly difficult to attempt to justify the current
situation to each of you who read this forum,
specifically because each of you generously donate
so much of your time only to see folks march right
down your fresh work like a careless painter
dribbling fresh paint and foot prints on the
hardwood floors you've just painstakingly installed
and finished... and the varnish is still wet.
So first, Essex - the situation there is actually better
than QH and slightly better than last season (my
opinion). We have a sign describing proper
etiquette for walkers on the main sign board and we
have a sign at every major ingress point to the park
identifying the trails and asking people to walk to

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.threeriversparks.org%2F&x=327525995.6


the side of the trail opposite the track. We haven't
packed a walking path for them yet - frankly -
we've had to spend a lot of time just getting the
trails packed this season. There's 8 signs (if I
remember right) scattered at the park edges. I
actually see footprints to the edge of the trail and
I've seen people walking there as well. Some people
ignore it but there will always be some. If there's a
spot or two to add signs where people think it
would help, just let me know. To summarize, I think
Essex is as good as we're going to get while
working within a policy of 'co-existence between
walkers/runners/skiers'.

Now, a word on 'co-existence'. We're allowed to
spend our time, money, etc. only with the approval
of the Park Board. If we get too far to one side and
start to act in an exclusionary mode, we run the
very real risk of being the ones excluded. There's
many orders of magnitude more people in the
community who walk vs. ski. If it comes down to a
question of having to choose who gets access to the
trails, I think it's pretty obvious the answer is 'the
general walking public must have access'. We might
not prefer that, but I think we need to be resigned to
accomodating those people who want to walk. We
have excluded sledders - I have signs pointing them
to Schmidt Park. I use an argument of 'safety' to
justify that.

Now to QH - we've had several flare-ups that have
gone to Park and Rec in the past. The bike paths
must be available to walkers - simply no debate
there. We can pack a walking path that does help,
but there's really only enough room on the east/west
path. The one to Parkwood Hills gets too narrow in
spots. We've had complaints from the public about
signs we've put up on the bike paths before - my
opinion is that we just don't want to have these
debates again. My belief is that the only thing that
can come out of raising this issue up is that our
access and freedom to maintain the trails, will be
curtailed. Last topic, the east wooded trails - right
now we don't have any signs up describing etiquette
or desired behavior. Should this change and should
we do something similar to Essex? I personally
don't know. That would have to be addressed by a
group probably composed of Henry, Jeff, Michael,



myself. I can predict that almost any action we take
will generate questions from the new QH Director
and I don't know where it will go from there.
Discussions/negotiations between the QH staff and
our contact in P&R always take an incredible
amount of time and require more diplomacy and
care than you could possibly imagine. Net - every
time we enter into one of these, it seems like we
always have much to lose, and only a small amount
to gain. Bottom line, is it worth it? My personal
view is that it's not - I'd suggest we go through this
season as-is and if we want to do anything different,
we bring it up at our annual coordination mtg this
spring where we meet with P&R folks face to face.
If someone wants to discuss further, please just let
me know. If you want to discuss options for action
in a given park, then I'd suggest address the QH
topics to Henry, and Essex topics to me. 

That's all for now - hopefully this at least gives you
some background - more than you probably
wanted! Again, thanks for all your time and efforts!

316
Jeff
12-18-2009
11:48 AM CT (US)

Groomed Essex this morning. I left the outer 55th
St. trail but did the trail bordering the woods. For
the most part the existing tracks were good.
Everything looks very good for skiing.
Jeff

315
Matt Hawkins
12-18-2009
11:21 AM CT (US)

A similar situation exists at Essex with a small
group of runners and of course walkers doing quite
a bit of damage. A few more prominent and polite
signs scattered around (they access from all sides)
might deter some of them.
 

< replied-to message removed by QT >
314
Bruce
12-18-2009
10:21 AM CT (US)

For everyone's awareness, the DESS lanyard on the
V800 has to seat tightly for the computer to read it.
It's acting a bit finicky. It is seated correctly when
you hear 2 chirps when starting. If you hear a
slowly repeated 'single chirp', it has not been read
correctly. Merely press firmly and rotate slightly,
then try again.
I've cleaned the contacts with a good quality
electrical contact cleaner already - there's nothing
more we can do right now. As long as you're aware
of this quirk, and know what to do, the machine



works fine. Let's live with it for this season,
assuming it doesn't get worse.

313
Joey
12-18-2009
09:11 AM CT (US)

Q-Hill groomed this morning. Just a light ginsu job
with no need to reset the great looking track. Greg:
No new snomobile tracks near the pumphouse.

One problem: I left my keys in the snomobile
ignition. A mistake I realized when I clicked the
padlock closed on the shed. Can someone stop by
and get those for me? Thanks!

Also, I'm sure this had been discussed, but it would
seem prudent to have an extra sign or two at the
nature center trail head asking people to respect the
hundreds of hours of volunteer effort that go into
grooming...not to mention the enjoyment of
skiers...and please don't walk on the trails for 2
months of the year. No sooner had I laid down
courderoy than some lady is out there walking her
dog through the woods. In my mind, I concede the
paved trails to walkers, but the woods trails don't
need to be walked on.

312
Greg
12-17-2009
07:17 PM CT (US)

I went out and negotiated with the afore mentioned
stump at Essex before practice today. I was hoping
to reach an agreement that would protect our
equipment while keeping the fern fairies happy that
we weren't cutting up the woods and wild flowers.
In the end the stump chose to be stubborn and let
the chips fall where they may, it wasn't moving on
it's own. After more agressive negotiations most of
the chips fell in the woods and the stump should no
longer be a problem - we might want to check up
on it again in the spring though and see if it needs
to be cut back more.
Edited 12-17-2009 07:26 PM

311
Dave Greymont
12-16-2009
03:06 PM CT (US)

Jeff and I shoveled snow on most of the bare spots
at Essex today. The snow is dry and powdery and
doesn’t pack very much so it’s uncertain if it will
stick to the trail. There is one large bare area on the
trail that runs parallel to 55th. Street that we left for
the next snow storm to take care of. The areas we
filled in are a little rough and will be smoothed out
the next time someone grooms. 

The tree stump that sticks up in the trail near the
playground on 55th. Street really needs to be cut
off. I stuck some branches in the top of the stump to



make it more noticeable. We used the snowmobile
to pack a wider trail by the stump. There are some
driveway markers in the Quonset hut. Maybe we
should stick one of those in the stump until it gets
cut off. 
Dave and Jeff, AKA the “geezers”

310
Bruce
12-16-2009
09:28 AM CT (US)

The gas cans (full) and receipt, etc are back in the
quonset at Essex.

309
Al
12-16-2009
08:32 AM CT (US)

Thanks Greg, the course was awesome this
morning.

308
Greg
12-16-2009
05:59 AM CT (US)

The track setter is re-attached at QH. Not sure if it'll
matter but when grooming the skating track or
basically not using the track setter for a while be
sure to raise it all the way up. I think that will
relieve some of the stress on the bolts.
If you happen to see a black plastic 'handle' like
what is on the front corners of the the groomer to
adjust the wings pick it up. The handle nut is used
to make it easy to adjust the location of the track
setter - for now I just have a regular nut and bolt.
I finished setting the tracks last night and did a little
cleanup on the skating lanes the trails should be
good until Thursday or more likely Friday.

307
Bruce
12-14-2009
10:36 PM CT (US)

Repaired the Ginzu wiring at Essex. Need to get
some parts. The connector is taped together right
now so plug and unplug gently.
Regroomed the system after practice - still need
snow on the 55th st. field. Hopefully we'll get a few
inches on a calm day soon.
I have the gas cans/card and will fill them in the
next day or so

306
Greg
12-14-2009
10:33 PM CT (US)

I groomed QH tonight - All of the skating is redone
and the tracks going out to the two parks are redone
too. The tracks in the woods are still good so I left
them alone.

I trimmed a couple of pine/spruce tree branches so I
used those to mark the inside corners of the fields
to make it easier to follow after the next snow fall. I
ran short so will add more the next time I go out.

The track setter on the QH Ginzu is broken - I hope



to fix it Tuesday but until I report it's fixed don't use
the groomer at QH.

305
Bruce
12-12-2009
04:49 PM CT (US)

Picked up a gallon of AMSOil while at Fleet Farm
today. Will put it in the QH shed tomorrow and
remove the old Bombardier oil. I also left a couple
things from my maintenance trip over there that I'll
pickup as well.

304
Bruce
12-12-2009
02:09 PM CT (US)

Did the following maintenance today:
- greased actuators
- made the elec. plug caps fit tighter
- cleaned the DESS lanyard connections with
contact cleaner
did this at both Essex and QH
- heated up the mat on the groomer at QH and put
Greg's block under it. Hopefully it will remember
this shape now since it was reheated. If not, we'll
put some bungee cords on to lift them up.
- replaced the bolt on the QH green drag with a bolt
and lock nut. Greg will replace these sometime in
the future with better hitch pins.

303
Dave Greymont
12-11-2009
11:29 AM CT (US)

I filled the four gas cans at Q.H. When I returned
them to the shed I put them next to the shelving unit
against the west wall. I thought it was kind of
awkward to get at the cans with the Otter sled in the
way. If anyone thinks that’s not a good place for the
cans, feel free to put them back in the original spot.
Or if we’re done with the sled for a while it could
be moved out of the way.
Dave G.

302
Greg
12-11-2009
07:13 AM CT (US)

I put a block under each wing of the QH Ginzu this
morning. We ran into this problem last year too so
we'll probably have to look for a more permanent
fix in the near future. 
For now move the blocks out of the way before
moving the Ginzu and then push them back under
when you are done grooming to help curl the mat
back up. 
Also if you while grooming you bump a tree or on
uphill edge, look back to make sure the bump didn't
curl the mat back under.
Speaking of trees there's a small lopper under the
seat of the QH snowmobile if you come across
branches that need trimming back - it'll cut up to
about 3/4" thick limbs pretty easily.

301
Bruce

I groomed most of the trails with the Ginzu after
Greg's and Eric's packing.



12-10-2009
11:10 PM CT (US)

The 55th st field needs some more snow and work
where the drifts are too large. I got stuck by the
playground in a 4' drift and had to dig out. It would
help if we shovel some of that snow out of the way
this weekend. The rest of the trails are pretty good.
I didn't get too fussy with some of the intersections
but I think there will be more grooming done over
the weekend to straighten things out. Greg did some
leveling of the trails with the scarifier that helped a
lot. More of that would help in the bumpy areas. I'll
ski the trails tomorrow and get a better feel for how
things worked. The prairie areas are surprisingly
good. The grass helps a lot. 
We put 75 miles on the snowmobile in the last 2
days between 5 outings.

John, I'll look at the QH Ginzu this weekend.
300
John
12-10-2009
10:49 PM CT (US)

I groomed and tracked the Quarry Hill trails this
evening. Everything went pretty well - I only got
stuck two times - in places I didn't really expect to.
And this was after the trails have been
packed/groomed three different times. Many thanks
to the previous groomers for packing the trails. The
trails and tracks looks reasonably good. The snow
is getting more packed down, but it's still soft. Al is
planning on grooming on Friday - late afternoon or
evening. With Al's pass tomorrow, the trails should
be pretty good on Saturday. Four grooming passes
in two days is definitely helping the trails look
good!

I didn't do the hill loop by the shed. Al mentioned
that he would work on it during the daylight hours
tomorrow. 

A few items to mention:
1. The gas tank is full, but the gas cans are empty.
Al, if you get a chance, can you fill them up
tomorrow - otherwise, I can stop by over the
weekend to fill them up.

2. The plastic cover for the electrical connector
doesn't fit tight and falls off easily. We may have to
tighten it up with some new/more tape.

3. On the left side of the ginzu, the black rubber
piece in front of the corduroy mat digs into the trail,
leaves a gouge, and sends up a small rooster tail of



snow leaving snow debris on the trail. The right
side didn't do this. I was looking at the black piece,
and it looks like it's bent downward more than the
right side. The bottom edge of the rubber piece
looks like it's below the level of the mat, so it digs
into the trail surface. If you go slow, the effect isn't
as bad, but it does leave a "mess" and we should
figure out a way to fix it. I tried to bend up the
piece several times, but it goes back to the "bad"
shape.

299
Greg
12-10-2009
10:20 PM CT (US)

Eric started out the afternoon packing at Essex, then
I might him at 5 and went and packed the 55th
street field and the prairie loops. At 8pm Bruce
came out and was working on grooming most of the
trails with the Ginzu so most of Essex should be
open to skiing tomorrow - The 55th street field
might be iffy it had some really thin spots that we
might not want to drag the Ginzu across. Bruce will
update us when he's done tonight.

Heading home I saw John was out at QH so it
should be in good shape tomorrow too.

In case you didn't hear a little cut off was added out
by the pump house and ball fields on the West side
loop. Right before the pump house the trail turns to
the left then joins up with the ball fields, hopefully
this will avoid issues with them plowing the pump
house road. One note on that trail - about 2/3rds of
the way down on the right side there is a large tree
at the edge of the trail - stay 3-4' away from it, there
is a large root coming out into the trail that'll snag
the teeth on the Ginzu. I put some sticks to mark it
on Wednesday but they may have blown away.

298
Bruce
12-09-2009
03:02 PM CT (US)

December 9, 2009 - First snowfall of the season
and it's a big one - 12+ inches. A couple key points:
- fluffy snow that deep requires a lot of weight
transfer to keep the snowmobile level as one ski or
the other digs in to different snow consistencies. 
- it's really easy to get stuck even pulling an otter
sled. It helps to weight the back of the snowmobile
ascending hills and having some momentum helps
as well.
- we've talked about a roller and although I don't
know if we could just drive right out and use it on a
day like today, it would make packing significantly
easier.



- This much snow coupled with the wind means its
going to take a couple days to get all the trails
packed and groomed.

297
Bruce
04-11-2009
01:25 PM CT (US)

Greg and I did the 'summerizing' this morning.
Changed oil & filter on the V800. Greased front
struts and suspension on both. Drained the oil from
the 550 oil injection tank in preparation for refilling
with AMSOil synthetic 2 stroke oil. We're hoping
to cut down on the 2 cycle smoke and smell. 
We haven't refilled the tank yet so in the interim,
please don't start or even turn over the 550.
We will need to change belts in the fall but
otherwise, they should be ready to go this coming
winter.

296
Greg
02-28-2009
12:17 PM CT (US)

QH we were able to get the Ginzu up the hill.
Everything at QH is now groomed and a track has
been set as well. (I didn't groom the little hill West
of the shed). The tracks look decent but with the
first warm up I'm guessing the bottoms will melt
out. The woods trail is in good to great shape, the
bike trails and ball fields are good - the classic
tracks in the fields have grass coming through in
some spots. 

Overall until we get a warm up the trails should be
good for skiing and may need a little grooming
depending on how long until it gets warm. After a
warm up the bike paths and fields will be done, the
woods might or might not survive.

The snowmobile is full of gas, the two little cans
are full of gas and have stabil in them. The oil is
almost full but the jug is empty.

295
Bruce Walk
02-28-2009
11:00 AM CT (US)

Greg, Jeff and I retrieved the Essex Ginzu this
morning. Actually, the snow had set up enough that
Greg was able to just drive it out. We also packed
the trails although I don't think we'll groom again
without snow - it's very thin. I also stabilized the
gas in the snowmobile and the gallon or so left in
the can. I don't know how much more grooming
we'll be able to do but for the next week or two,
let's use the gas in the can and also let the
snowmobile go down to half a tank. If we need
more gas, then I'll get a few gallons. I repaired the
loose grills on the snowmobile and checked the oil.
We also moved the SMU drag back to the normal



spot. Greg and Jeff went over to QH to see if they
could now get up the hill to groom.

294
Dave Greymont
02-27-2009
01:06 PM CT (US)

I lubricated the two shed door locks and the gate
lock this morning.

293
Greg
02-26-2009
11:33 PM CT (US)

I'm glad to hear someone else was having fun
tonight too!
Started with the lock on the big shed door being
frozen and the other door being mostly frozen shut.
From there I was 'lucky' there was so much ice on
the hill going up from the shed I couldn't get the
Ginzu up it - I basically got stuck at the bottom of
the hill. Undaunted I ditched the Ginzu back at the
shed (after sliding on the ice for a while trying to
turn everything around) and went to get the green
drag. On that one of the weights was frozen into the
snow and the other was frozen onto the drag. Still
being optomistic I set out with 1 weight and left the
other one tied to a post so it might be easier to dig
out later.
I tried the bike trails - super bumpy with a thin
layer of snow - gave up on them and headed for the
woods. There is a lot of glare ice under a thin layer
of snow in the woods such that I got stuck several
times on small inclines (I think they were hills but I
didn't have a level with to verify it). After several
rounds of that I gave up on that and went and
grabbed the sled. The woods loop is packed with
the sled although I'd advice caution if you ski or
walk it is very slippery under the snow.

Dave if you try grooming Friday the snow and ice
might have settle and adhered enough to be ok. I'd
bring a pry bar to get the second weight of the
green drag and use it without weights. If you're real
ambitious a big pry bar might get the weight out
that is frozen in the snow up top. I don't think you'll
be able to get the Ginzu up the hill. 

The snowmobile is full and there is stabil in the gas.
One of the small cans is full and has stabil in it as
well. The rest are empty. Didn't see a need to fill
them if we don't get to groom much more. I left
stabil by the gas in cause we need more gas.

292
Bruce Walk

I attempted to pack/comb at Essex tonight. The
snow packs well however there are numerous spots



02-26-2009
10:05 PM CT (US)

that melted over the last couple days into pools.
These froze into smooth, glare ice. The snow peels
right off when going over them. After getting stuck
numerous times, I had to park the Ginzu on the east
woods trail along the fence line. I resorted to
pulling the Ginzu across the frozen pools with 50'
of rope a couple times but finally came to a hill
where that didn't even work. The jack handle also
came off. I have it and will replace the nut soon.
Will go back either Friday late afternoon or
Saturday after the snow has hopefully adhered to
the ice better and retrieve the Ginzu. Needless to
say - no further grooming at Essex for the time
being.

291
Jeff
02-22-2009
02:40 PM CT (US)

I compacted and then groomed Essex this morning.
The two fields are thin so could not set tracks. The
top of the hill(where the snow fence is) on the 55th
street field side is pretty bare. I didn't get a chance
to throw snow. The far bridge could also use snow.
The wooded areas held their snow so I could set
tracks.
Jeff

290
John
02-22-2009
12:28 AM CT (US)

An initial grooming of Quarry Hill was done earlier
on Saturday (possibly by Al Schmidt?). I
regroomed the trails and set a track late Saturday
night. It looks like there were a number of skiers
out during the day. The snow generally covered up
all of the ice, though the compacted snow thickness
is pretty thin in a few spots. Quarry Hill should be
pretty good for a few days with the predicted below
freezing temps. The short hill loop by the shed was
not groomed.

289
Bruce Walk
02-18-2009
07:33 PM CT (US)

I scarified the Essex Garden loop. Also went on the
woods trail along the park boundary (fence line)
however there was insufficient ice base and the
drag was pulling up sticks in spots.

288
Dave Greymont
02-18-2009
05:17 PM CT (US)

I pulled the drag around QH this afternoon. I only
groomed from the trailhead sign by the Nature
Center up and around the East loop. The drag
worked great. I think it was the right piece of
equipment to use today. It left a thin coat of snow
on the trail and should be very skiable for a little
while.

287
Jeff
02-13-2009

I groomed the QH trail that the team worked on last
night. For the most part it should ski good. The
most worrisome place is the steep hill on the East



02:29 PM CT (US) as you go north from the trail coming up from the
shed. Henry will try to dump some snow on it
tonight. Hopefully some of it will set up. The SMU
drag is at the top of the hill. I also will fill some of
the empty gas cans.
Jeff
Edited 02-13-2009 02:30 PM

286
Bruce Walk
02-13-2009
09:41 AM CT (US)

I scarified the short loop around the community
garden road and bike path at Essex. Coverage is
good and the granular surface set up over night to
make a good textured base. I used the SMU drag -
worked great.

285
Jeff
02-08-2009
10:29 AM CT (US)

I checked Essex trails @ 7:00 AM and decided not
to groom them. They have not had heavy useage
since Matt grommed them and they skied good
yesterday. Instead I took several loads of snow in
the sled and dumped it on the trail just north of the
bridge that goes to the parking lot. This area was
hard ice.
Jeff

284
Dave Greymont
02-05-2009
04:14 PM CT (US)

On second thought perhaps I should have renovated
and re-set the classic track. I classic skied this
afternoon around QH and much of the track was
glazed over with ice. Maybe if I had run the
groomer over it, it would have “shoveled” some
snow into the track and then the track setter would
have set a better snow base to ski on. My ski turned
into an upper body workout because I had no kick
on the icy surface. But, I’m not sure it will matter
much with the warm weather approaching.

283
Dave Greymont
02-05-2009
11:15 AM CT (US)

QH was groomed this morning (2/5). The classic
track was still in very good condition so I pretty
much left it alone. In the couple of places I tried to
reset the track, I found that it was frozen hard and I
couldn’t do much with it. It actually looked worse
after trying to renovate and reset it. Bruce, I really
liked the jack. It’s a major improvement for
hitching and unhitching the groomer. The trail is
getting hard packed. We could really use a good
snowfall.

282
Matt Hawkins
02-05-2009
11:08 AM CT (US)

Renovated Essex last night. All sections are
excellent with no bare spots or ice (except for two
spots in the new garden loop). Great skiing while it
lasts!

281
Bruce Walk

I checked the belt width on the QH Skandic tonight.
It measures at 1-1/4" with some areas maybe



02-03-2009
09:15 PM CT (US)

1/32nd less in a couple spots. Basically - it's fine. It
matches the belt I took off at the end of last season
which would have had similar mileage on it.
I also took the SMU drag over to Eastwood for
them to use on the golf course.

280
Joey
02-03-2009
10:17 AM CT (US)

Make that definitely...not defiantly.

279
Joey
02-03-2009
10:15 AM CT (US)

Q-Hill groomed last night (2/2/09). It was defiantly
needed. I put extra emphasis on scraping over the
icy spots. Trail looked great...at least under the
glow of the sled lights.

278
Bruce Walk
02-01-2009
10:30 PM CT (US)

I ran over all the Essex trails tonight. They'd set up
pretty hard after the sun went down. I left the
classic track primarily because I didn't want to take
the extra hour to add another pass all around to
renovate it out. We should start doing that as people
have time. I also shoveled new snow into the burn
spots and packed most of them. Things have held
up amazingly well after two warm days.

277
Jeff
02-01-2009
03:41 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex early this afternoon. The trails
were pretty well packed and frozen. Probably not
the most optimum time to do it as the temperature
was around 33 when I finished. Bruce stopped by
and we discusse the merits of continuing and
decided to make one pass. It did improve the skiing.
Jeff

276
Greg
02-01-2009
11:26 AM CT (US)

Quick note - I left a block under each flap of the
Ginzu to get them to curl up more, who ever
grooms next be sure to pull the blocks out and stick
them along the wall in the shed.

275
Greg
02-01-2009
11:11 AM CT (US)

Thought I should post here as well as last nights e-
mail.

QH was groomed Saturday evening with new
tracks, I groomed everything in 3-5 passes to really
break up the ice chucks and pull out the ruts/foot
prints from the days warm weather. A few foot
prints still remained I'm sure. There was no one out
skiing or walking so it was nice to see the end result
of a nicely groomed trail with no walking or ski
tracks in it. 

I filled the gas cans this morning and dropped off
another big can rather than filling the existing big



can - Not sure if everyone else has the problem but
whenever I used the old big can I always had a lot
leaking out onto the snowmobile.

I put trail closed signs up on the little hill loop by
the shed, the top of the hill has about a 5x8' bare
spot along with several other patches.

274
Eric Counselman
01-30-2009
08:23 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon. I did use the knives
lightly to get all the tracks out. I didn't reset the
classic tracks, they were all pretty good, and I was
eager to get skiing. I also groomed the new loop by
the gardens, while I was skiing I noticed it had been
getting some use. At Bruce's suggestion I changed
the part by the corn cribs to go around the two Oak
trees (between them and the parking lot), making
the turn much wider, and a much easier to
manuever. Good idea Bruce.

273
Bruce Walk
01-29-2009
11:23 AM CT (US)

From Al: QH groomed this morning, set new
tracks- pretty much all around. Coniditions
excellent. Although wind blowing in open areas
will fill tracks.

272
Bruce Walk
01-28-2009
10:32 PM CT (US)

Groomed Essex tonight. I smoothed out the 55th st.
field bumps with the St. Mary's drag and then
groomed and set track on the rest of the course. I
added an extra flat loop in the community gardens.
Let's watch and see if it gets much traffic. I'm sure
it will be pretty soft for a while. The sled is full of
gas. I have both empty cans and will fill them and
drop them back in the next day or two. I checked
the oil and it's plenty full.

271
Bruce Walk
01-22-2009
09:53 PM CT (US)

Brennan groomed Essex this morning. No
problems. He left most of the existing classic tracks
where they were in good shape. 
I just finished up Quarry Hill. It had been packed
by traffic pretty good and the tracks well used. I
renovated everything and reset the classic tracks. I
also put a jack on the QH Ginzu. Brennan liked it
and I have to admit, I don't know why we waited to
do it. All you have to do now is pull a little to pivot
it over to the hitch - no lifting!

The sled ran well. I did check the belt - it seems
like its worn a little and based on the fact that it
takes a slightly higher RPM to engage the clutch
than I remember, we may be ready for a change.
The belt wear limit (smallest width) is 32mm
(1.25"). It should also be no more than 1/8" smaller



than a new belt. This weekend I'll take a precision
ruler over and check it. No concerns with using it
however - it's working fine, shows no sign of
slipping, and doesn't feel like there's any hour
glassed spots, etc. Thanks to everyone for careful
driving - it wouldn't be as good as it is with the
pulling we do if everyone wasn't very careful.

I filled the tank and there's maybe a gallon
remaining in the large can and both small cans are
full.

270
Matt Hawkins
01-20-2009
06:39 PM CT (US)

Groomed Essex today using the inverted Yeti
(Oriental version of Dave's technique). No awards
for my track setting but still adequate for an
unskilled laborer. The base seemed very firm and in
need of softening so I dropped the knives and made
it sugary sweet. Brought the classic track in a bit in
spots especially on the 55th St side looking for a
firmer poling base. Sorry I didn't spot your
sunglasses Bruce but I did hear a funny crunching
noise one time...

269
Dave Greymont
01-20-2009
11:59 AM CT (US)

I groomed QH this morning using my very own
special patented double reverse inverted Sasquatch
technique. I also set a classic track around the
whole trail. I lightly renovated the suface to remove
most foot prints and ski tracks. Grooming went
very well with no snags. When I first started
grooming it seemed as if the middle of the comb
was not making good contact with the snow
surface. I checked the comb and there wasn’t
anything apparent causing the problem. After I
groomed for a while it seem to straighten itself out.
Other groomers might want to watch to see if they
observe the same thing. When I finished grooming,
I filled the two small gas cans so all three cans are
full now.

268
Jeff
01-18-2009
09:23 PM CT (US)

I packed and groomed all of the open areas at Essex
this morning and re set tracks. It had drifted alot in
the 55th St. field and took a number of passes. The
trails in the field are still a bit soft but should be
packed with the the help of the team on Monday.
All trails are in very good shape.
Jeff

267
Jeff
01-17-2009
08:14 PM CT (US)

Andy Wood and I groomed Essex this morning.
The field loop (off 55th St)were drifting in as we
were getting 20 - 30 MPH winds. WE set tracks
where necessary but some of the one's that Eric did



were still holding up well.
 I will look at the trails tomorrow and may go over
the field loop. Winds are supose to diminish. Andy
is ready to go.
Jeff

266
Eric Counselman
01-14-2009
09:16 PM CT (US)

With Henry's motivational email ringing in head
and all the warm gear I could think to use. I
groomed over at Essex this afternoon/evening. I did
all the trails with the ginzu. The snow was very
light and soft. I did set track in some areas, it was
difficult to see if I was getting them in the right
spot. I continue to struggle to turn in soft snow, but
if others aren't having problems it must be my
technique or massive size. I filled up the gas cans,
then forgot the gas card in my pocket when I came
home. I'll drop it off tomorrow. 

Cheers, Eric

265 Deleted by topic administrator 01-14-2009 10:12
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264
Greg
01-14-2009
09:44 AM CT (US)

I groomed QH this morning, the trails are looking
good although a little soft still. I went around
everything and set a clean track. Some of the
intersections are still a little rough but not to bad.

The snowmobile is full but the cans are empty. I'll
fill them up this evening.

Greg

263
Bruce Walk
01-14-2009
12:13 AM CT (US)

I put up 2 sections of snow fence tonight at Essex
where the trails come together at the high point.
Hopefully we can see how much this helps and can
decide either to use snow fence next year or get an
idea if tall grasses will work. Oh - the ground is
now quite hard and steel posts really don't want to
go in very far.
I also leveled out the drifts on the 55th St. fields
and packed them again. They should be good to
comb now after this next small snowfall. The
snowmobile is full and we have about 4 gallons of
gas remaining.

262
Bruce Walk
01-12-2009
10:43 PM CT (US)

I packed Essex about 3 times per loop and then
packed and combed most places with the Ginzu. I'm
not sure what the weather says we received but it
seemed like 6-8". I also packed the walking trails
and put in one lane of packing to catch the drifting



snow. I left the 55th st. field packed only - It was
drifting in fast. It will need to be re-packed and
combed whenever the wind stops. The good news
there is that we'll have a great base. The Ginzu was
loading up even after packing so I moved in the
snow catchers and put the track setter down all the
way. The net result worked well. Some areas were a
little messy but it will all get re-groomed to take
care of the drifting soon.

261
Henry Walker
01-12-2009
10:29 PM CT (US)

Groomed QH. Packed new snow 4x to 5x per loop
on all trails with otter and then Ginzued and set
classic track afterwards. Trail is in excellent
condition although drifting was starting already.
Not my best classic set to date overall but it will
need to be redone anyhow with the drifting. There
were a couple skiers out there believe it or not -
finished around 10pm - die hards they were. Plenty
of snow of course but looking like warm ups after
this cold snap. Conserve all the snow we can get on
the trail.

260
Greg
01-11-2009
11:14 AM CT (US)

I groomed Essex last night, most areas I left the
existing track, it was still in good shape. A few
areas I set a new track. 
Overall the trails looked in good shape, they had
seen some use during the day but not as much as
QH had.
This morning after the snow I did a single pass on
the skating lane to mix it in a little with the old
snow.

259
Matt H
01-09-2009
09:30 PM CT (US)

Groomed Essex this afternoon with very good
results. Set tracks in most loops but with the thin
snow and firm/icy base I had mixed results. The
long hill leading to the prairie is thin but covered
and if the new snow can grab the ice it might be
OK. Packed the top of the berm on the 55th St side
but still exposed ice there in spots, lower side of
berm is nice as well as the field. All trails open and
very skiable so check them out before the
runners/sledders do!

258
Dave G
01-09-2009
04:30 PM CT (US)

Thanks Bruce,
Reversing the direction I groomed that loop is a
good idea.

< replied-to message removed by QT >
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256
Dave Greymont
01-09-2009
04:10 PM CT (US)

I just finished grooming QH and setting a classic
track. I have to say it was one of my finest efforts.
The corduroy highway I left behind was a thing of
pure beauty. Unfortunately the snow was kind of
dry and didn’t have a chance to set up. Skiers were
already trashing it and it will probably need to be
groomed again over the weekend. It looked like we
only got only about 1-1/2 inches of snow which
wasn’t quite enough to pack a really good classic
track. I did groom the steep south facing loop next
to the sheds. The first time up the hill I was a little
timid and spun the track on the ice base as I crested
the hill. The second time up I hit it with a little
more “gusto” and the snowmobile climbed right up
the hill without any difficulty.

255
Joey
01-08-2009
10:08 AM CT (US)

Groomed Quarry this morning (1/8/09) as I was
way too tired last night. Everything looks great
(except the steep south loop). Even the run out to
the west trails looks pretty good, except for that
sand patch. Tried to set some track in the woods, as
was requested by some skiers who contacted Bruce.
Sled gas tank is full and I filled all of the gas cans.

254
Bruce Walk
01-07-2009
10:22 PM CT (US)

From Roberta Tolan - QHNC Director
Please pass along our thanks to all of your group
who helps groom the
trails out here. We really appreciate it and have had
a lot of people out
here skiing the past two weeks.

253
Dave Greymont
01-06-2009
06:46 PM CT (US)

Kudos from one of the local skiers:

Wow the QH trail was in excellent condition...I
never dreamt it could be that good, even though
there had been quite a bit of traffic over it during
the day. The HS ski team was practicing......they
have a lot of skiers. 
Be sure to give my thanks to all the volunteers who
groom the trail. It is just excellent work.

252
Eric Counselman
01-06-2009
06:21 PM CT (US)

I groomed Essex this afternoon, Tuesday. Other
than the south loop (which I didn't groom) and a
couple of knolls, it is good. I didn't have any
problems getting up any hills as I thought I might. I
removed some of the low hanging branches on the
NE loop by the gardens, we could probably do
some more in the future. My first time using the
knives went well, definately requires more attention
and technique, but it went well. 
Cheers,EC



251
Jeff
01-04-2009
05:26 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill trails were groomed Sunday. Several
passes were made while shaving the surface. All
trails are in very good condition except for the
small hill loop east of the shed that needs snow; this
loop was not groomed. The five gallon container is
full. The 2 -2 1/2gallon containers are empty.
Jeff

250
Bruce Walk
01-04-2009
02:04 PM CT (US)

Essex trails have been groomed Sunday and the
north trails are in reasonably good shape. There is a
classic track set in most places. The west hill
remains open but I recommend planning your route
to ascend the hill only. Icy spots remain in exposed
areas but in many places, we're skiing on a 6-12"
packed based because of all the windblown snow.
The spur from 55th St. to the community gardens
remains open. Both bridges have ample snow cover.
The south prairie area is essentially closed due to
ice and has not been groomed.

I filled the gas cans. We've used ~22 gal for 265
miles or roughly 12 mpg. Not bad!

249
John
01-03-2009
04:21 PM CT (US)

I refilled the gas cans at Quarry Hill, but I did have
to use some of the "new" gas to finish filling up the
snowmobile.

248
John
01-03-2009
09:39 AM CT (US)

I groomed the Quarry Hill trails this morning.
Everything went well. I did an extra pass of the east
side trails. I did the shed loop to keep it broken up,
but with the big ice lakes on the way to the shed
loop, I doubt many will ski it. The east side trails
are in very good conditions, except for the icy
sections on the meadow trail. The Parkwood loop is
in good to very good shape - except for a few icy
sections. The west loop is in good condition -
though the open section heading out to the ball field
is quite icy. As soon as more people ski on it, I'm
sure the conditions will deteriorate. It doesn't seem
to take very long for the snow to become
hardpacked.
Edited 01-03-2009 09:40 AM

247
Bruce Walk
01-01-2009
09:05 AM CT (US)

I heavily scarified again yesterday then renovated
with the Ginzu. This combination worked well and
the new snow had adhered well to the base in most
areas, even where it was ice. Areas for caution:
1) The west hill is solid ice. Future grooming in the
near term should only attempt to go down the hill.
It's recommended to have the knives lowered on the



way down and literally creep down the hill
renovating as you go.
2) There's a large ice patch midway down the long
downhill on the prairie loop. You need to have
speed and stay to the left while ascending. That
means grooming the left side as you descend. No
knives can be used on the way up or you'll start to
spin the track on the ice.
3) I renovated the old sledding hill on the way
down only due to ice. Get a good running start from
the archery range to go up with knives up.
4) The bike path down to the concrete bridge is
very icy. Renovate well on the way down - no
knives on the way up or you won't make it.
5) I piled snow on the west bridge and packed it
with the snowmobile. Hopefully it will level out
with the next grooming.

246
Greg
12-31-2008
06:43 AM CT (US)

I used the scarifier with heavy weights last night to
mix up the old and new snow at Quarry Hill. I
didn't groom the shed loop or the little hill loop by
the shed, I figured they could use a little more snow
to be skiable again. Overall I think the trails looked
pretty good. A couple people where skiing and it
didn't look like there was to much slipping going
on. 
The Parkwood Hills loop has a two spots that are
snow covered but real icy underneath - the SW
corner of the field and the NW corner behind the
backstop.
The Ballfields where looking better but drifting in
quickly. On the west side where the walkers come
in from 7th St is another icy spot under the snow.

245
Bruce Walk
12-30-2008
04:57 PM CT (US)

I'll keep this short so please let me know if you
have questions:
1) Everyone: please get in the habit of
pushing/releasing the throttle before you start the
snowmobiles. Apparently the freeze/thaw caused a
little resistance for Dave this morning that resulted
in a momentary rapid acceleration that he hadn't
planned for. All is OK however.
2) I put the old St. Mary's scarifier over at Essex
near the Ginzu.
3) Dave and I removed the snowboard jumps from
Essex, posted signs to try and prevent it again, and
put snow fence up on the west bridge.
4) I also scarified the 55th St. field, around the
pavilion, and the community garden trail. I also



added a spur along 55th st. to the park entrance for
skiers to access the Community garden area more
easily.

Right now we are lucky to have a couple places at
both trails to ski. Only the shadiest, most sheltered
areas have held out. Hopefully we'll get some more
snow but at least at Essex, I think we need a good
4" to pack over the ice before things are back to
normal.

244
Henry Walker
12-28-2008
08:39 PM CT (US)

I went out today and groomed later in the day at
QH to help renovate a little. I was short on time
(had company all day) so just started at the "T"
from the shed trail and went past the nature center
and up to Parkwood and back. What I did get done
actually looked quite good for the conditions.
People skiing it were looking much better and
fighting the ice was less scary. 

I'll go back out Monday morning and finish
renovating the remainder of the trail. The west side
doesn't look good so I'll leave it for now.

243
John
12-27-2008
04:47 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill Grooming Summary

Sorry for the late update - right after I finished
grooming, I had to go to another activity. When I
returned, I decided to go skiing before updating the
grooming report.

Most of the Quarry Hill trails were groomed with
any tracks left as is - new tracks were not made.

East Woods Trails - good - very skiable
East Meadow Trail - good except for several "ice
lakes"
Bike Paths to Parkwood and Quarry Hill - fair with
several icy sections
SE hill loop near shed - not groomed - large dirt
areas in the usual spot
Shed loop - not groomed 

All gas cans were refilled.
Groomer parked a bit north of the normal spot due
to slush/ice.

Suggestion for next grooming: If we don't get any
snow tonight, the east trails could use some



scraping with the ginzu groomer late Sunday or
Monday to keep the trails in skiable condition. Not
sure if it would be worth going over the bike paths.
If we get the 1 or 2 inches of snow, the trails should
be very good - especially on the east side.

When I arrived this morning, the temps were just
below freezing and the snow wasn't as hard as I
thought it might be. I did a pass of the entire trail
system with the snowmobile to check the
conditions. The east side looked alright, but the
west side trails had a number of slushy sections
which hadn't frozen yet. I wasn't sure if I was going
to groom the west side. The only trail that had lost
all of the snow was the SE hill loop by the shed
which was down to bare ground at the usual spot on
top of the hill. I decided that I wasn't going to mess
with the tracks that were remaining since I wasn't
sure I could reset the tracks very well.

The shed loop looked pretty wet with standing
slush, and since it didn't look too rutted, I decided
not to groom the shed loop. Right near the shed,
there was a lot of slush, and the entry to the trail
system right before the woods had little snow, but
there was enough snow/ice covering that I could get
past that short section by going slowly with the
groomer. 

I went over the woods trails several times scraping
the top part with the knives. This required constant
vigilance since I would sometimes run into soft
sections where the snow would pile up in front of
the knives. I often had to move the knives slightly
up and down. The woods trails groomed nicely. The
east meadow trail did fine also except in several
spots were slush lakes had formed. The combs
created a smooth surface on the slush. Later when I
went skiing, it looks like some skiers and walkers
went through the slush before it had hardened - but
it's not too bad. 

The bike paths had more saturated snow/slush
sections. I was able to smooth out the paths OK
since the snow/slush hadn't hardened solid yet. I
would have the knives slightly down in the
hardpack sections and then move them up as I
approached the saturated sections. I moved the



actuator the wrong way one time and ended up with
slush in front of the groomer as Dave experienced.
The bike paths were skiable in the afternoon. There
was enough broken up snow in most sections to get
some edge, but it was definitely not as enjoyable as
the east side. There were a number of saturated
sections on the bike paths which had hardened into
ice by the time I skied in the afternoon.

Considering the warm weather we had on Friday
and Friday night, the trails are pretty skiable -
especially the east side.
Edited 12-27-2008 07:16 PM

242
Dave Greymont
12-27-2008
11:06 AM CT (US)

I attempted to groom Essex this morning and I’ll
just chalk it up to a “learning experience”. I
groomed the open field adjacent to 55th. Street and
then down the hill on the West edge of the park. I
lowered the knives so they would just kiss the
surface but you had to watch for spots that were
slushy. If you didn’t raise the knives you would end
up pulling mounds of slush and snow in front of the
groomer. (Glad that shovel was there.) There was
just barely enough ice on the bridge to drive the
equipment across. I observed that the old sledding
hill looked pretty melted down and the condition of
the trail that I had already groomed was poor to
marginal at best. I didn’t think I was making
enough of an improvement to merit any additional
grooming. After 3 miles I thought it best just to put
the grooming equipment away.

There were sections of trail that were okay to ski
but you had to go through “junk” to get to them.
The open field would be okay for skiing but the
West hill is pretty bad. After trying to groom, my
opinion was that we need to wait for new snow to
repair the trail to a skiable condition.

241
Joey Keillor
12-26-2008
08:29 AM CT (US)

QH was groomed Thursday night. Everything went
smoothly. Hopefully the rain/warmth doesn't do too
much damage. Also, as I was wrapping up at about
10:30 p.m., a police officer was waiting at the end
of the driveway as I was locking up the barn.
Before I could get out to tell him what I was up to,
he took off with sirens on, presumably on a more
important call. I phoned into the police dept when I
got home an just mentioned what I was doing in
case they were suspicious.



240
Bruce Walk
12-23-2008
08:24 PM CT (US)

The QH Ginzu is fixed now and there's a connector
cover to use when the connector is not in use.

239
Bruce Walk
12-23-2008
11:30 AM CT (US)

Please don't use the Quarry Hill Ginzu - we have
the electrical connector to fix. It was compacted
with snow and then broke.

For everyone, I'm going to put a drill bit in each
peanut butter jar. If snow gets in either the male or
female side, just use this - for the female end, put it
in the hole and gently twist with your fingers only
and hopefully the snow will come right out. For the
male end, just use the dull end to break up the
compacted snow and blow it out.

238
Bruce Walk
12-21-2008
08:38 PM CT (US)

A couple things to mention as a reminder for
everyone's benefit:
1) We now have 12"+ of snow and a base that's
probably 5-6 inches deep so take special care to
stay on the trail with the snowmobile. The groomer
sticks out about 2' so that's the margin of error we
have. If you do go off the packed base, be prepared
for the snowmobile to tilt dramatically and you'll
need to climb to the high side fast and stop to avoid
tipping. You'll need to unhook, pivot the groomer
toward the trail, dig or ease the snowmobile out,
rehook, and pull back onto the trail. 
2) If someone has the time and inclination, we
should mark the existing trails in the open areas
(e.g. west ball fields, part of the parkwood hills
loop). This is easily done with some pine boughs
trimmed from the trees near the shed. Just cut a
couple overhanging limbs and then use 18" to 24"
segments and mark the trail edges every couple
hundred feet. I'll try to do the same in the 55th St
field at Essex.
3) With a deep, somewhat soft base, you may start
losing traction on a hill. You can gain some traction
by standing and placing your feet toward the rear of
the running boards and straightening your arms.
This puts more of your weight on the track. But if it
doesn't help, stop, unhook, turn around, and plan an
exit route. 

For those grooming Essex, I've had troubles
heading west exiting the woods trail at the top of
the old sledding hill. I think we're best always



entering at that point. There's something about the
downhill slope combined with trying to turn that
just doesn't work very well.
Also, I'll work on the 55th St. fields over the next
couple days. The drifts are pretty intimidating in a
couple spots. We may have to shovel a little to
knock them down. Will keep you posted.

237
Greg
12-21-2008
07:05 PM CT (US)

Al and I met at QH at 4pm and went around the
ballfields again. Except for the open part in the
fields the trails had held up really well. The wooded
and protected areas still had really good tracks in
them and shouldn't need grooming again until
Monday or Tuesday. 

Al is going to go out again either Monday night or
Tuesday morning.

The gas can's are full, Dave the pumps didn't give
me a receipt, I think my gloves hit "no" rather than
"yes". I hand wrote the $ and gallons on the back of
another Kwik Trip receipt I had.

236
Greg
12-21-2008
03:29 PM CT (US)

QH was packed and tracked this morning. The
fields were blowing over as fast as I was grooming
them but the woods and protected areas were
staying pretty good. A classic track was set
although it wasn't the neatest.

The snowmobile is full, and I have the gas cans
with me. I'll drop them off at the shed later.

The trails should be good for skiing in the woods
and probably not worth grooming again until the
wind dies down - maybe tomorrow morning.

235
Bruce Walk
12-21-2008
03:06 PM CT (US)

I packed and groomed the Essex trails. The 55th st
trails are temporarily closed due to drifting. I
packed them and an hour later, the drifts were back
to 18"+. The snowmobile gas tank is 7/8 and I have
the cans and peanut butter jar to refill. Overall
conditions are really good except for the drifting.
Once the wind dies down, skiing should be
excellent. Will update with a few more comments
later.

234
Dave Greymont
12-20-2008
10:15 AM CT (US)

I groomed the Quarry Hill West trails this morning
and laid down a classic track. I tried to push the
edges back to the normal ski trail width. As long as
I was having so much fun, I also made a quick and
dirty single pass with the groomer over the East



trails. This may have been a futile effort with the
current snow storm, but perhaps it will make it a
little easier for the next grooming.
Edited 12-20-2008 10:36 AM

233
Bruce Walk
12-19-2008
07:30 PM CT (US)

Essex Groomers - one thing I forgot to mention -
we should park in the main parking lot or across
from the old farmhouse. We should not park in the
entry driveway to the quonset. Park and Rec keeps
its truck/trailer in there for hauling their
snowmobile and groomer to Soldiers Field and I'd
hate for us to ever block their entry/exit. We haven't
had any problems so far - I just mention it so we
keep it that way. Thanks!

232
Bruce Walk
12-19-2008
06:30 PM CT (US)

Quarry Hill - I replaced the pin, etc on the Otter
sled with a new oval ring and bolt with nylon lock
nut. Since there's usually no need to remove it, this
should be more permanent.

Door - we should use the east door to the shed - use
the gate key (painted red). I've strained a few
muscles trying to get the other one open. It's just
not worth it. When leaving to groom, I just pull the
east entry door shut with the unlocked lock on the
hasp.

I also groomed the east trails tonight to get them
packed tighter. They were pretty soft by 3:00PM
this afternoon.

231
Eric Counselman
12-19-2008
06:17 PM CT (US)

I made two passes around Essex with the otter sled
packing it, then went over everything with the
Ginzu. It turned out real well, and I finished up just
as the sun was going down, so it should firm up real
nice over the evening. Everything went well, had a
few uncertainties around the parking areas as to
where the trail should be, someone who knows
where they should be should correct them. 
The steering was much better today, than the first
time I groomed. 
Emptied one of the gas cans, the other is still full. 

There is a couple of deer that came out into the
field as the sun was setting, camera worthy.

230
Henry Walker
12-19-2008
02:29 PM CT (US)

Shed Door at QH

The shed door from the parking lot is frozen behind
an ice berm making it hard to open. It drags on the
gravel badly as well. This summer I will try to dig



it out and place a swing guide to prevent this
problem next year. We may end up either chopping
all the ice out (not likely) or using the "Back door"
when entering the shed. 

Henry

229
Henry Walker
12-19-2008
11:01 AM CT (US)

QH is packed using the otter sled. That includes
East, West and bike trails. I tried using the Ginzu
but it completely packed up right away. I dug it out
and pulled it close to the shed, it piled up with snow
in the few yards I moved it. It was clear there was
no way to pull it. Packing the trails with the Otter
worked well, most trails have 5 laps and can be
skied on. One pass with the Ginzu would really
make it nice but it depends on the timing of the
second dump of snow. I do not plan to re-groom
again today. There were people classic skiing as I
left so folks were using it.

The Ginzu was moved back to its usual parking
spot where I dug it out for the third time so it didn't
freeze down. I did loose the pin and latch ring hitch
for the otter sled in the snow. After much sifting I
didn't find it so I'll pick up another one. I have the
gas cans to fill but sled is full.

228
Bruce Walk
12-18-2008
08:30 PM CT (US)

I put two sand tubes (140 lbs) in the shed - If we get
too much snow for the Ginzu, the sand bags in the
Otter sled will pack well and the Ginzu will put the
finish comb on it.

227
Dave Greymont
12-17-2008
12:06 PM CT (US)

The East trails at Quarry Hill were all groomed
with the Ginzu and they groomed-up very nice. I
didn’t want to chance damaging the groomer so I
just packed the bike trails out to Park Wood Hills
and the West ball field by pulling the Otter sled
behind the snowmobile. You could feel the surface
beneath the new snow on the bike paths was very-
very rough. I omitted grooming the step south
facing hill just west of the shed entirely. The two
small gas cans are now empty.

226
Bruce Walk
12-17-2008
08:39 AM CT (US)

The Ginzu worked fine at Essex this morning with
the 3" of light fluffy snow. I just went very slow on
the bumpy bike paths - the wooded trails and
community gardens should be pretty nice. I stayed
to the south side by the tree line in the gardens. I
also went up the steep NW hill on one pass - no
problems. Steering continues to be good and is even
better if you slow down for a turn and gently pulse



the brake as you go around. Topped off the gas and
checked the oil.

225
Dave Greymont
12-13-2008
04:56 PM CT (US)

I purchased a very inexpensive clip-on light for the
shed at QH. There already was an extension cord
there that I “borrowed”. The light is clipped to the
wall above and to the right of the cabinet where we
keep the clipboard and supplies. It’s not much of a
light but should work okay until we do something
more formal.

224
Bruce Walk
12-13-2008
11:35 AM CT (US)

Filled the gas cans today and topped off the
Skandic tank. Seems to work best just to fill til the
gauge barely reaches 'F'.

223
John
12-12-2008
10:06 PM CT (US)

Another comment - which has been mentioned
before. The top of the SE hill loop is pretty bare.
With the frozen ground, it seems like it's OK to go
over it as long as the knives are up. I think we
talked about regrading that section, but with the
Essex trail work, we ran out of time. Grading the
bumps out should make that section better for next
year. All of the other areas had good snow
coverage.

222
John
12-12-2008
09:24 PM CT (US)

I groomed the Quarry Hill trails this evening and
reset the track. Everything went well, and even saw
two skiers enjoying a full moon ski. I emptied one
of the small gas cans. I used the east door without
even trying the west door. The lock worked fine on
the east door.

221
Bruce Walk
12-12-2008
09:24 PM CT (US)

Greg and I tightened the track adjustment strap on
the QH snowmobile to match the Essex
snowmobile Thursday night.

Friday - groomed Essex. I put up some additional
signs directing walkers to use the packed paths or
walk on the edge of the ski trail opposite the track.
I'm not too optimistic but it may help. I packed the
walking paths. Also had to raise the eye on the
Ginzu hitch one notch since the suspension
adjustments raised the rear of the snowmobile and
the knives barely touched the snow at their lowest
level. I have to measure the result in the daylight
but we should be OK.
I packed a couple loops near the pavilion. There's
one trail that goes across the volleyball court. Since
it's sand under there, let's try not to pack that one
next time and let the snowfall fill it in. 



I packed a new trail parallel to the berm but lower
down where the snow drifts in. There was tall grass
there but after a couple packings, it should be bent
over and frozen in place. Let's see if the snow stays
there better than on the berm. I set a track in most
places. It isn't perfect but hopefully it's useable.
The Skandic steered well. I only under-steered into
the weeds a couple times and could have avoided
those with a little more planning. No need to back
up. I'd like other's opinions before we declare
victory... but I'm hopeful.
Oh - plan your entry onto the west bridge carefully
and slowly. It works best to turn and hit it as
square-on as possible. 
I found the placement of the actuator switches
makes them hard to see in the dark. Mittens didn't
help. I found it best to just stop to raise and lower
the track-setter. 
I have to get gas and fill the tank tomorrow
(Saturday).

220
Bruce Walk
12-10-2008
09:43 PM CT (US)

Greg and I did all the suspension adjustments on
the Essex sled tonight for pulling heavy loads. We
then took a ride with both of us while pulling the
sled - Greg was driving but I could tell from the
back that it was improved. Let's all try it for the
next week or so and see what we think. The next
step would be to experiment with the QH sled flexi
skis (i.e. move them) for a day and see if they
improve things enough to warrant a $500 purchase.

219
Dave Greymont
12-10-2008
06:31 PM CT (US)

I just got home from skiing at QH. I went there to
both ski and assess whether or not the trail should
be groomed tomorrow. I thought the whole trail still
looked very good (only a slight amount of foot
traffic damage) and grooming can wait until Friday.
That will also leave the trail groomed for the start
of the weekend. 
While I was there I filled the gas cans. It seems as if
the West shed door is already frozen in place. I
entered the shed through the East door.
For the new groomers the East door lock takes the
same key as the gate lock.

218
Matt Hawkins
12-10-2008
11:25 AM CT (US)

I skied the Essex trails last night after packing them
in the morning and they had set up nice and firm.
They were very skiable except for the 55th St field
loop that had heavy drifting. There were just a
couple sections of trail that I could have packed
wider for ascending. Sledders had completely



destroyed the connection between the pavilion and
archery/pond sections and the walker/runners had
again done their best to trash the rest. Still the
Essex trails are in good shape and after the Ginzu
would be ready for their ACNST debut.

217
Joey
12-10-2008
09:01 AM CT (US)

I combed everything last night and set fresh track.
A bit of a hack job, I'm sure, but hopefully I'll
improve with practice. The comb wasn't really
getting all of the gouges out of the snow. Maybe it
had firmed up too much by the time i got to it?

Also, as it was pretty late when I wrapped up and I
was worried about getting my arse out of bed for
work the next morning, I did not make the run to
Kwik Trip for gas. The snomobile take is full, but
the gas cans are empty.

216
Greg
12-09-2008
06:31 PM CT (US)

I did the first round of grooming at QH today -
twice around with the packing drag and several
times with the Ginzu. I tried to groom a little wide
hoping to push back some of the weeds over
hanging the trail - Next year it might be worth
while to rent a brush mower and do a pass on each
side of the trail. It took longer than I thought as I
was heading out to the Parkwood hills loop I ran
into the mass of HS skiers. I finished up that loop
and the parked to avoid hitting them. 

With groups like that I found it easier to part the
groomer and let them all go by rather than pass
them slowly - some aren't to steady and hit to hit
one of them or a ski/pole. 

Couple of notes-
-Used up over 3/4 tank of gas so all the old summer
gas should be pretty well gone now. 
-The little hill loop by the shed could use snow
shoveled on the top of the east side, there is still dirt
showing through.
-MCC crews where burning the piles of brush along
the bike path out to Parkwood Hills, they had a
Gator they were using to go back and forth. I talked
to them about it and they didn't have plans to be out
after today, they also tried to stay as far to the side
of the trail as possible while driving - the light
weight and balloon tires kept it from damaging
much.
-I packed the ballfield in Parkwood Hills although



it is going to need some more work to be good for
practicing on.
-We might want to put a post or snow fence to mark
the edge of the culvert on the south side of the trail
as you enter PW Hills park. Snow was drifted about
3' over the actual edge, at night it could be easy to
loose the Ginzu in there. 

I think with Joey going out tonight the trails should
firm up pretty nicely.

215
Greg
12-07-2008
09:43 AM CT (US)

The two missing gas cans where under the plastic
sled. I filled the third can and put them all next to
the track setter.

We decided to go back to backing the snowmobile
into the shed, if you pull in forward to far the skis
go off the board, then backing out they have a notch
on them that hangs up on the board. Backing in
should limit the number of shifts while the
transmission is cold.

214
Jeff
12-06-2008
12:24 PM CT (US)

Eric groomed the Pavillion/Field loop and the NW
Hill loop bordering the at Essex this morning. I
picked up @ 9 from him and did the South Prarie
and NE woods loops. It is marginal on the paved
portions and windblowned on the prairie. We just
need more snow. Eric and I notice some difficulty
in turning which raised the question if the runners
are like the ones we have on the QH sled. Also I
would suggest we move the Particle board a
foot toward the center. It would make it easier to
back in.
Jeff
Edited 12-06-2008 01:22 PM

213
Bruce Walk
12-06-2008
11:54 AM CT (US)

From talking to Henry, the 2 gas cans may be under
the otter sled. Let's get back to the habit of pulling
in the otter sled first, then park the snowmobile. If
they aren't there, please let me know and we'll have
to replace them.

212
Greg
12-06-2008
11:20 AM CT (US)

I groomed QH this morning, it is good skiing but
still thin. I saw where some people had gone
through to the pavement so rock skis might still be
good. There was several skiers out enjoying the
early skiing.

I also met Joey there and showed him around a
little so he is ready to start grooming. Sounds like
more snow Sunday night.



The 5 & one of the 2.5 gallon gas cans where
missing from the shed and the remaining 2.5 was
empty. If someone has the two missing gas cans let
me know otherwise we'll need to get some new
ones. I have the 1 remaining gas can and CC and
will drop it back off full sometime this weekend.
Edited 12-06-2008 11:22 AM

211
Bruce Walk
12-06-2008
09:56 AM CT (US)

One item to keep an eye on at Essex. We burned out
a fuse raising the tracksetter today. It was audibly
lifting slow - I had left it in the down position. It
blew by the time it reached the top. I replaced it
with the hope that it was an early life fuse failure or
just the actuator working against some cold
gummed up lubricant. Let's keep an eye on it and if
we have another problem, I'll contact YTS about
the actuator. Let's go back to the habit of leaving
the tracksetter up. At least if we start to have
problems, you can still use the Ginzu.

210
Bruce Walk
12-04-2008
12:55 PM CT (US)

Park and Rec replaced the lock on the north quonset
hut door with a new shiny one. It was working fine
this morning at 7 degrees. We should be fine now.

209
Henry Walker
12-04-2008
11:19 AM CT (US)

QH may have had more snow or it was sheltered
better. I noticed the ski carbides went through only
when I turned a tight corner, going straight was
fine. Open area snow and "wooded" snow were two
different cats altogether however. Open field snow
plowed, wooded built up a little and then groomed
really nicely with the ginzu. 

I made only one pass in the fields instead of two
since snow plowed a bit and didn't pack well. The
next groomer may want to hit a second lane wide
after it snows Friday. By then the first snow will
have settled and "adhered" to the grass better for a
better product.

208
Bruce Walk
12-03-2008
08:46 AM CT (US)

I packed all the Essex trails with the sled (and 140
lbs of weight). There was barely enough snow - the
park received ~ 3 inches. I was definitely going
through to the asphalt with the ski carbides on the
bike paths. The new sled worked great - I'll diagram
my grooming route for ski trail and walking path
later.

The lock on the north side didn't cooperate again. It
seems to be frozen up into the tumbler such that



you can't get the key in all the way. Exit can be
gained by going into the south door, releasing the
hook on the north door from the inside, and sliding
both doors to the east. Please close all doors before
leaving to groom.
Edited 12-03-2008 08:46 AM

207
Dave Greymont
12-02-2008
11:22 AM CT (US)

I called a locksmith this morning who
recommended Tri-Flow to lubricate the locks. He
said it doesn’t dry-out like WD40 does. I bought a
can and saturated the locks at QH with it. If we still
have a problem with the lock at Essex I’ll use the
Tri-flow on it.

206
Bruce Walk
12-01-2008
07:44 PM CT (US)

The QH snowmobile (550F 2 stroke) should get
premium gas. 
The Essex Park snowmobile (V800 4 stroke) uses
regular. It's all computer controlled so that's
actually what they recommend.

I thawed out the lock on the Essex Park quonset
and lubricated it. Whoever goes over to QH in the
near future may want to flood the gate lock and
both the locks on the shed with WD40 too. It seems
like every year they freeze up at the first really cold
snap.

205
Dave Greymont
12-01-2008
12:44 PM CT (US)

Updates for grooming
1.At Bruce’s suggestion I put up a sign (with a XC
Skier Symbol) adjacent to the trail by the RPU
pump house. Hopefully this will alert drivers not to
plow snow on to the trail.
2.I filled the 3 extra gas cans for the snowmobile at
Quarry Hill. Remember to use Premium gas for the
QH snowmobile.
3.If you purchase gas, kindly put the receipt in the
jar stored under the snowmobile's seat.

Bruce, what grade of gasoline is required for our
new 4-stroke snowmobile at Essex?

TO DO: Unless it takes an entirely different key,
the lock on the north side of the quonset hut is
frozen. Whoever goes there next should take
supplies to fix the lock. It might need a torch to
warm the lock to melt the ice and then lubrication. 

Question: Are our new volunteer groomers
receiving messages from this bulletin board?
Edited 12-01-2008 01:32 PM



204
Bruce Walk
11-30-2008
05:44 PM CT (US)

Was able to modify the QH Skandic wiring today.
The connector is now wired the same as the Essex
Skandic. Important change: I wired all the switches
to go 'lower' when you push forward and 'raise'
when you pull back. I was always a little
uncomfortable with them the way they were before
(reversed). Hopefully this feels more natural to
everyone. I also moved the Ginzu outside and
pulled the Skandic into the shed vs backing it in.
Let's try this and see if it's easier for people. 

I put down the erosion mat over the gravel road at
Essex, moved one Otter sled there, cleared the trail
of a downed tree, placed a large orange barrel at the
west bridge to show the plow trucks where to leave
the snow, swept out the barn from the furnace test,
and moved the soccer goals to the east side of the
quonset.

203
Bruce Walk
11-29-2008
05:10 PM CT (US)

Grooming Equipment Update: I have the Skandic
wiring finished - I hope to get over to QH and
adjust the connectors there to match the pinout so
they could be interchanged if needed. The sled is in
the quonset at Essex and the Ginzu is south of the
gravel parking lot outside. I left the tracksetter in
the down position just in case any passers-by had
the thought to break the rod. I filled the gas-tank
and there's ~ 9-10 gallons of gas in 2 cans there.
There's no electricity in the quonset so you'll
definitely need a flashlight.

202
Dave Greymont
11-11-2008
11:34 AM CT (US)

Mowed the QH trails this morning and blew off the
leaves. Greg was there too with his mower plus he
was working his way around the edges cutting back
branches that were overhanging the trail. All in all,
it was not a very pleasant day to be working
outside.

Bruce, there’s a dead tree across the Cherry Grove
Trail about half way up. Is that something Park &
Rec will remove or is that up to us to take care of?

201
Dave Greymont
11-10-2008
09:45 AM CT (US)

If the weather is okay on Tuesday (11/11) I plan to
run my mower over the QH trails to mow and blow
the leaves off one last time. With the pending sewer
work in the park are there trail sections that will be
closed to skiing and I don’t need to waste time or
gas going over?
Thanks, 
Dave



200
Dave Greymont
10-20-2008
04:53 PM CT (US)

I mowed the QH trail this afternoon. Some areas
were covered with a thick layer of leaves. Don't
know if that would suffocate the grass or not but the
mower blew the leaves off the trail. Hopefully it
won't need to be mowed again this year.

There's also new signage on the trails. About 6' tall
5" square solid plastic sign posts. Attached to the
posts are 4" square signs with a skier and arrows
pointing in the direction of the trail. In addition,
there's also signs with oak leaves. I think those are
supposed to indicate hiking trails in the woods.

199
Bruce
10-12-2008
03:31 PM CT (US)

Skandic Maintenance: Repaired the mouse damage
to the wiring with either shrink wrap tubing or tape
(depending on how much insulation was lost).
Also greased the front struts, changed the belt
(2007/8 belt is now the spare), topped off the
transmission fluid, checked brake fluid, and did a
few other minor inspections. We need a new piece
of air filter screen but other than that, the skandic
should be ready to go. I'll get the air filter screen in
the next few weeks.

By the way, the 2007/8 belt looked pretty good - a
bit worn but no hour glassing, burned marks,
missing chunks, etc. We probably could keep using
it but let's stick with a new belt at the beginning of
the season for awhile - seems like cheap insurance.
Thanks to everyone for driving carefully.
Edited 10-12-2008 03:31 PM

198
Greg
09-17-2008
08:07 PM CT (US)

I mowed QH tonight and trimmed a few branches
back - there are more branches and weeds to trim
back as time allows.

I also talked to a woman who said she was the new
director of QH. She seemed interested in the trail
work and was pleased with what was done.

197
Bruce
08-26-2008
10:41 PM CT (US)

Yes, I noticed the weeds trying to take over the trail
as well. The sumac leading to the north loop is
particularly bad. Not sure what we want to do as a
long-term solution. We could ask P&R to run their
brush hog along the edge but we could get more
than we ask for. We could look into a walk behind
brush cutter. We could get a commercial grade
weed-eater with a brush blade. Something more to
think about.

196 I mowed the Quarry Hill trails this afternoon. Other



Dave Greymont
08-26-2008
04:36 PM CT (US)

than jiggling all my filling loose and losing my pop
bottle everything went fine. There's certainly some
impressive weeds next to the trail. We may need to
beat them back before ski season. I'll walk the trail
tomorrow morning and recover my pop bottle.

195
Bruce
08-04-2008
10:33 PM CT (US)

I mowed the QH trails tonight. The wild flowers are
really out now. I'll take some pictures tomorrow.
Overall I think the grass is in pretty good shape
with the exception of a handful of sandy spots. I
think the fertilizer really helped. Many areas are a
nice dark, lush green. I think we should put on
another application early fall.

I ran the snowmobile. There were mouse nests in
the engine and on the air filter/instrument cluster.
They chewed and removed some wire insulation
unfortunately. I'll either replace the wires or at least
get some tape on the exposed ones so we don't get
any shorts. I also wiped off the dirt.

Here's one more thing to think about. We need to
come up with a better system to hitch up the
groomer this coming winter. I happened to look at
the rear hitch area of the sled. I had straightened
and repainted the rear tube last summer. We have a
couple major dents again and more pealing paint
where it's pushed in over an inch. So please give it
some thought. It's obvious to me that the
throttle/clutch combination doesn't give us the fine
control to back up to the groomer hitch. There has
to be a better way. Ideas?

194
Dave Greymont
07-04-2008
12:56 PM CT (US)

I mowed the Q.H. trails this morning. It took a little
longer to mow then the last time. There were some
areas of heavy clover and grass/weed growth that
was still wet from last night's due and I had to go
slow to chew through it. It's probably better to mow
later in the day when the grass is dry but
unfortunately I'm a morning person.

193
Bruce
06-18-2008
09:23 PM CT (US)

Greg mowed yesterday (6/17)

I talked to Doug Edgerton at YTS about drilling the
bottom of the rod for the tracksetter where it's
inserted into the metal sleeve vs. gluing. He says
he's tried drilling the bottom sleeve both
horizontally and vertically but in every case, the
pole will fracture up it's length almost immediately.
Can't say why but he's adamant that he's tried it and



it doesn't work. He said they used to use hot melt
glue but it would get too warm in the summer and
the post would shift in the sleeve. So epoxy is best.

I also asked him about the problem we saw plowing
snow more this past year than the first year. He first
said to lower the track setter but when I told him we
had it offset, while it will help, it may not be
enough. He then suggested installing the track
setter with a quickpin and removing it in deep snow
for the first couple runs. That will take away 60
pounds hung off the back. That clicked with me -
year #1, we didn't have the track setter and it didn't
plow as bad. Something to consider this coming
winter.

He also said the new Ginzus have the rear pan
angled 5 degrees and the knives now swing forward
to put more weight on the hitch and off the pan.
That should help too.
Edited 06-18-2008 09:32 PM

192
Bruce
06-04-2008
11:26 PM CT (US)

I mowed the QH trails tonight. The woods trail and
the trail up to the north loop show the most wear in
the center but overall, they looked better than I
thought they might. The grass is really growing
right now with the rain and warmer temps. I took
100 lbs of 24-0-11 fertilizer with me and decided to
go ahead and put it down on the woods, north loop,
and east trails. Thursday's rain should really soak it
into the ground. Let's see how much it helps.

If the growing conditions remain good, I think it
will be ready for mowing again in a couple weeks. 

I also mowed a narrow trail (1 mower width) along
the edge of the woods where the trail exits the pines
near the shed up through the pines where we had
the trail year 1. That should give walkers a loop. I
scouted ahead for milkweed plants and there were
none. It also isn't visible from the road so I think it
should be OK.

191
Dave G
05-15-2008
07:20 AM CT (US)

I'm not sure who mowed, but when I drove past QH
yesterday I noticed that there was a small area
where the grass was cut near the sheds.
Dave G.

< replied-to message removed by QT >



190
Bruce
05-14-2008
10:05 PM CT (US)

Dave has volunteered to do the first mowing of the
QH trails the week of 5/19. 
For others who help with the mowing, we must not
mow anywhere in the shed field until later in the
summer. All we mow is the east trails and only
places that need it. For example the rock section of
the north loop that has wood chips on it only needs
the weeds knocked down a few times during the
summer. Everywhere else, mowing a path 8-11 feet
wide is fine.

189
Jeff
04-01-2008
08:55 PM CT (US)

We took a vote and decided not to bail you out until
the last day of possible snow - I think it is sometime
in June.

188
Bruce
04-01-2008
03:07 PM CT (US)

I hope you didn't get snagged by any of the ice
fishing gear the kids have dropped into the pond
this past winter! Rumor has it there's quite a few
hooks just waiting for the unwary swimmer.

187
Dave Greymont
04-01-2008
07:10 AM CT (US)

Grooming Report
I was out celebrating with my buddy Jack (Daniels)
last night and decided there was just enough snow
to groom Q.H. one last time for the season. Rather
than grooming the usual boring trails, I decided to
break some new trail through the brush. I caught a
few snags and we’ll need to replace most of the
comb material on the groomer. I had never used
second gear on the sled before and to my delight I
found I could hit 100 K/hour without difficulty. I
figured I was going fast enough to skip the sled and
groomer over the open water on the pond by the
nature center. Unfortunately, that was a slight
miscalculation and we’ll need a winch to retrieve
the equipment from the bottom of the pond. If any
of you have a minute, would you kindly stop by the
county jail and bail me out?
Dave G.

186
Bruce
03-26-2008
08:43 AM CT (US)

For those of you interested in other groomers'
experiences with equipment, there's some good
form discussions on the 4-stroke skandics, the
yamaha VK Pro, using ATVs, and a little on the
Alpina Sherpa. Interspersed are some comments on
the Ginzu and Tidd Tech G2 but since the forums
below are skidoo forums, they're not the main topic.
Here's the links if you're interested.

http://www.dootalk.com/forums/index.php?
showforum=92

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dootalk.com%2Fforums%2Findex.php%3Fshowforum%3D92&x=327525995.6


This takes you to the Skandic thread. From there, if
you search for terms like: ginzu, tiddtech,
mattracks, sherpa, etc, you'll find the relevant
threads.

185
Bruce
03-19-2008
03:57 PM CT (US)

1) We have a new rod for the track setter. It will
need to epoxied on once the weather warms up.
2) The drags are stacked in the shed now against
the wall.
3) The Ginzu is in the shed behind the Skandic. I
left it sitting out from the wall to enable the track
setter repair later this spring.
4) The sleds are stacked against the wall next to the
Skandic.

Work items for the next month or two,
1) Summerize and cover the Skandic.
2) Inspect the Ginzu carefully (comb, mat, etc).
Tighten/replace any screws, bolts, etc.
3) Take down the snow fence from the north loop
and take down the trail closed sign down the hill by
the foot bridge.
4) Over seed the cherry grove and east trail.
5) Re-grade the SE hill loop.
6) Re-grade the trail-head by the cedar sign and
plant grasses, etc.

Long-term
7) Weld the extra pieces on the packing drag.
8) Change the St. Mary's drag #2 hitch over to a
metal loop vs. a pin and clean up a couple of the
hitch welds.

184
Bruce
03-12-2008
09:14 PM CT (US)

The St. Mary's scarifier #1 is now over at the QH
shed. After most of the snow melts in a week or so,
we should put them all inside on edge, probably
over on the wall near where the sleds are. Once it
warms up, we can sand and paint. The Ginzu can
get moved in at that time as well. Unless we get a
cold snap and unexpected snow storm, I think we're
done grooming for the season.

183
Greg
03-09-2008
07:08 PM CT (US)

Forgot to mention all of the gas cans are empty but
the snowmobile is full. I didn't want to fill them
again if we were going to see all the snow melt this
week.

182
Greg
03-09-2008

I went over everything last night with the drag and
Ginzu and then came back this morning and did a 1
to 1 1/2 wide pass with the Ginzu on the skating



09:07 AM CT (US) lanes. All of the trails are in great shape for skating
still. The classis track looks good too although I left
it alone to be skied in this today rather than try to
reset them this morning.

181
Bruce
03-06-2008
10:57 PM CT (US)

From Brennan today: The St Mary's drag worked
great and the comb from the Ginzu is about perfect.
I was even able to lay down a viable classic lane. 
I groomed up the Park wood hills trail up to the
retention pond. I could have gone around the ball
field but was saving some time.

180
Bruce
03-05-2008
07:19 AM CT (US)

I'll be out of town for the next couple days. If any
problems come up, please let Henry know.

179
Henry Walker
03-03-2008
07:21 PM CT (US)

Groomed East side only, this late in the game it
wasn't worth fighting with the bike trails. The trail
was quite smooth and level but glossy ice
everywhere. Ginzu blades were unable to penetrate
it at all but it scored the surface well. Couldn't
scratch out the classic trail so didn't try to. One
skate skier on the course skied significantly better
after grooming compared to his technique before
grooming so I decided not to scarify. Groomed
three laps in most areas going very slowly. The trail
is extremely flat and smooth as well as fast -
excellent spring skiing. Piston bully would be the
tool of choice on a day like this but it is still great
skiing.

Just for the record, in case I forgot to mention it, I
really hate breathing two cycle gas fumes. Its not
like regular gas is much better but my lungs don't
do well breathing this stuff. I forgot my respirator
foolishly. A good charcoal based unit goes a long
way if you haven't used one yet.

178
Bruce
03-02-2008
03:02 PM CT (US)

The gas cans are full and all gas in both the
snowmobile and cans has Stabil in it now. Dave, the
receipt is in the usual place. I also brought the St.
Mary's scarifier #2 and track setter back from
Schmidt park. The scarifier is outside, the weights
are inside by the gas cans if they're needed.

Let's use up most of the gas in the cans before
refilling them. 

One other thing I noticed, the track setter is tilted as
it's floating in the raised position. That's different



between Friday night when I was there and today so
I'm not sure how it got that way. Let's just use it as
is through the end of the season. It levels out when
lowered. I have a note into YTS on how to adjust it
as there's no obvious way to do it. I tried an easy
'twist' and didn't like the sound of that so I think its
best to work on fixing it once the snows gone.
Edited 03-02-2008 07:44 PM

177
Bruce
02-29-2008
09:08 PM CT (US)

Thanks Jeff, I'll get over this weekend, refill the
tanks and stabilize everything. Trails looked good
tonight although the sun/wind softened them up in
some spots today. They were glazing over a bit by
6:00 PM. 

I did make one adjustment on the track setter
tonight when I was skiing. We had it far to the right
so we maximized the skate lane however it was
beyond the knives thus the right hand track didn't
get renovated when reseting the track. With the icy
re-freeze we'll have for the next couple weeks, I
thought it might be better to make sure the old icy
track is taken out with the knives when resetting the
new one. The change amounted to shifting it to the
left about 5 inches. If it causes any problems, feel
free to shift it back. Just loosen the lever and slide it
over.

176
Jeff
02-29-2008
08:42 PM CT (US)

I groomed the trails this morning and reset the
tracks. All went well. Bruce, there is about 21/2
gallions left. I didn't purchase any gas because I
know you want to put Staybil in it. I didn't want it
to get mixed up with the treated gas.
Jeff

175
Bruce
02-28-2008
12:50 PM CT (US)

Based on Henry's observations of how rough the
trail was to ski, I leveled it out this morning prior to
tonights snowfall.
- I took my gas can home with me now in case
you're wondering where it is.
- I closed the SE hill loop. Let's leave it that way
unless we get a big dump of snow (6" or more).
- The pin attached via the cord is present where it
always was - nothing lost.
- Please don't tighten the gas cap too tight. Just a
hair further than when the gas tank picture is
vertical is all that's needed. We don't want to start to
strip the plastic threads on the gas tank. There's a
big gasket under there so nothing more is needed.

174 Oops, looks like I put a track down the middle of



John
02-26-2008
08:08 PM CT (US)

half the cherry grove trail. I must have bumped the
actuator lever for the track setter when adjusting the
groomer knives, and didn't notice it for some reason
when looking back (or did I notice it and did not
remember to go back and fix it up) - oh well, sorry
about that.

For the cotter pin, I was looking for it dangling
from the rope but I couldn't find the rope. I may
have missed it, or the rope fell off.

173
Bruce
02-26-2008
10:48 AM CT (US)

Thanks John. Here's a few thoughts I had:
1) The next time someone is out skiing, if they
could rope off the SE loop with the bare spots, I
suspect that one's done for the year unless we get
another good snow storm.
2) Let's leave the gas can marked 'Walk' empty. I'll
pick it up the next time I'm over there.
3) I'll have to call this the season of the 'pin'... and I
thought using the rope would keep us from losing
it. Silly me!
4) I'll start to put Stabil in the gas (snowmobile and
cans) probably the first week of March so we're
sure we have good stabilized gas through-out the
fuel system for the summer.

I'm thinking we go into 'low maintenance' mode on
the trails aiming to groom as it's needed every 3
days or so. If we get an extended warm spell, then
we can let the bike paths go and drop back to the
east trails only. When they melt, then we're done.
Sound reasonable?

172
John
02-25-2008
11:00 PM CT (US)

I groomed all of the trails and reset the classic
track. I wasn't sure if resetting the classic track
would work too well with the hardpack snow, but
the track was icy so I was hoping that resetting it
would make it less icy (and hopefully stay that way
with temps supposedly staying below freezing for
the next few days). The quality of the track varies
from good to fair. 

I used the knives to break up the hardpack. Snow
wasn't accumulating in front of the groomer (except
in a few spots where I encountered some deeper
windblown snow), but the broken up snow didn't
lay down as nice of a corduroy as new snow. It took
a bit of experimenting to find the knife depth where
the hardpack would be broken up but still have a



reasonable surface after the combs went over.

With the knives down in the hardpack snow,
steering was interesting at times (as we talked about
at practice). I got better later in the grooming
session at getting the knives up early enough before
a turn so that I could make it. During my first
attempts, I didn't bring the knives up early enough.
There's a few spots when setting track that
unfortunately show this miscalculation.

I noticed that the cotter pin for the hitch (which was
attached to a small rope) was not there. Is this
intentional? I didn't end up using a cotter pin during
my grooming run.

For gas, the two small cans are empty, one large can
is full, and the other is about half full. I didn't have
a chance to refill the cans.

171
Dave Greymont
02-21-2008
04:30 PM CT (US)

I groomed the whole Q.H. trail and re-set the
classic track this afternoon except for the short-
steep loop off of the shed trail. I skipped grooming
that because of the exposed dirt at the crown of the
hill. I didn't want to chance damaging the Ginzu if I
dragged it across the dirt.

170
Jeff R
02-19-2008
07:52 PM CT (US)

I groomed all of the trails this morning and set
tracks when necessary. Drifting wasn't that bad.
Greg's grooming made it easier. Everything seem to
work fine. With the cold temps and lighter traffic I
don't think it will be necessary to groom on
Thursday. I will check it over the weekend.
Jeff

169
Greg
02-18-2008
05:47 AM CT (US)

I groomed everything and set new classic tracks last
night. It was 32 when I started, 25 when I finished
and now near 0 so the trail should have set up pretty
solid over night. There was no one out skiing or
walking at the time so it should be pretty smooth
this morning. The ball fields are probably wind
blown now but it pretty good shape I'd guess.

I tried to groom the fields and bike paths a little
wider to make it easier for the inter-team race
Tuesday.

The snowmobile is full but all the cans are empty. I
have them with me and will drop them back off
today (Monday).



To add to Bruces updated grooming guide to help
the snowmobile warm up a little more and give me
a chance to make sure everything is working right I
go around down and around the field once, if it's
really cold I might go two or three times just so the
snowmobile isn't cold and pulling a load.

168
Bruce
02-17-2008
07:57 PM CT (US)

An update to the RASC Grooming Guide is now
available on the RASC web site:
Ski -> Trail Grooming -> Grooming Guide, or via
the following URL:
http://rasc.multisportsystems.com/page/show/19706

167
Henry Walker
02-17-2008
01:49 AM CT (US)

Groomed 2-14-08. Packed trail and re-set classic
tracks in areas where they were completely blown
in like West ball fields and field trail. It was hard to
know whether or not to re-set other tracks as they
looked good in areas but then would have a bad
spot here and there. Since setting track didn't work
great due to the really dry powder I chose not to re-
work the remainder of the trails. Grooming on
Valentines day didn't win any points with my wife
so time was an issue.

Just a reminder to push the classic track out as far
as one feels comfortable to prevent skaters from
mucking up the inside track if you do re-set classic.

Snowmobile ran perfectly. I raced the Finladia and
they had an Alpine Sherpa among several other
snowmobiles for grooming. Wow that is a big
machine but unstoppable - its all track. It was really
quiet with no blue smoke and they pulled a huge,
heavy custom drag and groomer many times
heavier than our Ginzu. Ice didn't stand a chance
due to towing capacity and size of the drag. We
could flatten a deep snow in one pass with a really
heavy drag and pull the ginzu behind the drag at the
same time with that thing. No need to worry about
over taxing the sled - now if it weren't so
expensive!

166
Bruce
02-16-2008
03:44 PM CT (US)

I stopped by today - Henry's grooming job still
looked pretty good on the loop by the shed.

1) I put a new gallon of oil on the shelf.
2) Inspected the belt (by look and by feel). Overall,
its still seems pretty good. There's a couple small
spots with the slightest bit of glazing but nothing

https://www.quicktopic.com/cgi-bin/link.cgi?link=http%3A%2F%2Frasc.multisportsystems.com%2Fpage%2Fshow%2F19706&x=327525995.6


that looks like it's indented, i.e. material lost such
that its thinner and thus slips. So far, so good.
Thanks to everyone for taking good care of it. If
you feel it start to grab or lurch when applying gas,
that's the first sign of a bad spot so please let us all
know.
3) I also bought grease and transmission oil for the
spring 'summerizing'. I have that at my house in
case anyone is looking for it.

odometer reading is 1149.0 km
Edited 02-16-2008 06:19 PM

165
Dave Greymont
02-12-2008
12:52 PM CT (US)

I groomed all the Q.H. trails this morning and re-set
the classic track. One pass with the Ginzu seemed
to do a fine job. There’s enough gas remaining to
refill the snowmobile after the next grooming.
Yesterday when I finished skiing at Q.H. there was
a survey crew from WHKS & Co. just getting ready
to head out on a 4 wheeler. I asked them if they
could try to stay off the trail as best as possible. I
saw them again today near the meadow trail and
could see that they were driving the 4 wheeler off
the trail in the weeds. The only tracks I noticed was
where they needed to cross the trail. I’ll send a
thank you note to the company.
Dave G.

164
Bruce
02-12-2008
11:46 AM CT (US)

I groomed Schmidt this morning. The drifting was
fairly spectacular in spots. Used the St. Mary's drag
#2 without weights and did 3 widths slowly due to
the drifting. Note, some of the drifts were 12-18"
high. Care is required not to tip sideways when
transitioning on/off of them and not to bump over
them hard. Then 3 more passes at a higher speed to
level things out. A final combing run setting a track
on the last pass finished things off.
Edited 02-12-2008 11:48 AM

163
John
02-09-2008
07:13 PM CT (US)

With the couple of inches of new snow, I decided to
groom again this evening with the hope that the
snow would set up overnight with the cold temps. It
was a lot colder than last evening, and I don't think
I'll make it a practice to groom twice in a 24 hour
period. I was a bit concerned that the winds would
blow around the snow, but after skiing early this
afternoon, a lot of the trail is protected, so I thought
it might be good to groom the new snow.

I groomed all of the trails and set new track. The



grooming looks good. I'm hoping with the cold
temps tonight the track and skate lanes will set up
well before any traffic hits the trails. They were a
little soft this morning with warmer temps and the
fresh snow. The ballfields and shed loop will
probably be windblown, along with a few other
open areas, but I think 70% of the trails will be in
good shape.
Edited 02-09-2008 07:14 PM

162
John
02-09-2008
11:06 AM CT (US)

I did a little trail maintenance this morning. Earlier
this winter, I had removed brush from the trail on
the west loop by the water pump building. The trail
was narrow in that section and removing the brush
made it easier to groom. When I removed the brush,
I left some tree trunks standing (about 2' high),
since I was mainly removing the brush hanging
next to the trail (and all I had were loppers at that
time). With the brush removed, we've been able to
groom right next to the "sentinels" - as I call them. I
brought out a saw this morning and cut these trunk
stubs to below the snow surface to where the ice
started. This should make the grooming a bit easier
around that corner. As part of trail maintenance
during the summer, we could probably clear out
that corner a bit more.

161
John
02-09-2008
01:02 AM CT (US)

All of the trails were groomed Friday night, and I
ended up resetting all of the tracks since a test
section looked good. It's sure a lot nicer grooming
in mid 20's than temps around 0!

160
Dave Greymont
02-06-2008
11:46 AM CT (US)

I filled the 4 gas cans this morning. The balance on
the gift card is now used-up. I replaced the gift card
with our new RASC Kwik Trip business credit
card. As before, please leave any receipts for gas
purchases in the jar on the snowmobile.
Thanks, Dave

159
Jeff
02-05-2008
12:05 PM CT (US)

I groomed everything this morning and set the
tracks. Gregs draging last night really helped. There
was no snow build up in front of the groomer. I did
not need to lower the blades. I did not get the tracks
set fast enough for Dave, who was out striding. For
part of the trail, I did a pass before setting the tracks
and part of it I set the tracks on the first pass. It
seems to me that it worked equally well either way
- especially since Greg had dragged it. The tank is
full and there is about 2 1/2 gallons left. I had to
leave so I could not make a gas run. 
Jeff



158
Greg
02-05-2008
07:00 AM CT (US)

Just a note on using the drag - I mentioned going
faster but be sure not to go faster than you feel
comfortable and in control above 10KPH will
work. If you go faster to save time and end up off
the side of the trail stuck you usually end up losing
all the time saved.

157
Greg
02-04-2008
09:56 PM CT (US)

We decided to do a little experiment tonight - I
went out with the drag tonight about 8pm and went
over everything 3-4 times - the drag is only as wide
as the snowmobile so it takes an extra pass.
Tomorrow morning Jeff with go out with the Ginzu
and smooth everything out and set the track. Our
thought is the snow was to much for just the Ginzu
so by doing the drag tonight it will have time to
settle more over night and form a relatively solid
trail for the ginzu to leave a nice skate and track
lane behind. We'll see what Jeff reports in the
morning.

Some things I noticed - foremost is we wouldn't
want to do this without a plan to go over it with the
ginzu early the next day. If we end up with to much
snow for the Ginzu and time doesn't allow to do
everything be sure to leave enough time to go over
a least 1 pass with the Ginzu to level things out
otherwise the trail has to many high/low spots I
think.

I went around everything once to see who was out
skiing and get an idea of where they were (there
was 1 skier and 1 hiker tonight) then on the straight
areas I was able to manage ~25-30Kph so I was
able to go over everything 3-4 passes wide in about
an hour.
Edited 02-05-2008 05:33 AM

156
Bruce
02-02-2008
02:11 PM CT (US)

I roped off the SE loop through the pines. There is
virtually no snow at the top of the hill. 

I also checked the transmission oil and brake fluid
on the sled. All is OK. We now have 1027km on
the snowmobile. I tied down the actuator cables a
bit better on the Ginzu and tied in the crate in the
back of the snowmobile again.

Dave, your 'washer sandwich' on the Ginzu handle
looks great for the remainder of the season. Thanks!

155 I groomed everything tonight double wide and set a



Greg
01-30-2008
08:35 PM CT (US)

so/so track. Most of the trail was covered with 1-3"
of new snow, a few areas had more and a couple of
areas had blown down to the base layer. The top of
the short hill loop West of the shed has grass
showing through. I went over it with the packing
drag but not the Ginzu. 
I ran around everything two widths wide with the
packer to knock out any drifts then went around
everything with the Ginzu 2 wide. 
The intersections and classic track could use some
clean up but I think everything should be good for
the time trial tomorrow night unless we get more
snow tonight or tomorrow. 
Someone should probably go out again after the TT
tomorrow or Friday evening I think.
The snowmobile is full of gas the 2 smaller cans are
empty and we now have over 1000 miles on the
snowmobile.

154
Dave Greymont
01-30-2008
02:37 PM CT (US)

Please remember to do the groomer checks prior to
grooming. I didn't and paid the price. The front left
orange plastic wing fell off. I found all the parts
except for a nylon washer. The wing is attached
with a bolt coming up through the wing assembly,
thru the rail, then the nylon washer, and then the
handle is screwed on to tighten everything together.
Instead of the nylon washer, I placed a "sandwich"
of a flat washer-lock washer-flat washer between
the top of the rail and the handle. Perhaps this will
prevent it from loosening. On the other hand, the
nylon washer was likely there for a reason. Maybe
it was designed to be slippery so that when the
handle was tightened it wouldn't freeze in place.
Anyway, I purchased a couple of nylon washers at
Ace Hardware and they're in an envelope in the jar
in the snowmobile. Feel free to replace my washer
sandwich with the nylon washer if you think that is
better. 

Someone knocked the top off the snow statue. I
took a pick-axe and removed the remainder of it. I
also removed the ice bump in the trail above where
the statue was built. I left the pick-axe leaning
against the wall in the shed in case it's needed again
this winter.
Dave

153
Bruce

Many thanks Dave. Sounds like 'mission
accomplished'. We will be better off with a fairly



01-29-2008
11:21 AM CT (US)

flat base with no 'rock hard track' embedded in it. In
retrospect, if we'd known this melt-down was going
to be as severe as it turned out to be, we should
have leveled things prior to the warmth and closed
the trails again. Having you get out there in the
narrow window of below freezing temps prior to
the snow, is allowing us to recover with no ill
affects. Right at the moment, I'm having trouble
seeing more than 100 feet or so out the window. I
hope you managed to stay warm!

If anyone gets over to QH, can they please take a
maul along and break up the 'snow sculpture'?
Sounds like you should be able to just walk over
from the shed gate.

152
Dave Greymont
01-29-2008
11:03 AM CT (US)

I groomed the whole trail system this morning. I
dropped the knives just far enough to skim beneath
the surface. This didn’t quite totally obliterate the
classic track but the surface was getting pretty hard
and I didn’t want to over-work the snowmobile. I
hope the effort wasn’t for naught with the snow that
we’re getting now.

Some enterprising person built a 4 foot tall phallus
at the bottom of the steep loop that cuts off from the
shed trail. I tried to push it over but couldn’t
because it was rock hard. (That may be a poor
choice of words). Anyway, out of respect to all the
skiers someone should break it up. 

Thank goodness for the hand warmers on the
snowmobile! They’re a life saver.
Dave

151
Dave Greymont
01-28-2008
11:22 AM CT (US)

Finished skiing this morning at 10 AM and the trail
was still nice and firm. The sun is shinning and
right now my thermometer is reading 45 degrees so
it’s hard to know how long it will hold up. I picked
up the luminaries on the Woods and Meadows
trails. They kinda blended in with the snow so it’s
possible I may have missed a couple. I filled the gas
cans and there’s about $31.00 remaining on the
card. 

I also found a nice blue Polar-fleece glove in the
parking lot. Can someone check with the ski team
members and see if any of them lost it last night?
It’s at the counter in the Nature Center and you can



call them and claim it.
Dave

150
Greg
01-28-2008
07:21 AM CT (US)

As Bruce mentioned the new packing drag is ready
for use. It is tilted up on it's side by the Ginzu. It
works by throwing the snow up into the air then the
force of the snow landing takes the air out of it and
packs the snow down. 
Nothing fancy about it just hook it up to the
snowmobile and go. It works better going faster so
the snow is thrown up higher. You can easily go 30
kph without a problem - just keep in mind you have
to be able to avoid the trees and people out there
too so shoot for above 10kph if you're comfortable.
This drag is good for 2-12" (real heavy snow 12"
might be to much) of snow and can be used to pack
the snow first rather than just using the snowmobile
or sleds - then go back over it with the Ginzu to
smooth it out. We can also use it as a light drag in
the early late season. 
If you have questions let me know.

149
Bruce
01-28-2008
12:02 AM CT (US)

Greg made modifications to his 'packing drag' and
tried it out today. It throws snow up in the air to
take the air out, thus packing it. No snow escapes to
the side. Perhaps he'll write some instructions for
us. I think this one has the ability to work in a wide
variety of dry snow depths whereas the sleds may
only work for smaller snowfalls. We'll just have to
try and find out. Thanks for all the work Greg - it
really came out well!

148
Jeff
01-26-2008
06:58 PM CT (US)

Bruce used his snowmobile and pulled a sled filled
with snow around the trails to pack the snow (2 - 2
1/2 inches) and I followed with the groomer. This
worked out very well as the snow did not ride up in
front of the groomer and resulted in a firmer trail.
All trails were groomed and tracks set. There were
a number of skiers out and having a grewat spring
ski. We have about 5 gallons of gas left.
Jeff

P.S. I do not see a compelling need for the pin since
there is a spring retainer and we are not doing
anything that places enough stress on the hitch that
would cause the groomer to come off.

147
Bruce
01-26-2008
01:45 PM CT (US)

Lost another pin today. I'm going to see if I can find
a piece of chain or webbing and tie it to the
snowmobile. Perhaps that will work. I keep
wondering if we can do without it but its a 'lock'



and doesn't seem smart to not use it. Opinions?

Jeff and I packed with the Otter sleds. Worked
great. Just hitch up, fill up a sled with snow, and go.
This fluffy stuff just doesn't want to be packed by
the Ginzu. The sleds are only 38" wide but ... we've
thought of hooking them on a yoke in tandem - just
not sure if going slow with that arrangement is any
faster than being able to go a little faster with just
one. Probably won't know unless we try. We need
to modify the hitches to work with the pintle on the
sled but I'll get something temporary for this year
and put them on the sleds. Will probably be a bolt
and ring.
Edited 01-26-2008 01:50 PM

146
Bruce
01-23-2008
10:37 AM CT (US)

I want to pass along a quick 'Thank you' to
everyone for taking the time to go through the
snowmobile 'checks' at the start and ending of
grooming. I don't know about you, but when it gets
really cold, after 2-3 hours of grooming, I may
forget something when I put things away and its
nice to know that my 'oversight' will get caught by
the next person as they check over the equipment
and gas/oil levels before they start the next time.
I'm looking forward to some slightly warmer
temperatures this weekend!

145
Bruce
01-22-2008
10:58 PM CT (US)

I added the track in a few places and re-packed the
skate lane on all the east trails. It needed it - this
snow doesn't seem to be setting up too hard. I added
the walking trail to the west bike path and reset the
track north of center. Its really wide now - I think if
we had some signs to tell people where to walk, it
might be an improvement. I also repacked the west
park practice area. I did not go up the Parkwood
Hills bike path or re-pack the practice area there. I
ran out of time so decided not to start it. It will wait
til the next grooming in a couple days.

There's 3 spare pins in the peanut butter jar under
the seat plus a new one in the pintle hook.

The lock on the east door is working. I lubed it - be
aware that I'm pretty sure it uses the gate key, not
the other shed door key. I could have been
halucinating due to the cold temperature tonight but
that's what it looked like. Both doors open now.



I hung the electrical connector in the hitch ring. I
had to dig snow out of it tonight before it would
work. Please try not to let it fall into the snow.

Be aware that if you venture more than about 75
feet into unpacked snow, it will build up in front of
the Ginzu and the Skandic will come to a halt. So
pack first with the snowmobile if you find you have
to go into an unpacked area.

For the future, when we get more than a couple
inches of snow, we really need to start dividing up
the work, especially when its cold. I don't think any
of us want to devote more than 3 hours of grooming
per outing - 2 would be better. 

The sled is full of gas. There's maybe 3 gallons left
in cans.

144
Bruce
01-22-2008
08:55 AM CT (US)

This snow definitely required pre-packing prior to
grooming with the Ginzu. I had to do the same at
Schmidt. In the future, we should plan for an
individual to only do half the trails when this is the
case - it does take a long time - really too much to
ask.

I'll go over tonight, look into the lock situation,
replace the cotter pins, put the walking path in, and
cleanup anything else needed.

143
John
01-22-2008
08:16 AM CT (US)

All of the trails were groomed last night, and a
classic track was set on almost the entire trail
system. I think I missed a small portion of the north
woods loop (near the 180 degree downhill turn and
the short approach section above it). Also, I didn't
track the hill loop by the shed. Next time someone
grooms they can add a track to the appropriate parts
of the trail.

There was more snow on the trail than I thought
there was going to be. I took groomer out on the
initial loop by the shed wondering if the snow was
going to be light enough to not require packing, but
the snow was piling up in front of the groomer. It
was pretty light, but I decided to pack the entire
trail system with the snowmobile first. This was
mainly a 3 pass process, with some sections
receiving 2 or 4 passes. 



I removed the trail closed signs from the hill loop
by the shed. The signs are under snowmobile seat.
On the walking path to the west ball fields, I put the
classic track off center and groomed a skate lane to
the south side of the classic track, but I didn't get a
chance to do any grooming of the walking side of
the path. I'm not sure how people will end up using
the section of ungroomed snow on the path. They
may see the groomed skate lane and walk on that.
The whole walking path may have to be groomed
next time with a new track set as the dividing line.
I'm not sure if I set it up the way it was intended.
We can see how people end up using it, and decide
whether we groom the entire width of the walking
path and add a track to divide the skate and walk
lanes, or to leave a portion of the path ungroomed. I
guess it partially depends on how much snow we
get. With the amount we received last night, it may
have been better to groom the entire width since
people may be inclined to walk on the packed down
section. If we're just refreshing the trail, we could
leave the walking portion untouched making it
more obvious where the walking side is. 

On the sports trail section of the system, I ended up
doing four passes of the snowmobile, two passes of
the groomer, and a final track setting pass. I did a
separate track setting pass since it seemed like a lot
of snow was spilling back close to the track from
the side when tracking and grooming at the same
time. The negative side effect was the amount of
time this took. It was quite a nice evening with a
light snow falling, and I didn't get cold, but I was
quite surprised when I saw that I put on over 50K
on the snowmobile (but after thinking how many
passes I ended up doing, not so surprised). 

It was a long grooming session ending with getting
the groomer stuck on the small hill right by the
shed as I was finishing up. After getting unstuck, I
groomed the return path so you should be OK if
you follow the groomed path. If you venture into
untracked powder, the groomer may get stuck again
I had finished up by doing a pass of the loop by the
shed. Maybe if I had come directly from the pine
trees trail to the shed, I wouldn't have gotten stuck
(more momentum and less uphill and turning).



I've now experienced an extended grooming session
that others have had the opportunity to enjoy. After
packing all of the trails, I was thinking of just
grooming the sports trail and leaving the bike trails
to the next groomer, but I wasn't cold so I just kept
on going. I'm not sure I'd do that the next time :-)

I couldn't get the lock on the smaller east door to
open. I'm not sure if it was frozen, but luckily I
could unlock and move the large west door.

I lost the cotter pin for the hitch. When getting the
groomer unstuck, I unfortunately didn't place it in
the basket and just set it on top of the snowmobile.
It fell off into the snow when I moved the
snowmobile. I'll be more careful next time.

142
Henry Walker
01-20-2008
08:58 PM CT (US)

Gas cans are filled and in the shed. The
snowmobile is also full. Looks like at least 1" of
new snow for Monday. I heard many good
comments today about the classic track so users are
paying close attention. Maybe there is just more
snow now to work with but I pushed the edge of the
trail as far as I could with the classic track setter. It
is adjusted in away from the outer edge of the
groomer so there is plenty of space between the
tracks and outer trail plus the skate track isn't so
narrow that skaters wipe out one track. This
requires going rather slow in areas with potential to
strike trees.

I noticed hikers still using the skate lane one the
West bike trail to hike in after I divided it. Maybe
some signage on both ends designating trail useage
might be worth while now? It is only an extra trip
with the groomer on a short stretch making it worth
while if it helps reduce foot traffic on the ski trail.
Maybe something positive like, "Pedestrian lane
groomed by RASC - Hiker use welcome " pointing
to the North side?

141
Bruce
01-19-2008
05:20 PM CT (US)

Thanks Dave - this sounds like a great solution and
the savings puts us pretty equivalent to the price of
regular gas. Thanks for looking into it. 

I skied the trails around 2:00 today. They had set up
very nicely. Fairly firm now and good coverage.
Between Henry and Dave, they did a great job with
the classic track. I'd recommend that we follow



their lead exactly as it is now when resetting it. I
can tell Henry took a fair amount of care to lift the
track setter at the steep hills and all the intersections
and get it right back down on the other side - very
professional!

There were more than a dozen people out today
when I was there. Only about 4 skate skiers and the
rest recreational classic.

So far, it looks like the XC Skier sign at the
pumphouse is working. No new snow piles there
disrupting the trail this time. Hopefully it will
continue.
Edited 01-19-2008 07:53 PM

140
Dave Greymont
01-19-2008
01:11 PM CT (US)

Re Kwik Trip gift card:
I have opened a business account with Kwik Trip
and have a new credit card for RASC. We will
receive a $0.03 discount/gallon and also not have to
pay federal gas tax (about $0.20/gallon). This
doesn't amount to much but every little bit helps.
We qualify for the exemption to the federal gas tax
because of the ~90 ACNST students that the club
coaches. The card may be used as a regular credit
card and the savings should be reflected on the
monthly statement sent to RASC. Please let me
know when the remaining balance on the gift card
is consumed. I would like to be the first one to use
the business credit card to make sure there are no
snags. I'll then replace the gift card in the jar on the
snowmobile with the credit card. 
Thanks, 
Dave

139
Henry Walker
01-18-2008
08:18 PM CT (US)

Groomed the entire trail - I was frozen by the end. I
put the gas cans in my truck and then forgot the
card - was too cold to go back. Will fill them
Saturday or Sunday. You might think the cold
would keep people away but there were 6 out there
skiing Friday night in single digit temps and
dropping. The trail is a very popular destination this
year due to everyone's hard work grooming. The
dry snow didn't mix well so it isn't perfect but so
many people skied on it right away it didn't last
long anyhow.

138
Dave Greymont
01-17-2008

I groomed all the trails this afternoon. I also set a
classic track on the Woods, Meadow, Park Wood
Hills, and West Ball Park trails. The snow was



05:44 PM CT (US) pretty dry so the groomer didn’t set a really good
classic track. When heading back towards the shed,
I took one swipe down the closed trail. There’s a
large bump of frozen ice (marked with a couple of
twigs) towards the bottom on the left side, and
when going up, the snow is real thin at the crown of
the hill. It could use some snow shoveled on that
spot. I thought that frozen bump could be
dangerous if someone hit it. Henry, I left the ropes
up across the trail with the “trail closed sign”. If
you feel its okay to ski down that loop go ahead and
take down the ropes. Also, the shed door looked
frozen in place so I didn’t attempt to open it.
Instead, I entered the shed to the East.
Dave G.

137
Jeff
01-11-2008
12:07 PM CT (US)

I groomed only the east trails per Bruce's
suggestion. I just lightly scarified the surface. No
one was out so it was quiet and peaceful. The trail
is holding up great given the lack of snow. There
are approx. 10 gallons of gas available so I did not
make a run.
Jeff

136
Bruce
01-08-2008
10:39 PM CT (US)

Greg and I groomed the QH trails tonight. There
were maybe a half dozen foot prints on the east
trails and one set of classic tracks... for the most
part, people respected the closed signs.

We spread 3 sleds of snow - 2 near the nature
center, 1 along the pines. The sleds work great and
are easy to dump. The next time we get snow, it
would be helpful to pile up 6-10 sled fulls in a
shady spot.

Greg renovated the east trails with the Ginzu.
Having them leveled before the melt down seemed
to help. I scarified the bike paths however they are
basically solid ice so while it leveled them out,
skiing conditions aren't good. 

Greg and I took care of the grooming tonight since
we put ourselves 'on-call' starting last Friday while
many were out of town. We'll get back to the
standard rotation now with Jeff, Henry, and Dave
up next in that order (Greg and I will count tonight
as our turns). Lets hope for some snow on
Thursday!

135 Brennan filled the gas cans today. There was



Bruce
01-05-2008
04:20 PM CT (US)

around $22 left on the gift card. The 12 gallons he
put in today cost around $27.
 
Dave, many thanks for checking into the gas supply
and putting money on the card.
Edited 01-05-2008 05:34 PM

134
Dave Greymont
01-05-2008
03:14 PM CT (US)

I went over to Q.H. to fill the gas cans and was
pleasantly surprised to find that someone had
already filled them (thanks). I did add another
$100.00 to the gas card and the current balance is
$121.20 so we should be set for a while. Hopefully
the overcast sky will help preserve our trails. 
Dave

133
Bruce
01-04-2008
11:01 PM CT (US)

I closed off the east trails tonight with 4
ropes/signs. One each at the start of the field and
woods trails, one on the field trail toward the north
end where the hiking trail crosses, and one at the
east end of the snow fence on the north loop where
foot traffic comes across the old wooden bridge.
They should all be collected once we re-open the
trails. It should be fine to put them under the
snowmobile seat for future use.

Thanks to Greg's suggestion, I also ran down the
center of the east trails and leveled them off. This
should make recovery go a little easier next week.

There's now new batteries in the flashlights. I filled
the snowmobile gas and oil. There's 3+ gallons of
gas in the cans so they'll need to be filled sometime
in the next week.

132
Bruce
01-01-2008
08:44 AM CT (US)

To be on the safe side, I removed the signs at the
sledding hill and the end of the Parkwood Hills bike
path this morning. The only remaining sign is now
on the main sign board. We'll see what we do after
Henry gives it further thought and has whatever
discussions are in order.

While I was out, I packed the small teaching circles
out on the West park ballfields and did a light
renovation on both bike paths since I had to drive
on them anyway.

I also tried to replace the flashlight batteries - I had
a new pack of alkalines - they seem 'dead' so the
previous set is reinstalled and its still working ok -
just not the brightest. What luck on a zero degree



morning!

The Ginzu is back on the 4X4 with knives up. I
think my personal preference is to manually drop it
on when hitching up, and use the bungee to hold the
pintle hook flap open while lowering the knives to
raise the tongue when unhitching. Works really
nice.
Edited 01-01-2008 09:55 AM

131
John
12-31-2007
10:52 AM CT (US)

I groomed all of the trails this morning.

I did end up refreshing the classic tracks in most
places, though I wasn't sure if it was really
necessary. I tried it in a few places, and it seemed
like it was improving the tracks. When I came back
from grooming, I saw Henry's thoughts on leaving
the tracks alone. With the shallow snow depth, I
think that it's probably best to just leave the classic
tracks alone until we get some more snowfall. Skier
traffic seems to leave the tracks in good shape.

For some reason, I didn't look at the bulletin board
yesterday and didn't see the comments on Daves's
procedure for leaving the groomer. I ended up
leaving it the same way as Dave did (with the
knives resting on the boards). The boards did freeze
to the ground even though the temps didn't get that
warm last night. I had to kick them pretty hard to
move them. When the temps warm up, leaving the
boards underneath the groomer will probably make
it difficult to remove them. 

I have more problems with the unhitching process
and getting the 4x4 post under the tongue (since it
always wants to fall over as I move the tongue on
top of it). Hitching up with the 4x4 post works OK
for me. Next time I'll probably try the unhitch
procedure using the boards and knives to raise the
tongue and then place the 4x4 post. I like the idea
of leaving it on the 4x4 post after unhitching. The
groomer was left with the knives on the board. 

I ended up using the door on the right side. I didn't
even try the left door. As Bruce mentions, the door
on the right side is smaller (hence easier to move)
and doesn't seem to freeze up as easily.

130 I left the groomer with the knives resting on the



Dave Greymont
12-29-2007
09:28 PM CT (US)

boards and the tongue elevated. I think Bruce's
suggestion is a good one. 
To unhitch the groomer from the snowmobile, the
revised procedure is:

1. Place the boards under the knives on each side of
the groomer.
2. Pull the pin on the hitch and use the bungee strap
to keep the clasp open.
3. Lower the knives until the tongue is high enough
to clear the hitch.
4. Move the tongue laterally and place the support
post beneath the tongue.
5. Raise the knives thereby lowering the tongue to
rest on the post.
6. DISSCONNECT THE ELECTRICAL HOOK
UP
7. Remove the boards from beneath the groomer
and set next to shed.
8. Remove the bungee cord and replace the pin in
the clasp.
9. Park the sled in the shed.

Then the procedure for hitching the groomer to the
sled also needs to be modified to include using the
hydraulics to lower the knives to lift the tongue off
of the post.

129
Bruce
12-29-2007
08:12 PM CT (US)

A couple comments:
1) It may make sense once unhitchted to just put the
4x4 under the tongue and raise the knives until the
tongue rests on it, and keep raising the knives all
the way. Then pick up the boards. That will let the
next person hitch up whichever way they want and
the boards will never freeze to the ground. I don't
want us to have to pull the groomer over them. It
also has the advantage that if the electrical
connection is ever damaged or we need to use
another snowmobile, we're not dependent on the
electrical connection to raise the knives.
2) Please don't ever forget to unplug the electrical
plug before moving. If you use Dave's technique
below, just be very careful and double check before
moving the sled.

Answering Dave's questions, it doesn't matter if the
sled is left in or out of gear. There's enough 'drag'
that its not going to roll anywhere when parked in
the shed. Anyone starting it should always check



the status of the gear lever before starting the sled
and not rely on it being left a certain way.

I would not recommend leaving the emergency
brake engaged when finished. Those of us who've
had an emergency brake cable get moisture in it and
freeze know that you don't move once that happens.

When using the track setter, it should only be raised
a few inches between finishing one track and
starting the next, such as at the a junction of trails
or when moving from one trail section to the next
(e.g. going past the nature center). No need to draw
all that current out of the battery to raise it
completely, then lower it again.
Edited 12-29-2007 08:14 PM

128
Dave Greymont
12-29-2007
12:25 PM CT (US)

 I groomed the whole QH trail system this morning.
I probably should have groomed last night to allow
the snow to set-up, but having only groomed once
this year I felt more comfortable using the
equipment in daylight. I would recommend trying
to avoid Saturday morning grooming. Even though
I started fairly early, by the time I was done there
was lots of “rookie” skiers on the trail from the
Nature Center rentals.

SOMETHING NEW : The tongue of the Ginzu is
no longer resting on the 4x4 post. I tried using the
groomer’s hydraulics to lower the knives, thus
raising the tongue instead of having to physically
lift it. I’m sure Bruce can write a better procedure,
but this may be a start: (Currently the knives are
resting on boards placed under each side of the
groomer and the tongue is elevated.)
To hitch the groomer to the snowmobile
1. Back the snowmobile up as before and stop with
the snowmobile hitch offset to one side of the
tongue of the groomer.
2. Remove the pin from the snowmobile hitch to
allow the clasp to open
3. Physically move the tongue of the groomer to
position it over the snowmobile hitch.
4. Hook up the electrical connection to the
snowmobile
5. Carefully raise the knives which will lower the
tongue on to the hitch. Check repeatedly to confirm
proper alignment between hitch and tongue while
lowering.



6. Insert the pin in the hitch.
7. If the boards are not frozen to the ground, pick
them up so you don’t drag the groomer over them.

To unhitch the groomer: Essentially the reverse
procedure.
1. Place the boards under the knives on each side.
2. Pull the pin on the hitch and use the bungee strap
to keep the clasp open.
3. Lower the knives until the tongue is high enough
to clear the hitch.
4. DISSCONNECT THE ELECTRICAL HOOK
UP
5. Remove the bungee cord and replace the pin in
the clasp.
6. Park the sled in the shed.

Two questions
1. When we’re finished grooming, should the
snowmobile be left in gear or in neutral (or doesn’t
it matter)?
2. When using the track setter, should you raise it
all the way to the most vertical position in between
setting tracks, or is it okay just to raise it part way
up?

I filled 3 of the gas cans. There’s still $58.00
remaining on the gas card. Let me know after the
next time gas is purchased and I’ll add more money
to the card.

127
Jeff
12-27-2007
08:42 AM CT (US)

Hey Guys
I am back in town and can get back in the rotation.
If any one needs a substitute give me a call or send
me an email.
Jeff

126
Greg
12-26-2007
09:51 PM CT (US)

I went over everything tonight and tried laying a
track in a lot of spots although it was shallow most
of the time. We didn't get much snow but enough to
cover things up a little, hopefully we get more
Friday. I tried to mix a little of the old in with the
new so hopefully it firms up solid tonight.

I filled the oil tank - the 1 jug is almost empty but
there is a new jug still on the shelf. The gas tank is
full, with 1 5 gallon can and part of a 3 gallon can
left. The hitch pin was missing on the snowmobile
before I started so I took the spare out from under



the seat.

There was a set of 4 wheeler tracks on some of the
bike path, thankfully they didn't leave ruts or tear
around so they groomed out.

125
Bruce
12-26-2007
03:31 PM CT (US)

Dave Brudwick has the scarifier over at Eastwood -
he picked it up this morning and wants to use it
tomorrow as well. We can get it after that. I'll be out
of town for the next 3 days. Henry, if a need for it
comes up, can you get it in the back of your
pickup?

124
Bruce
12-26-2007
08:36 AM CT (US)

What a difference a day makes in the weather
forecast! I've been in contact with Greg - he'll
groom after today's (Wednesday) snow stops. Dave
will groom after Friday's event or if it fizzles, he'll
refresh the trails Friday or early Saturday for the
weekend. John comes up after that. Each time I've
been over at QH, there have been a lot of people
out enjoying the trails. 
 Have fun and I hope everyone's getting a chance to
get out and ski!

123
John
12-24-2007
05:18 PM CT (US)

For grooming, I'll assume Greg will do it on
Wednesday, Dave on Thursday or Friday, and John
on Saturday or Sunday. I'm around all week, so I
can switch around if anyone is not available on a
particular day. 

With regard to the sign on the north end of the
Parkwood Trail, I'm not sure if it's good to put that
sign there. We know a lot of walkers use that trail.
With that sign there, will people just learn to ignore
that sign in other spots since they figure they are
allowed to walk on the Parkwood Hills bikepath so
what's that sign there for? I think keeping the signs
near the woods and meadows trail by the nature
center would be more beneficial - since there are
other hiking trails in that area. It would be nice to
try to get people to realize that those trails are truly
meant for cross country skiing. Just some of my
thoughts.

122
Bruce
12-23-2007
08:36 PM CT (US)

I checked the rotation - after Henry packs tonight's
snow, then we have Greg, Dave, and John up in that
order.

Its probably best to take a look at the trails
tomorrow in the daylight and see how they are. I
would suggest we may want to groom every 2-3



days over the holiday week if no more snow comes.
Perhaps Wednesday is a good target for the next
grooming. Let's see how Henry makes out tonight
before we plan anything definite.

121
Dave G
12-23-2007
07:57 AM CT (US)

I had to take enough off so there was clearance for
Henry to ski under the tree without getting snagged.
I could have left more if it was just for us mere
mortals.
Dave :)

< replied-to message removed by QT >

120
Bruce
12-22-2007
10:01 PM CT (US)

Henry's right, those bike paths looked like a mine
field.
I went out and ran the St. Mary's scarifier over all
the trails. It cut off the protrusions and put a good
bed of ice chips most places but certainly didn't fill
in all the holes. We need snow for that. I didn't have
skis along but I'd say its probably fair to good to ski
on now until the layer of crystalized snow packs.

The good news - the sled ran fine. Seems as good
as new.
Henry, the gas tank's full and ready to go when you
think there's something to accomplish tomorrow. 

I moved one sign to the top (north end) of the
Parkwood Hills bike trail. Henry, give it some
thought whether its appropriate to have it there or
not. There's not really another trail to use but
maybe people will at least stay to the side.

I did not go into the Parkwood Hills park field. I'll
leave that to Henry who knows whats underneath.

Right now, I parked the scarifier out by the light
pole. Dave Brudwick will probably want it
Monday. After we get it back from him, we should
probably park it around back when we have it at the
shed.

The missing brush and tree branches looked great.
Dave, I'm going to hire you to prune trees. That
pole of yours really got up there and did a great job!

119
Henry Walker
12-22-2007
06:03 PM CT (US)

I looked over the trail today after noon. Extensive
foot traffic during the warm period has made the
bike trail impossible to ski on - at least I can't.
Boots have broken through to the pavement. It



could really use a scraping to knock the very rough
surface off before packing snow in, otherwise the
comb will take a beating. The woods loops were
hard packed and relatively icy by afternoon. Many
people hiked on the woods trails and damaged them
as well during the warm up. I hope we get the 8" vs
the 4" snow fall.

I'll pack whatever we get later on Sunday unless it
looks like we will loose our snow to wind during
the day and will groom twice in that case.

118
Bruce
12-22-2007
11:07 AM CT (US)

I picked up some white flags from Menards this
morning and marked one side of the Schmidt Park
Trail so we don't lose it in the blowing snow. If this
works, we might want to think about this for the
Parkwood Hills park loop and the West Park loop if
we have trouble finding the existing trail base.

117
Bruce
12-21-2007
06:40 PM CT (US)

I picked up the sled tonight and put it back in the
shed. It ran ok for that distance. I'd like to take it
out for the interim packing probably tomorrow
afternoon so I can be 100% sure we're back in
working order. I'll just do 2 passes to pack on all the
trails and let more snow drift in once the winds kick
up. Henry can do the second pass on Sunday and
hopefully set a track as well. We'll be at the top of
the rotation then for the next refresh, probably after
Christmas.

I also filled the sled and all the gas cans.

The door was frozen again. Personally, I'm going to
start taking a flashlight and using the other door.
This spring, perhaps we can excavate the gravel a
couple inches to ensure sufficient clearance on the
bottom of the door and drainage for melting snow. 

The field by the shed lost some base - probably
about an inch. Its really soft too. When I groom, I'm
going to shift the straight run up toward the pines a
little to the left again - we have some grass showing
through. Hopefully the sheltered areas faired a bit
better.
Edited 12-21-2007 10:11 PM

116
Henry Walker
12-21-2007
01:04 PM CT (US)

I agree on a two pronged approach to grooming for
the weekend. Groom later Saturday after the first 2
or 3 inches are down. This will be wet to start out
and add to the base. With major blowing on Sunday



we may pick up enough snow on top to re-groom
later in the afternoon. Renovating likely isn't
needed in either case, especially since the snow is
getting dirty now. We have been very lucky so far
while not having the sled. Its not worth touching
the trail until Saturday's snow is down and in fact it
would be nice to shut off hiking and skiing under
these mushy conditions to prevent base damage and
subsequent freezing. Wishful thinking perhaps.

I'll be around over the weekend and can groom - I
think I'm up next. Bruce has the call as it will likely
be his sled we end up using.

115
Bruce
12-21-2007
06:26 AM CT (US)

It did not get cold enough last night to firm up the
snow. I see Greg was out early this morning and
unfortunately, his observations agree. We'll wait
until tomorrow - the forecast looks like there will
be a lot of blowing so possibly we'll hit the trails
both Saturday mid-way through the snow and
Sunday. Will just have to take it as it comes. Its
quite possible we'll need to do some minor
shoveling as well.

114
Greg
12-21-2007
05:44 AM CT (US)

I posted the two groomed trail signs - 

I couldn't remember where Bruce had suggested
while I was out there so if there is a better place for
them let me know. They pounded in pretty easy.

1 is out the bike path where is splits to trail heading
north. Another is out the trail heading north where a
sledding/hiking hill join the ski trail.

- It seemed a little ironic hiking along the trail to
post ski trail signs to cut down on hiking.

There is one already on the bulletin board at the
start of the trail on the north side of the building so
hopefully people see that but there's a good chance
it is missed because people don't read the boards.

I think we need to groom the trails again but not
this morning it is to soft and wet. Hopefully tonight
or Tomorrow morning it will cool off enough. I'll be
around this weekend as well to help groom if we
have a snowmobile.

113
John

I cut back the brush for about two feet by the
pumphouse near the snow pile created by the RPU



12-20-2007
07:04 PM CT (US)

snowplow. It think it will be wide enough, but let
me know if you think we need some more cut. I
tried to cut the brush below the snow level so that
we wouldn't have issues with the groomer going
over any stubble.
Edited 12-20-2007 07:05 PM

112
Dave G
12-20-2007
06:29 PM CT (US)

It seems like they're pushing the snow back to more
of a Saturday event now. I've lost track of who's up
next in the grooming rotation and don't know who
will be here or away over the holidays. Just so you
know, I'll be home and available to groom if
needed.
Dave G.

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

111
Bruce
12-20-2007
05:16 PM CT (US)

Only half the parts for the Skandic arrived - maybe
we'll have better news tomorrow... but no
guarantees. With the holiday shipping overload, I'm
not counting on it.

I'm going to see how the trails fair after the sun
goes down. If they seem to be getting really frozen
and hard after this mist, I'll go over and break it up
(renovate) tomorrow morning. While Schmidt Park
was great this morning, I'm concerned that what
was firm last night and this morning will be ice
tomorrow morning. We loose the St. Mary's
groomer #1 tomorrow morning for awhile so I'll
need to decide either tonight or very early
tomorrow morning. Friday will be start of vacations
for many so I'm hesitant to leave marginal
conditions. After that, we can see what snow we get
Saturday. If we don't have the RASC sled back, I
can at least pack that with the Ginzu. 

I picked up the other St. Mary's drag (#2) from
Chester Woods. Had a nice talk with the park folks
but thats another story. That drag is a little less
sophisticated, rougher teeth cut with a torch, no
comb, and a different hitch. But it should work
when we need it. I may invest in a comb substitute
and see how it comes out. We can also use it for
packing a larger snowfall until Greg gets the packer
he's working on finished.

110
Henry Walker

Skied the trail last night after the wax clinic. It was
really fast with good lighting from the moon. With



12-20-2007
09:38 AM CT (US)

softer conditions today and snow likely Friday
night I wonder if we want to wait to groom until
later Friday night when the snow stops or early
Saturday morning before the crowds. The surface
has edges here and there from the green machine
but was very skiable. Classic track is in pretty good
shape most everywhere, I wouldn't re-set the track
at this point. I wouldn't mind removing some
Buckthorn seeds before grooming. Any thoughts?

109
Dave Greymont
12-19-2007
04:40 PM CT (US)

To Do List:
I took down the low hanging limb and brances on
the West ball field trail this afternoon. 
Dave G.

108
Dave Greymont
12-18-2007
11:50 AM CT (US)

I assembled the hitches for the two sleds this
morning. The hitches are attached to the sleds with
a simple hitch pin and spring closure. So I could
nest the two sleds together, I only attached the hitch
to one sled. I stacked the two sleds together and left
one hitch laying in the bed of the top sled.

I have a tree pruning saw on an extension pole and
will get over to the ball field and take care of that
low-hanging limb. 
Dave G.

107
Henry Walker
12-18-2007
08:06 AM CT (US)

I scooped snow onto the trail heading toward
Parkwood hills from the "T" by the nature center
this morning where minor ruts and dirt remained
after Bruce's great job with the scarifier. I'm really
impressed with the number that thing did on the
ruts. The ruts were quite serious in nature and
beyond what a single person with a scoop shovel
could reasonably do but this metal monster chewed
snow in them. The areas I added snow aren't
perfectly smooth (did it at 5:00am, a bit dark) so it
could use a packing with the Ginzu. I plan to hit the
Parkwood Hills loop next time I groom and can
pack it down then.

106
Dave G
12-17-2007
03:21 PM CT (US)

I'll assemble the hitches sometime this week.
Dave G. 
< replied-to message removed by QT >

105
Bruce
12-17-2007
02:33 PM CT (US)

Here's a summary of the outstanding 'job list' for
the trails:
1) Assemble Otter Sled Hitches
2) Trim back prickly brush 1-2' on the west trail
near the pumphouse



3) Put up 'Groomed XC Ski Trail' signs on the field
trail
4) Cut any overhanging 'berry dropping' limbs that
you can find.
5) Cut the limb off to at least 6.5' high from the tree
on the south end of the west park loop.

Thanks!

104
Bruce
12-17-2007
01:25 PM CT (US)

Henry, I agree. I've noticed about the berry spots as
well. The north end of the field trail has a bad spot
that you almost can't avoid. We'll need to get rid of
virtually all the buckthorn that comes close to
overhanging the trail.

103
Henry Walker
12-17-2007
08:43 AM CT (US)

John has lopped some branches which has helped
but the one thing I noticed is lots of Buckthorn
berries on various places of the trail. Purple seeds
cover the trail in spots and I know the seeds
themselves are like little rocks. I think we should
get what we can trimmed now and then this
summer push the berry wall back a bit with select
"pruning".

102
John
12-16-2007
09:48 PM CT (US)

I did another pass with the loppers on the trails
today. I cut off a number of branches, but I'm sure
I'll notice some others that I missed the next time I
ski. I did notice the brush that Bruce mentioned
around the corner by the RPU water pump house,
but decided not to tackle it this time. I'll keep it on
my "lopping to do list". There's also some brush on
the north loop on the south side of the trail before
you turn south up the hill (on the two-way section).
I'll probably also tackle that some time.

101
Bruce
12-16-2007
08:25 PM CT (US)

Jeff and I replaced 2 pieces of comb this afternoon -
they were the pieces on both outside ends of the
pan. For future reference, the Ginzu came with 3/4"
#14 screws holding on the comb. YTS is now using
1" #14 screws. The outside leading corner is held in
place with a pop rivet (either 3/4" or 1"). The cold
temps made it a challenge to get the mat and comb
pulled together well but the end result looked good.
We should recheck the screws at the end of the
season after temperatures are above freezing in case
we had some ice in the mat/comb/pan sandwich.
We should also check all the comb at season-end.

I dragged the Parkwood Hills bike path today with
the St. Mary's drag. About 5 round trips made a big
improvement. Once we get the Ginzu working



again, I think a few more passes with the knives
down slightly will do it.

It appears to be possible to go all the way to the
Parkwood Hills Park now. Since there's no sign of
construction equipment resuming, perhaps Henry
should try it the next time he grooms. He is
probably the only one who saw where the rough
areas were created by the construction equipment as
they hauled in more dirt. Hopefully he can either go
in front of the berm or cut across and just make a
loop on the north half of the park near the ballfield.

I brought over a XC Skier symbol on a post and put
it in by the RPU pump house hoping to give the
plow driver a hint that he shouldn't push snow into
the small area we have cut through. Greg, if there's
anything you can do to re-enforce that message,
we'd appreciate it. If anyone can take some lopers
over there, we can gain another 1-2 feet by
trimming back the brush. Its prickly stuff so
probably good to get it as far as possible from that
expensive ski jacket material!

For this spring's work list, we should check with
P&R and consider cutting a short connector trail
through the sumac over to the south end of the west
park where the low tree branch is. It looks to be
very easy and would ease the problems with the
plowing.

100
Bruce
12-14-2007
11:47 PM CT (US)

The replacement comb for the Ginzu arrived today.
Will put it on this weekend - probably Sunday, the
warmest day.

99
Bruce
12-14-2007
11:12 PM CT (US)

I groomed QH tonight with the St. Mary's drag. I
didn't set new track. It took me almost 4 hours to
groom as it was. Actually the snow was so cold that
it wasn't packing very well so I thought it best to
leave the existing tracks. 

I also took one run up and back on the Parkwood
Hills trail. I think I was able to cut off the tops of
the ruts and help somewhat but the ruts still need to
be filled. The trails definitely needed the
renovation. They've gotten packed pretty hard over
the last week.

98 Well, I talked to Al's - they have to order an outer



Bruce
12-14-2007
11:07 PM CT (US)

clutch flange and innards - we won't see it back
until Thursday of next week most likely - the bill
will be $450 - $500 including the belt Dave
ordered.

Several of you have asked 'so what could have
caused this failure?'. When I talked to Greg at Al's,
we had a good discussion on this. In his experience,
he sees this failure when 1 of 2 things happens: 1)
the track is frozen into the ground and the driver
revs up the engine attempting to break it out. I think
we can rule that one out this year at least. I guess its
remotely possible that this could have happened at
the end of last season and gotten us 'close' to this
failure and the stress of the ice hardpack and hills
put it over the edge but that seems very unlikely. 2)
the sled is attempted to be driven with the
emergency brake on and again the driver revs up
the engine trying to move.

Now he may not have much experience with wide
track work sleds so I might add that this could be
possible if you have a lot of drag on the Ginzu
(snow buildup, knives down, going up hills with
either of these) and then rev up the engine. If the
long/wide track has good traction in the snow and
the track isn't spinning, then this could amount to
something similar.

I groomed all the trails at QH tonight with the St.
Mary's drag and did one pass with the Ginzu to
clean up what was thrown around. Even though we
have some hills now, these sleds climb right up
them without any revving of the motor. You have to
apply a little more gas on the grades but not much.
If we all concentrate on staying out of trouble (i.e.
not get stuck), then we shouldn't get into problems.
Even if you do get into trouble - stop - work your
way out 'smartly', not with the throttle. Leave the
sled and go call for help is another good option.

One thing I think I will start is to replace the belt at
the beginning of each season. Maybe we tried to go
too long with the one we had - I don't know, but the
beginning of the season might be a little more
stressful so it might make sense to just avoid worn
belts.



So that's the new information. Please let me know if
you have questions.
Bruce

97
John
12-11-2007
09:24 PM CT (US)

I did some more pruning today after ski practice. It
seems like everytime I ski the trail, I notice more
branches to prune. As Bruce mentions, it's an
ongoing process. I pruned on the woods/meadow
loop and felt like I got most of the branches (though
that's what I thought the last time I skied/pruned the
trails). It was getting dark, so I'll see what I missed
the next time I ski. Hopefully I won't find out by
running into a branch during night skiing!

96
Dave Greymont
12-11-2007
01:19 PM CT (US)

Just got back from skiing the Q.H. trails and they
are still in amazingly good condtion considering we
haven't groomed for several days. However,
someone drove a truck or 4 wheeled-drive vechicle
down the path from the nature center parking lot
and then up the Parkwood Hills trail. The tire tracks
stopped right at the top of the rise on the Parkwood
Hills trail where there's a parkbench overlooking
the meadow to the East. It's going to take a little
grooming to repair.

95
Bruce
12-10-2007
09:14 PM CT (US)

YTS Comb - I received a note back from YTS that
due to people being out of town, they may not be
able to get the comb shipped before 12/17. Not the
news I was hoping for. Will let everyone know if
anything changes.

94
Dave Greymont
12-10-2007
12:50 PM CT (US)

I bought the one belt that Al's Marine had in stock
and it's on the top shelf in the shed by the clipboard.
Al's has another belt on order for us and will call
me when it arrives. Also bought the gallon of the
mineral oil. Please let me know when you're going
to install the belt because I want to watch and learn.
The shed door is still binding. I chipped away at
more of the ice and hopefully it'll be better now. I
also have the gas card and will put another $100.00
on it. I also left some lumber leaning against the
shed next to the groomer. We'll have to figure out
how to position it under the knives so we can use
the groomers electrics to drop the knives (raising
the tonge) so we don't have to physcially lift it to
drop it on the snowmobile's hitch.
John, I left the remainder of your tar-paper on your
front porch. I used about 12 feet in total. Thanks
again for your contribution to the sign building
project.
Geezer Groomer Dave



93
John
12-10-2007
09:32 AM CT (US)

The explanation of the spinning belt sure makes
sense. When I was grooming, I would try to start
moving but I didn't move and it seemed like the
track was spinning. I looked down and didn't notice
the track moving at all, so I let go of the throttle and
tried again. The snowmobile would usually start
moving, but throughout the grooming process I
encountered this and was wondering why it seemed
like it was taking longer to get going. It never
occurred to me that the belt would be slipping. If I
notice this behavior again, I'll mention it. 

Bruce, thanks for noting this. As you said, if we
take note of these things, we'll hopefully have some
warning that something is starting to fail.

92
Bruce
12-09-2007
09:33 AM CT (US)

We need to replace the belt on the Skandic. Please
don't use the sled until that's done. 

I immediately noticed this morning that it felt like
the track was spinning on the slightest grade. What
was actually happening was that the belt was
slipping. I suspect many of you have noticed what
seems to be a loss of traction in the past few days.
I'm fairly certain this is the problem.

Frankly, I'm a bit surprised the belt's lasted a whole
season. When pulling a heavy load, it's a lot more
likely that the clutch plates will burn the sides of
the belt rather than spin the track. We should all do
the best we can not to really goose the throttle. On a
recreational snowmobile, this just spins the track
and probably is some folks definition of fun. With
all the weight of the groomer on the Skandic, it
burns the belt instead. 

Even if you feel like you're bogging down, the best
thing is to stop, raise knives and tracksetter, clear
any massed snow built up in and around the knives,
then start out slowly. If that doesn't work, back up
1-2 feet and try again. My experience has been that
the sled can start up and make forward progress if it
just has the unencumbered groomer to pull. 

Greg is building a packer for us. That should help
to pack new snow of 4+ inches so that we don't
have to haul the Ginzu through deep snow on the
hills. 



Thats about it. I did talk to a skier this morning - he
gave us an A+ and was just ecstatic about the
consistently excellent trail conditions. Nice to hear. 

One other thing, I try to write down what happens
and my interpretation of the causes when things get
a little challenging grooming. I only do that to share
thoughts on how to avoid problems. Grooming isn't
an easy task. Its work for us and its hard on the
equipment. We've bought the best commercial
grade equipment we could afford... but things will
break. Don't worry about it. Look for the signs of
wear or things 'not-quite-right' ahead of time and let
us know. Its a lot easier to fix equipment in the shed
than out on the trail. :-)

91
Bruce
12-08-2007
05:23 PM CT (US)

It's only been a week since our first snow but its
been a busy week for grooming and the trails are
looking great! I'm working on a document to
remind us of all the fine points of grooming but I'll
add a few more things to keep in mind below.
 
1) The actuators - please use them to raise or lower
the implement (knives or track setter) but then they
should only be used in a momentary mode. 
 
How to use the knives: lower them until they start
to shave the snow - then stop. Nothing lower is
needed. Do two passes if that doesn't work. If they
are too low, snow builds up in the knife section, or
you get round pellets coming out the back, and
turning becomes much more problematic.
Remember that you may have to raise the knives on
hills and turns. And plan your route to go down all
the steep hills. Even on the gradual uphills, if you
start to bog down, raise the knives fast. If that
doesn't work, stop. If you start spinning the track,
you'll dig down right through the base and as the
trail base gets deeper, this becomes harder (more
time) for you to repair. 
 
How to use the track setter: Lower it to the ground
and then a little further. It seems like YTS has it
designed that it provides about the right pressure
when the actuator is fully extended. So when you
hear the 'click, click, click' that indicates the track
setter is down - stop. The track setter should be
raised on steep hills. I think Henry's hairpin turn
qualifies here. Raise it slightly - a count of 2 or 3 is



sufficient, then lower it when on the level again.
Other than that, leave it alone.
 
A few facts on the electrical aspects. The Skandic is
a work snowmobile but its not a Pisten Bully. It
does not have an alternator that puts out a lot of
current. The actuators must draw between 20 - 30
amps... and there's two wired up plus the work
light. John's problem last night was a blown fuse
with a 20 Amp fuse in the line. I replaced it with a
30 amp fuse. We're wired with 12 gauge wire (YTS
only recommends 14 gauge minimum). Put these
all together and here's the main points - never use
the actuators together. When you use them for
adjustments, use them with momentary pushes or
pulls. When you raise or lower an actuator to its full
extent, that's fine but I think its best to be stopped
and watch and be sure you take your hand off the
lever when they are fully raised. Key point, don't
drive along holding the lever down for extra time
just to be sure things are up (or down). The
actuators won't be damaged but you'll be running
up to 30 amps of current through a 12 gauge wire
and you will be pulling current out of the battery,
you might start to melt the wire... and I'm not sure
about the switch capacity. So use the actuators -
that's what they're there for - just be aware that they
do put more strain on the sled charging system and
use them only as needed.
 
2) Checklists - I've put a clipboard in the shed with
key items to check before going out and when
coming back. While its not on the list, I'd also add
'Check the Groomer' for missing items. I've also put
a lantern on the shelves to use. One click and you
get a fluorescent lamp. No more stumbling in the
dark.
 
3) Groomer - Between the ice at season start and
probably rocks/stumps in the new trails, we've torn
off two pieces of the comb under the packing plate.
Henry found one but the other is missing. I've
ordered replacements from YTS. I expect they'll be
here by late next week. In the meantime, we can
groom but lets keep it to the minimum. Packing 2
or more inches of snow or every 3 days seems
about the right criteria. We'll watch it carefully. 
 



Walk around and check out the groomer before
going out. I noticed we're missing one of the hitch
pins holding on a weight. I'll get a replacement but
will take off the weight in the meantime. Look for
missing bolts, comb, loose wiring, etc.
 
4) Dave made some inquiries to Doug Edgerton at
YTS about putting a jack on the groomer to make
hitching/unhitching easier. Doug responded that he
uses the actuator and knives to raise/lower the
tongue. So, we don't have a process worked out yet
but don't be surprised if the next time you go out,
you find the groomer resting on the knives (on
wood blocks). You'll need to back up to the side,
hook up the electrical, slide the hitch over the pintle
hook, and raise the actuators. Anyway, Dave will
figure out the process and let us know. You'll still
be able to hitch up by hand but just wanted you to
know that you may need to be aware of how it was
unhitched and react accordingly.
 
Let's see, other additions, I put in a flashlight under
the seat along with spare fuses and pins. I also
repaired the shed door lock and busted up the ice
that jams the door.
 
That's about it. I hope everyone's getting some good
skiing in. Enjoy it!
Bruce

90
John
12-08-2007
04:12 PM CT (US)

I refilled three gas cans today, so all four gas cans
are full - along with the snowmobile. 

When I skied this morning, I brought a lopper along
and cleaned up overhanging branches and brush
that was sticking into the ski trail. The main
cleanup was on the cherry grove loop trail. I cut a
few branches on the meadows trail and the trail to
the ballpark. 

For the section of the ballpark trail that goes
underneath the overhanging branch, do you think
we should just modify the trail so that it turns
before it goes underneath the branch? or cut the
branch off?

89
Bruce
12-08-2007

Comments:
1) I took another gas can over for use this winter so
we have a little more reserve.



09:04 AM CT (US) 2) I've added a clipboard to write down the
odometer reading when you start and a few things
to check as you go out, e.g. gas, oil, snow buildup
in the tunnel. I'll put a flashlight over there as well.
Please take the minute or two to check these critical
items before going out.
3) Use of the renovating knives - lower them until
they start to shave the snow - then stop. Nothing
lower is needed. Do two passes if that doesn't work.
If they are too low, snow builds up in the knife
section, or you get round pellets coming out the
back, and (to address John's problem), turning
becomes much more problematic. Remember that
you may have to raise the knives regardless on hills
and turns. And plan your route to go down all the
steep hills. Even on the gradual uphills, if you start
to bog down, raise the knives fast. If that doesn't
work, stop. If you start spinning the track, you'll dig
down right through the base and as the trail base
gets deeper, this becomes harder (more time) for
you to repair. More on this later.
4) Bike paths - these may have a lot of boot tracks
in them but don't try to lower the knives to remove
them all. Just shave as described above. There's
asphalt under there and we can ski over boot tracks
- we don't want to hit the asphalt with the knives. 
5)I'll look at the tracksetter this morning.

88
John
12-08-2007
01:42 AM CT (US)

I groomed the trails this evening. All of trails were
regroomed for skating. The east side trails weren't
that heavily used since today's earlier grooming so
it probably wasn't necessary to do those, but I did it
anyway for the enjoyment and practice. The bike
trails needed a refreshing - they had been heavily
walked on. I started doing some refreshing of the
classical tracks, but soon realized they were in
pretty good shape, so stopped doing anything with
the classical tracks. 

One unfortunate happening - the track setter doesn't
raise up or lower down. I used it for awhile and had
raised it above the trail a bit to stop creating a track.
I then decided to no longer set a track, but then the
hydraulics wasn't moving the setter up or down. It's
pretty much in a horizontal position. We'll have to
figure out what went wrong.

For some reason, I had more difficulty trying to go
around corners with the snowmobile and groomer



than last year. There were a number of corners I
couldn't make (even with standing on the outside
edge of the snowmobile). I'm not sure if I have the
wrong technique - or if the snow conditions were
hard and slippery so the skis didn't get enough
"grip" in the snow to turn the snowmobile. Any
ideas on what my problem was? There are
definitely corners which are easier to negotiate
going one way versus the other, but I just seemed to
have problems at corners I don't remember having
problems with last year.

87
Bruce
12-06-2007
08:44 AM CT (US)

Here's an 'updated' short list of things I wanted to
pass along to everyone.
1) Remember - buy premium gas for the Skandic
2) Check the oil resevoir and lets keep it above half
full. Funnel is in the shed and I'll get some paper
towels in there again.
3) Check for snow buildup in the track tunnel. This
isn't a problem now but a deep wet snowfall really
cakes up in there. There's a shovel handle laying
against the wall to help clean it out if you need it.
4) I'm going to put a clipboard in the shed with key
items on it - nothing exhaustive but it should help
us keep up with gas useage, oil checks, and noting
anything that isn't 100% right.
5) Please remember not to back up directly to the
groomer hitch. If everyone instead backs up to the
side, then straddles the groomer hitch and shifts it 8
inches laterally to hookup, we won't have any
damage and we can get rid of the tire.

86
John
12-05-2007
11:04 PM CT (US)

Looks like I'm up next in the grooming rotation. I'll
do it Thursday evening or Friday morning. I'll see
when the snow that's in the forecast stops falling.

85
Dave Greymont
12-05-2007
04:25 PM CT (US)

Just to clarify, I may have tried to get too close to
the edge, but I didn't really feel like I hit anything.
It may have been just a clump of grass or a rough
edge that caused the "squiggles". Anyway, it was
my first experience using it and I'll give the edge a
little more clearance in the future. I'll be interested
in hearing your experiences when you try it.

(Jeff, I little nip may not have been a bad idea.)

I wish I'd have had my camera along today because



when the trail was done, it was truly a beautiful
thing.

84
Dave Greymont
12-05-2007
04:16 PM CT (US)

We had the same problem last year with snow
banks where they plowed to the pump house.
Trying to find a path around where they plow
(porbably next year)may be the best solution
otherwise we'll have to deal with it each year. Just
so you know, the branch that hangs over the trail on
the west loop is several inches thik. Take a good
saw.

Wish I could ski the trail but I had the "oil changed"
in my knee today. Had the sludge sucked out of it
and replaced with a little cortisone so I'll be out of
commission for a couple of days. 
Happy skiing,
Dave

83
Plowing...
12-05-2007
03:55 PM CT (US)

I let the manager of water know and he'll pass it on.
May take a reminder or two to get to everyone. but
hopefully not.

82
Jeff Robertson
12-05-2007
03:44 PM CT (US)

Just got back from skiing QH. The trail is in great
shape. I did notice the squiggly tracks in a few
placesb but thought "Old Dave has been hitting the
bottle again!". One area that we will need to repair
is on the west side by the RPU pump house. Whe
the guy that plowed the path to the pump, he
pushed the snow across the trail leaving a hump and
abear spot. I don't think he knows that there is a
trail there. Greg, if you know who does the
plowing, could you alert him. We should probably
route the trail through woods for next year (requires
clearing).
Jeff

81
Bruce
12-05-2007
03:39 PM CT (US)

I groomed Schmidt Park today - see the grooming
report. For the time being, I have the St. Mary's
drag and track setter over there. I parked them out
by the tree clump. If anyone needs them back, just
let me know.

80
Bruce
12-05-2007
03:37 PM CT (US)

Thanks for the tracksetter trial Dave. Sounds like
we have a winner. We should all take care to give
the groomer sufficient clearance - ideally we
shouldn't bump anything - with that said, yes, I've
nudged a tree too. I use the mirrors to glance at the
outside edge of the Ginzu and try to leave several
inches of clearance. I've found you can't turn



around and look or you'll swerve, which is no
better. Maybe there's a way to provide a visual
'edge' indicator like they have on plow blades. I'll
think about it.

On the plywood - let me look - maybe I'll just take
off the end piece and spike it down. Until I do
something though, keep backing in. If you pull in,
the flexi skis have sharp transitions on the carbides
and they'll rip the board right off exposing screws
as you back out - need to avoid that. I'm trying to
avoid engaging the track with the gravel and
throwing gravel into the track mechanism and
causing problems. We have an 8' piece of chip
board for a 10' sled and because of the carbides on
the skis, its easier to bring those in last and out first
- thus the backing in. Will keep you posted. I'll be
over there Friday for the coaches clinic. Let's see if
we can live with it until then.

I'll take a saw and lopers along this weekend when I
groom to try and get anything else thats hanging
into the trail.

79
Dave Greymont
12-05-2007
02:13 PM CT (US)

Groomed all of QH this morning. The WD-40 had
worked on the lock by the time I got there and was
no longer frozen. The door was a little tough to slid
open though. 

Bruce, the track setter works great. You'll have to
check out the track and see what you think.
However, if the Ginzu pumps against a little
something on the edged of the trail, the sideways
movement is exaggerated with the track setter and
creates a "squiggle" in the track. The skiers will
straighten the track out as they ski over it. I set
track on the Woods, Field, parkwood Hills, and
West Park trails. 

I refilled the snowmobile gas tank and now the two
smaller gas cans are empty but the sled is full and
has sufficient gas in it for another grooming.

The routing directions worked fine for covering the
whole trail.

Two thoughts:
1. On the south-west corner of the West Park loop,
the trail goes beneath an overhanging branch. The



branch is low enough that someone it going to hit
their head on it (especially in the dark). We should
cut the corner a little sharper and not go under the
branch.

2. I still had difficulty backing the snowmobile into
the shed. The right ski went beneath the board the
runs perpendicular to the board the sled sits on.
What about driving the sled in forward, and then
backing it out instead. Would that work better?

78
Dave G
12-04-2007
04:50 PM CT (US)

I may give it a try tomorrow. 
Thanks,
Dave
>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

77
Bruce
12-04-2007
04:30 PM CT (US)

I put on the tracksetter yesterday. Today's
(Tuesday's) snow may be enough to give it a try. It
operates as follows: the red handled lever on the
left controls the tracksetter actuator. It's intended to
be lowered until making contact with the snow,
then just a bit further to put enough down pressure
to make a well formed track but not dig in. The
grooming speed must be slow. It can adjust with
tools side to side. I have it on the right side now in
what I hope is the right spot however for the first
outings, please watch carefully to see if it should be
adjusted.

Hopefully it will work well. If it digs in, then raise
it slightly so there's less down-pressure. If it still
digs in, my other thought is to temporarily remove
the front cutter and have only the UHMW plastic
shoe present and use very light pressure. We
shouldn't need to do that however.

76
Greg
12-03-2007
10:12 PM CT (US)

I also left a map and directions in a zip lock under
the seat for reference.

75
Greg
12-03-2007
10:11 PM CT (US)

I went over the entire trail system with double wide
passes. It took between 1 1/2 - 2 hours to do
everything. I put the sign at the top of where the
trail splits in the NE corner, it appeared most of the
tracks where climbing the steep hill. I think I was
able to use enough of the knives to pull out most of
the foot prints but not dig up ground. Grooming
used about 1/4 tank of gas.



I also tried using the drag Br. Jerome built RASC a
couple of years ago in the field by the shed to see
how it would work in the crusty snow. I didn't have
any problems with it building up in the groomer but
did leave some big chunks of ice. I went over the
area once with the ginzu then and smoothed out
nicely. So give the option off going real slow and
dragging a lot of snow around once with the ginzu
or doing two passes one with each I'd probably go
the two pass route, it seemed easier on the
snowmobile and probably faster and nicer finish in
the end.

The only problem I ran into all night is I couldn't
get into the main door on the shed. I know my key
worked a couple weeks ago and I tried several
times to make sure I was using the right key. I
ended up going to the door further to the East and
was able to open that without a problem. I wonder
if someone from Park and Rec was out this
afternoon and accidentally switched the lock.
Maybe if Henry or Bruce could try in the next day
or two to verify if their keys work.

74
Henry Walker
12-03-2007
08:35 AM CT (US)

I packed the wooded East half of the trails before
the rain came Saturday by just using the comb.
Packing went very well but I noticed that doing any
steep little uphill can be a hard pull for the skandic
if the snow is soft, take a route to godown the East
Circle Drive Trail and the Steep North loop section
rather up if possible. Then the rain and ice formed a
thick layer. Sunday I groomed the areas I covered
the night before while cutting ice which was a hard
pull on the snowmobile but it did a great job -
skiing in areas that weren't renovated was nearly
impossible. The major thing I learned is that the
area I packed was far and away easier to ice
renovate than those areas with ice that weren't
packed. The soft snow and ice would build up and
roll in front of the ginzu in unpack where the
packed trails just needed ice work alone - big
difference. The ginzu was getting pushed around a
lot by the soft snow that couldn't push through the
knives due to the ice - made hard work for the
snowmobile and driver - about 2.5 hours. Not sure
who skied but later on Sunday as the trails set up
the wooded sections were fantastic - fast and quite
smooth. I would use my "A" skis even but they
weren't scraped yet - I will use them Monday night.



The West side was very soft of course but it also
wasn't mixed well with ice and snow like the east
side making it hard to ski. If anyone has time the
East side could used a second pack/groom on
Monday, it will improve greatly I think. Some
excellent fast skiing. If you groom just keep in
mind the base is very thin and don't drop the knives
very far.

Between Sat. and Sunday I used nearly a full tank
of gas. It is refilled now and I'll fill the gas can and
drop it off. Sled ran like a charm - thanks Bruce.

Just a note of reflection on the trails themselves -
there are some branches that need cutting and a few
twiggy sticks in the cherry grove but overall the
trail is very good. I heard a ton of "wow" comments
about the trail from other skiers. People were really
impressed with what we were doing and most
important they were having a great time skiing. It
was a lot of work building the trails and its a lot of
time and effort grooming them but when you see all
the folks who are out having a great time you can't
help feeling good about it. Thanks to everyone who
has and is taking your own time to groom and do a
great job. My hats off to you all!

Henry

73
Dave Greymont
12-01-2007
12:34 PM CT (US)

I purchased a $100.00 Quick Trip gas card this
morning and filled up the 3 gas cans. There's now
$68.23 remaining on the card. When using the card
at the pump, chose "credit" (not debit) otherwise
you'll be asked for a pin number. The card is in the
jar underneath the seat of the snowmobile. Please
send me a note when the card needs to be
replenished.
No surprise, I ran into Henry already out skiing on
the trail.

72
Henry Walker
11-28-2007
12:46 PM CT (US)

The north loop of the trail system next to the double
downhill is a rock section everyone should be
aware of when grooming. Currently the ground is
covered with wood chips but the uphill side is not
covered and it has extensive rock in it. If we groom
too closely to the uphill side the groomer wing will
snag and pull rocks down onto the trail. I've thrown
most all of the rocks over the edge on the downhill
side (several hundreds) but I'm sure I missed



several. While it is tempting to procure snow from
that section using the uphill side, we may be
causing more problems than it is worth.

Second, the same section has minimal wood chip
coverage on the trail proper. It shoud be enough but
it will be worth while watching for churned up
rocks. We may be best off to not renovate
extensively in that section to protect the groomer
and reduce post grooming rock removal.

71
Bruce Walk
10-24-2007
12:02 AM CT (US)

Now that we have the first sign of cold and flurries
in the long-range forecast, its time for a short
summary of where grooming related items stand.

1)The Skandic was greased, the full tank of fuel
stabilized, and spring repairs done this past April.
Instead of fully winterizing it, I opted to keep it
blocked up with the track off the ground, and run it
every 2-4 weeks to maintain fuel in the carbs and
give the battery a charge. It's continued to start and
run well all spring, summer, fall. I'll go over it
thoroughly by mid November but after that, it
should be ready to go.
2) We have an integrated track setter for the Ginzu
now. Wiring remains to be done. Target - mid
November.
3) We'll need to move the Ginzu out of the shed
once we see the first serious snowfall coming. 
4) There's a new trail map on the RASC website.
We can discuss how to groom portions of the trail at
a future time.

70
Bruce W
03-10-2007
09:48 AM CT (US)

Odometer reading = 500km 

1) I readjusted the hitch so its within the YTS spec
(no more than 1" rise from rear to front of the frame
when measured at the aluminum tubing on the
side). Works good now.
 
2) I filled the oil.
 
3) I also filled the gas and got 7.5 gal. of gas. After
discussion with Greg and further research, we're
going to stabilize the fuel and store the sled with a
full tank.
 
4) I replaced the hitch pin. Several of you have
asked if we really need to use it. Well, I think they



put it there because in some remote case, an
implement could come unhitched. Given that we
run the risk of ripping up the electrical connection
to the actuator if that ever happened, I think its
good practice to use it. Yes, I'm careful :-).

69
Bruce W
03-09-2007
06:57 AM CT (US)

Odometet reading is 491
From Greg:
I went over everything later last night after there
was a crust on the snows surface. There was a lot of
foot traffic on the trail. The snow was to warm to
get rid of all of them but I was able to cut into the
top crust and smooth them over a little. If I used
enough cutting action to cut out the foot prints the
snow would ball up and make a lot of snowballs
behing the groomer rather than a nice smooth trail.
Basically from past experience and last night if you
can make a snowball out of the snow, grooming is
going to be tough. I think early Saturday and
Sunday would be good to groom again if the temps
drop below freezing over night.

68
John R
03-07-2007
10:06 PM CT (US)

The wooden block that Dave made works great. It's
shorter than the cement block and not as heavy, so
it's easier to use. I was thinking about what we
could replace the block with. Dave's fixture will
work great. I took it with me when I groomed and
did use it when I unhitched the groomer. It was easy
enough to just put it in the basket, but if Dave's
interested in making another one, we could have it
always on the snowmobile. We can see what others
think.

67
John R
03-07-2007
09:59 PM CT (US)

I experimented with grooming this evening. I had
skied the new extension trail yesterday and noticed
it was getting worn. I was wondering what quality
of trail would result from renovating the trail and
then setting the track. Some of the trail was getting
hardpacked and I wasn't sure how well the track
setter would work in the hardpack. 

First step: I started from the south end of the new
trail (on the woods-shed connect trail) and packed
the trail with just the snowmobile. When going
north I packed the side to the right of the current
track, and when returning the same way, I packed
the other side of the current track. By doing this, I
was hoping the groomer would work better. The
section just past the downhill (after you turn left -
west) is interesting because of the camber. You



definitely want to stay on the high side.

Second step: I started from the south end and took
the groomer over the trail. I went south to north so
that I would end up going down the big hill with the
groomer. This worked pretty well. There was
enough room for the groomer to get through. I
lopped off a few branches hanging from trees and
sticks poking through the ground. About a third of
the way up the trail, I wasn't able to make a 90
degree corner so had to unhitch. This is a section of
the trail which doesn't appear to be following the
actual route since it was avoiding some downed
trees. If the trail actually goes a bit south, the curve
won't be so sharp and I don't think this will be a
problem. When coming down the big hill and
making the left turn, I didn't make the curve again
(just not a good driver). I was getting good at
unhitching, adjusting the groomer, and hitching up
again! The section with the sharper camber after the
turn worked OK. I made sure to stay on the high
side with the snowmobile and didn't get stuck with
the groomer. I'm sure this is a section we'll be
leveling off this summer. Hopefully the storm water
project can get it mostly leveled off for us. We'll
need to get it pretty level so grooming won't be a
problem.

Third Step: I hooked up the track setter and went
from south to north. The track looked pretty good,
but I thought it might look even better. The
renovator cleared out the old track well, but the
new track wasn't as clearly defined in the sections
where I went over the old track as compared to
some sections where I went over brand new snow.

Going to the new extension trail and returning from
where it joins up with the woods trail, I went over
the existing track with the track setter. The track
setter didn't reset the track as nicely as a few days
ago. With the snow firming up, the snow didn't
reshape as well as when it was fresh. Hopefully I
didn't it make it worse. In places it looked better,
and in other spots it looked the same or slightly
worse. After people ski in the tracks some, it may
look a bit better. As our tracks get used and worn, I
would guess our best bet would be to use the
renovator to remove the tracks and loosen up the



snow and then use the track setter. 

If we ever decide to get the track setter that goes
with the ginzu groomer, it will be nice since we'll
be able to renovate and set track right away. When
returning on the trail that's been set already, we can
lift up the track setter and not have to go over a
recently set track. 

The new extension trail is now retracked and
hopefully will set up firm tonight. I didn't groom
anything else (other than having to go on the
wood/connector trails when going to and from the
shed).

I filled the oil to 3/4 full. It was down to about 1/5
full.
Edited 03-07-2007 10:00 PM

66
Dave Greymont
03-06-2007
01:07 PM CT (US)

I groomed all of QH this morning except for the
ball field which showed the track from only one
skier. They've plowed the road again there to the
utility building. You can get to the ball field from
the plowed road but coming back to the trail
(heading east) there's a frozen snow bank that I was
afraid to go over. So, that's kind of a problem area. I
also set the classic track on the field, woods, and
north trail. 

I noticed the oil light flickering when I went up the
hill from the shed between the pines. I checked the
oil reservoir and it was at least a 1/3 full. Once I got
over the top of the hill, the light no longer flickered.
It may have just been due to the steep incline.

The gas tank on the snowmobile if full and I filled
the two smaller gas cans. There is no balance
remaining on the credit card. If you need to
purchase gas, please turn your receipts in to me.

Thanks and see you next year.
Dave

65
Bruce W
03-05-2007
11:39 AM CT (US)

From Brennan Kelly:
I just got done at QH. I did the whole system and it
looks pretty good
except that someone plowed a road cutting off the
west ball fields from
the walking trail. Weird. I fond a path over the 3



foot berm with the
groomer and blazed a short bit of trail along the
new "road" and that
bit is probably a bit soft. Other wise the trail looks
to be in the
best conditions all winter.

I saw no need to track set. Not being a classic skier,
I would have to
say that lane looks in pretty good shape as well.

Interesting trying to find a balance between digging
the knives in deep
enough to get rid of boot tracks and leaving a good
comb.

64
Jeff Robertson
03-04-2007
01:39 PM CT (US)

I started grooming at 9:30, finished at 11:45, -
groomed all trails for skating. I lowered the tines to
fill the boot holes. This seemed to work well. I then
removed the groomer from the SkiDoo and set
tracks. Every thing worked well. I put a piece of
rope (use as a tow rope) under the seat that can be
used for turning the groomer once it is disconnected
from the SkiDoo. This may help get it aligned in
tight spots like Parkhill. 

Jeff

63
Bruce W
03-03-2007
05:04 PM CT (US)

A couple folks have mentioned that the flapper on
the hitch is a bit of pain when unhooking. I haven't
tried this yet with the bungees that are out there but
this may work if we find one of the right length: 

Take the pin out and push the flapper down with a
bungee hooked to either side of the snow flap. In
the end, the bungee runs from one side of the sled
to the other horizontally applying pressure on the
flapper in the middle. The flapper should stay
depressed allowing use of both hands (and legs)to
lift.

The back of the sled is 22" wide. You might want to
take a bungee in the 18" range the next time you go
out and give it a try.

62
John R
03-03-2007
10:03 AM CT (US)

Dave mentioned that he left the track setter outside.
I found it inside the shed this morning so someone
must have put it back in. I was tempted to leave it
outside since I suspect it will get used several times
this week. I wasn't sure if I should, but I think it



would be nice not to have to haul it back in. Any
thoughts on this?

61
John R
03-03-2007
09:58 AM CT (US)

I groomed and tracked the entire trail system
Saturday morning.

When I tried to open the lock on the shed door, the
key wouldn't go in very easily. Oh no, the lock is
frozen, I suspected. The key eventually went in all
the way, but the lock wouldn't turn. I ended up
going home and getting deicer and a blowtorch.
The deicer work so I didn't need the blowtorch.
With the deicing fluid in the lock and the sun
shining on the lock today, hopefully this won't be a
problem again.

I groomed the entire trail system. I hadn't noticed
Dave's grooming report before I left, so the ballfield
deep snow caught me by surprise. As I came into
the ballfields, I ended up going in between the
ballfields instead of around the north end since I
was trying to follow our previous track and before I
knew it I was going in between the ball fields. Now
having read Dave's post, I realize that following a
faint track led me between the ball fields. I
groomed the north side which was a slight
adventure in the deep snow as Dave mentioned.
You do get the feeling that you're on the edge of
getting stuck. I'm glad I saw where Dave buried the
snowmobile before I went into the same hole. I did
about three passes of the ball field area to help pack
down the snow.

I did the north bike path to Parkwood. I didn't want
to attempt a 3-point turn, so I ended up unhitching
the groomer, turning it around, and then hitching it
back up to the snowmobile. That's something I
don't want to do very often (or maybe I should do
more strength training). I was a little worried that
I'd get the groomer stuck in deep snow and unable
to get it turned around, but it worked OK. 

I set a track on the entire system. I ended up doing a
separate track-setting run with just the track-setter
and no ginzu grooomer. I set a single track on all of
the trails. When coming back over the same trail, I
just went over the previously set track with the
track setter. The snow was soft enough that a new
track was set over the previous track without any



problem (and hardly any indication that a track had
been previously set). So a track is on just one side
of the trail. I reset the track on the new trail portion
that Bruce had tracked yesterday. I went in a clock-
wise direction and got stuck making the corner as
you start heading up the hill. I was following Bruce'
tracks, and it didn't look like Bruce had a problem
making the corner. It looks like he went in a
clockwise direction, but I'm not positive. I almost
was going to start in the opposite direction so you
come down the hill. That way might be easier.

The additional trail will be very nice. Looks like
we'll have to make it wider in a few spots to
provide a skating lane.

I definitely vote for getting the hydraulic track
setter for our ginzu groomer. It would be easier to
just put down a single track.

There was a lot of foot traffic on the bike trails even
in the hour between the grooming and track setting
passes. With the softer snow, the footprints are
much deeper than in January. At least people don't
seem to be walking on the ski trail section as much.
With daily grooming for a few days, the base
should get firmer.
 
The deep snow is an interesting experience. I just
wished we had it earlier in the year. With that base,
we could have survived warm-ups and been able to
renovate forever. It will be interesting to see how
long we'll be able to groom effectively.

60
Bruce W
03-03-2007
08:03 AM CT (US)

A thought for next year, if we develope a deep base
again, we should consider marking one side of the
trail perimeter with inexpensive plastic stakes so
the route is evident. 
I had a similar problem at Schmidt Park.

59
Dave Greymont
03-02-2007
04:48 PM CT (US)

I groomed and set a track this afternoon but while I
was grooming it began to snow again so it was
pretty much an effort of futility. I see John is going
to groom tomorrow and it will need it. I left the
track setter outside next to the groomer. 

Just a work of caution: I could not see where the
previous packed track was on the ball field. I
groomed a path between the two ball fields and



buried the snow mobile in deep snow when I got off
the packed trail. It was kinda like going off a road
into a ditch. I couldn't get unstuck without
unhooking the groomer. And, I couldn't unhook the
groomer because the snow mobile was leaning over
to the right and the hitch and groomer were skewed
at an angle. Anyway it took some messing around
until I could get the flapper released and lift the
groomer off of the hitch. (Hope this makes some
sort of sense.) Once the groomer was unhitched,
then I could drive the snow mobile back up on the
packed track and reconnect the groomer. I didn't
attempt to groom around the perimeter of both ball
fields.

58
Bruce W
02-26-2007
09:14 PM CT (US)

I managed to groom everything this afternoon
although I left a couple 'messy' spots that looked
like a drunk groomer was driving (I'm thinking its
due to snow caked under the skis - no ability to
turn). Here's a few items I discovered today:

1) With this wet snow, its important to clear snow
from the helifax area (underneath the sled between
the track). It caked up hard in there today and
started requiring more power to start the sled - not
good for the belt and clutch. I used the handle end
of the snow shovel to carefully push it out. Henry,
you should probably give it another try tomorrow
after it's crusty - should be able to chip out some
more.

2) The sled became hard to steer again. It occurred
to me on the way home that wet snow is probably
caked hard into the underside U shape of the skis.
Henry, probably worth a check for this too and
maybe a tap on the skis with a rubber mallet or just
a good shake will break it loose.

I'm hoping I'm right on this one because the thing
was a bear to steer today... much like prior to
getting the Flexi skis.

3) Towing the groomer with the track setter hung
off the weight bar as Greg suggested works well. I
left a carabiner on the track setter to use. His
suggestion to use weight on the track setter is also
correct. There's a sandbag in the shed. It needs a
repair. I'll look into it tomorrow.



4) With the wet snow conditions, caked snow in the
helifax, and towing the groomer and track setter,
starting up can cause the track to spin, then it starts
to dig into our nice six inch base and you're sitting
there stuck. I think if we keep an eye under the sled
and keep the 'caking' to a minimum, this should be
less of a problem. I found the easiest way to get out
of this mess is to unhook, pull out of the hole, then
back up to the side and shift everything over and re-
hitch. As an observation, I think this may be why
the SWT is popular as a grooming sled. The extra 4
inch track width probably reduces this tendency
however I don't think we'll continue to have this
problem now that we're aware of it.

5) Using the renovator does a great job of removing
footprints and old tracks however remember to
raise them as soon as you don't need them. You can
feel the additional drag as soon as they hit the snow.
Also it makes turning a challenge too.

6) I filled the oil reservoir today, it was less than 1/4
full. Approx mileage is 335 km. I also put more gas
in.
Lets continue to keep the gas full for a while...
Looks like we'll be grooming for a couple more
weeks at least.

7) Jeff has the door in good shape again. Should
slide easily now.

57
Bruce W
02-25-2007
10:53 PM CT (US)

Received 12" - 16" of snow Saturday and Sunday
(2/24 & 2/25). Its wet, heavy snow with some sleet
mixed in. Here's Jeff's comments.
It took 6 -7 passes just to pack, two to groom and
one to set tracks. The woods, field, and west loops
are done. I did not do Parkwood - left it for the
snowshoers. With 15", you cannot drag it and turn
without having packed the snow first. A roller
would be a good addition at some time. With a
snowfall of this magnitude we need to have two
people (2.5 hours each) to get it done.

I packed and groomed Schmidt Park as well.
56
Bruce W
02-21-2007
11:10 AM CT (US)

Thaw started on Monday 2/19... no more grooming
until lower temps and more snow



55
Dave Greymont
02-17-2007
11:18 AM CT (US)

Saturday 2/17 11 AM just finished grooming the
whole trail. The field trail is pretty good, the woods
trail is "iffy" and the bike trails to the north and out
around the ball fields are good. I found trying to
turn the snow mobile and goomer around at the end
of the north trail to be quite a challenge. I also
attempted to set a classic track but the drag
immediately cut through to the grass so I stopped.
Bruce, if Q.H. questions why we didn't refresh the
classic track, it was to their benefit that I didn't. The
snow is just too thin or I need some additional
instructions on how to set the drag to prevent
cutting so deep.
Happy skiing, Dave G.

54
Bruce W
02-13-2007
01:36 PM CT (US)

From Brennan Kelly - Tuesday ~ noon
Grooming is done. I can't say that I would ski there
with anything but
rock skis but I did the whole trail system. Also, I
don't know if we
have permission to bushwack but there is a spot
where skiers have put
in their own bypass for the construction zone. I
gave the bypass a
pass with the groomer.

53
John R
02-09-2007
11:59 PM CT (US)

The entire trail system was groomed this evening -
late this evening actually. I wasn't able to get out
until 10 PM tonight. I did the ballfield first so
hopefully we won't get too many residents
complaining about snowmobile noise. I wasn't
intending to get out that late, but Oh well. 

It was my first night grooming. Everything went
pretty well. If we didn't have that light at the back
of the snowmobile, we'd be in trouble. It works
pretty well. Even with big boots on, my feet were
starting to get cold in the -5 temps. At least it's
warmer than tomorrow morning was going to be.

I have to get some more practice at backing up and
turning the snowmobile/groomer 180 degrees at the
end of the bike trail to Parkwood. It took me several
attempts.

The trail system looks pretty good. I used the
renovator in most areas to some extent - I didn't
need it as much on the ballfields and was careful
not to use too much in the woods trail. If I had it a



bit deep, the comb groomers didn't seem to smooth
it out as well, so I was playing around with how
just scratching the surface so that the comb
groomers would do a nicer job. I'm sure the cold
temperatures affect how well the snow smooths out.
I didn't use the track setter. 

The trail has packed down very nicely with the
skier traffic and grooming. I'm impressed as to how
well the trail system looks (and especially the bike
paths). The frequent grooming must be a factor.
With a good snow year and the rest of the trail
system finished, it will be great skiing on the trails.
Edited 02-10-2007 12:10 AM

52
Bruce W
02-09-2007
10:24 PM CT (US)

Thursday:
- Screwed down the chip board and staked it into
the gravel at each rear corner.
- Put new cable ties on the groomer wire
- Will take care of the sandbag next trip over.

51
Dave Greymont
02-08-2007
01:22 PM CT (US)

Great grooming job! I skied today and the trail has
firmed up nicely. It isn’t often I get to christen a
virgin groomed trail and it sure was fun. Thanks for
letting me know about the gas purchase and the
balance on the card. I added another $60.00 today.
Also, now that the smaller board is back in place
(covering much of the gravel) I don’t believe it will
be a problem to back the snow mobile into the shed.
I will approach it with a little more gusto next time.
Dave

50
Bruce W
02-07-2007
11:39 PM CT (US)

I'll take a look at the boards tomorrow. I had the
large one staked into the gravel. Sounds like its
broken free. I agree with Greg. I use the same
technique of lining up straight out on the snow and
then going backwards.

On the track setter, I haven't been using the sandbag
since my first experiment right around the shed.
The two other times I set a track, I used it without.
If you had it on there, thats most likely why it dug
in deeper. 
The other thing I found is that without the upright
in place, it tended to porpoise up and down and
leave a wavy surface. Of course with the sandbag,
that probably didn't happen due to the extra weight.
I'm curious again how it would work with the
upright in place but with the front cutters removed,
without a sandbag. I may have to try that sometime.



Hitching it to the weight rod sounds like a great
idea. Its welded rod and made to hold some big
weights (100 lbs or more) so I think we're safe
doing that.
Edited 02-07-2007 11:51 PM

49
Greg R
02-07-2007
09:41 PM CT (US)

PS - for parking I found line the snowmobile up
square outside then just go quick backwards that
kept the track from moving the board but if I tried
to line it up as I went or hesitated then the boards
moved or lost traction.

48
Greg R
02-07-2007
09:39 PM CT (US)

I groomed everything this evening and set a new
track (bad idea but to late).

The skating area groomed up very nicely and
hopefully will firm up some more. I think once the
snow packed down the first time there wasn't a soft
enough base to get a good track without digging
into dirt again so the tracks are thin.

I tried using a D ring to attach the track setter to the
weight bar of the main drag - worked real nicely
kept the track setter off to the side and smoothed
out most of the snowmobile tracks and would allow
someone to make one pass with the snowmobile,
groomer, and track setter and then a second pass
without the track setter to get the other side of the
skating lane. Not sure how durable the weight bar is
so maybe fashioning a hitch for the frame of the
groomer would be better. It would be an alternative
to buying the one made for it. I also undid the
support that holds the hitch up on the track setter I
think having that up force the cutting teeth down
into the dirt more.

I filled the snowmobile and 3 gas cans. There is
$15.93 left on the card. The sandbag is starting to
get a hole at the top and will need replacing as well.

47
Dave Greymont
02-07-2007
06:44 AM CT (US)

Maybe it's just my driving skills, but I really
struggled to back the snow mobile in to the shed
and park it on top of the boards. There was some
ice on the boards and when the smaller board was
stacked on top of the larger piece, the snow mobile
tread would throw the smaller board forward so I
set it aside. Then, while trying to back on to the
larger board, when the skis hit the gravel, the snow
mobile's tread would slip and spin on the board. I



tried several times to park it squarely on the board
and finally had to settle for the way I left it. Any
guidance would be appreciated.
Dave

46
Bruce W
02-06-2007
11:23 PM CT (US)

The Quarry Hill staff was asking about classic
tracks during practice today (Tuesday). So after I
groomed Schmidt tonight, I went back and tried the
track setter again. I put down tracks... but they
didn't come out too good. The snow may actually
be too cold and dry for good tracks (-4F while I was
there). They weren't packing well and thus the
sidewalls were falling in to some degree. Knowing
that the QH classic crowd loves them though, I put
sets on the woods/field, west, and north bike path.

Whoever grooms next, feel free to pack over top of
them. The snow definitely needs to be more firm.
But for the time being, they have their tracks.

Here's some random thoughts I had on the track
setter:
- perhaps more weight would have helped pack the
snow better, however that also would have driven
the cutters down to the grass/dirt.
- may want to consider replacing the back cutters
with UHMW Polyethelyne shoes. These may not
'stick' to the snow as much and would pack better.
- Should look into a way to tow the track setter
behind the Ginzu. Setting a track has to be done
slow, and it basically doubles the miles put on the
sled, gas used, time spent, etc. If we could do both
at once, it would be much more advantageous.
While I'm not ready for an all-out recommendation,
we should re-consider if the integral Ginzu
tracksetter is something to buy. When we get more
trail next season, I can see time becoming a factor
especially since a good portion of the QH skiers
like their classic track.

45
Bruce W
02-06-2007
11:08 PM CT (US)

Dave, the trails were really great for practice
today... thanks! 

Items for me to remember when I go by Thursday:
- bring out heavy duty cable ties to secure the
actuator cord better
- bring screws and driver to put the chipboard back
together so we keep the skis off the gravel as much
as possibel.



- bring out a 2X8 with a slot cut out to replace the
concrete block

44
Dave Greymont
02-06-2007
03:37 PM CT (US)

I finished grooming about 3:00 this afternoon.
Since the snow was so dry and powdery, I tried to
first pack the trail using just the snow mobile. Then,
I hooked up the groomer and went over it again. It
was a beautiful corduroy highway when I was done
(if I say so myself). I focused on getting a nice trail
for the ski team and did not set a classic track
which probably needs to be done for the Q.H. folks
weekend traffic. Also, the two smaller gas cans are
now empty.
Dave G.

43
Bruce W
02-02-2007
10:30 PM CT (US)

I installed the Simmons Flexi Skis today. Odometer
Reading ~180 km.

Grooming Update from Henry:
I groomed the woods trail, ball park trail and bike
trail tonight. The woods trail can go without much
help, but as in the recent past, the ball field and bike
trails are worth going over due to good snow
retention. They look pretty good now with
renovation and certainly are a recommended spot to
ski in my book. A ton of foot traffic on the woods
trail and bike trails was apparent so I took a swipe
at the woods just to make it look less like a
dedicated hiking trail. 

The new Simmons are great, they really make
cutting a corner easier. If they turn hard while
stopped or going slow I just give the sled a very
brief throttle and the minor unweighting of the front
end makes turning lighter.

I didn't set a classic track, maybe I'll try it Saturday
depending but until we have a shallow cutting tool I
think we are going to bring up dirt. Would it be
worthwhile to place the tracksetter on a layer or two
of comb material or equivalent with the tracks cut
through it so it would not only cut shallower but
would groom out the sled track at the same time?

42
Bruce W
01-31-2007
07:53 AM CT (US)

Brennan groomed the woods/field/shed connector
and west bike path today. Conditions are thin but
good.

41
Bruce W

Grooming went amazingly well today. We had 9
people helping to shovel snow today. Moving it



01-28-2007
11:03 PM CT (US)

from shady areas via a tarp seemed to work the
best. Greg was using his wheelbarrow - that worked
really well too.

I leveled the groomer frame by changing the hitch
height. Both the front and rear knives now start to
cut at approximately the same time. While much
care still needs to be taken on the rolling woods
trail, it works very well. The directions from YTS
refer to just skimming the surface with the knives
and taking two passes if you get small balls of
snow. I observed the small balls of snow at at times
so I think finding the right height takes some
getting used to.

I basically renovated everything. Whoever grooms
next, until we get more snow, the construction zone
at the north end of the field trail is essentially
closed. Its almost all dirt now - no snow. I asked
Henry to put up the trail closed signs the next time
he's out that way.

With a hard surface and less snow, its now possible
to slowly back the groomer up to turn around via a
3 point turn. Much easier than unhitching.

On the bike path, I renovated a path about 10' wide,
basically two 5' knife widths. I never hit the asphalt
but was very careful to have the knives just barely
cut.

I no longer drove through the waterway but went
around the bridge toward the parking lot and
through the asphalt swale... with knives up.

I also did one pass up the north bike trail. Since it
had seen mostly foot traffic, there was more snow
to work with - it came out well. Its best to turn
around right before the ice flow.

Another thing I encountered, after a warm day,
please remember to break the snowmobile track
free from the plywood before starting. Just push it
sideways or lift up. If you try to start out without
doing this, the belt will either break or get 'hour-
glassed' and not function well.

I filled the sled gas tank, there's a couple gallons



left in the big can, then we'll need to make another
run to Kwik Trip.

Oh, I put the little tire on the hitch to help prevent
bumping the rear of the snowmobile. Of course the
tire gets in the way if you try to back right up to it.
So the best way to hitch up continues to be to aim
to the side of the groomer - stop - and then pivot the
groomer hitch over to the snowmobile. That leaves
much more room for error.

40
Dave Greymont
01-26-2007
10:58 AM CT (US)

Friday 10 AM finished grooming the trail. Didn't do
anything fancy except drop the knives to just
scratch the snow surface on the paved bike path.
There were truck tire tracks from the intersection
with the closed bike path (from the water
reclamation project) out to the ball field. There was
an RPU truck parked at the small building adjacent
to the ball field so I suspect he was the culprit.
Don't know if he will drive back over the trail again
or not when he's finished at the building. It took me
1:10 to groom this morning.

I think the trail will soften up today and may get ski
ruts. If that happens, it certainly would be
beneficial to groom again before the cold weather
moves in.

39
Greg R
01-25-2007
07:18 AM CT (US)

I groomed the trails Wednesday evening 1/24. They
looked like there has been a number of people
skiing on them but they are holding up pretty good.
In the woods and in the meadow I just let the
weight of the drag do the work and didn't bother
with the knives, you can see the track of the
snowmobile still but things did smooth out a little.
I'll see about getting some weights by this weekend
that might help. On the walking path and in the ball
fields I lowered the knives just enough to have
them just touching the surface that seemed to be
enough to get rid of snowmobile track and the foot
prints - there were a lot of foot prints in those two
areas. I also brought along a shovel and tried to
shovel snow on any thin spots I could see, probably
be easier to shovel more by daylight but I got what
I could see by the headlight. Took ~2 hours to do a
2 wide pass over everything and shovel snow when
needed. Used about 1/2 tank of gas then filled it
back up but did not fill the cans. I tried to avoid the
classic track as much as possible. It is good in some



spots to non-existent in others. I don't think there is
enough snow to try resetting it.
 
I think until we get more snow going around every
couple of days will be enough to smooth out some
of the ski and foot prints while not leaving to many
snowmobile tracks.
Edited 01-25-2007 07:19 AM

38
Bruce W
01-23-2007
12:49 PM CT (US)

Comments from Henry - 1/22 Monday evening
The trail saw very heavy use over the weekend with
lots of ski marks hardened into the trail. With
colder temps and crusty snow these tracks didn't
groom out easily so I lowered the knives slightly to
renovate the surface. This worked great on flat,
smooth surfaces but the trail is not flat in very
many places. As a result I would scalp high places
unless Johny on the lift switch as well as hit no-see-
ums. The snow is too thin to renovate so I lifted the
knives and squeegie groomed instead. The trail is
certainly better but not anywhere near what I would
like, I think the groomer would have done a much
nicer job with about 120lbs weight on it or our
scarifier would have been great in this case. Some
thin spots or dirt is showing in places so I would
rather the ski team use Eastwood to save ski bases
unless some want to shovel snow (I'm told we are
much better off than the Birke trail so I'm not
complaining).

Last thought, with grooming experience I know see
where we could improve the trail with level and
width. There are areas that could easily be wider
but aren't which makes for tight quarters with the
classic track. I'll mark these spots and make
changes next spring to help grooming and skiing.

37
John R
01-23-2007
10:55 AM CT (US)

I groomed the trails on Tuesday morning (1/23).
The trails that Henry groomed last night set up very
nicely and are in very good shape (except for the
usual thin areas). I ended up doing one loop around
the woods/field trail on the way to the bike path
(the long way around), but there was no need to go
over the loop again so I could have taken the left
turn to the nature center.

One unfortunate item - heavy equipment went on
our path again to access the storm sewer that's just
on the south side of the trail at the north end. With



the frozen ground, the ruts aren't very big, but it
looks like we may see more of this throughout the
winter.

For the bike path, I tried the renovator and it
worked well. I just barely put it down (about 1/2")
and it did help out a lot to break up the footsteps.
The path looked like a real ski trail afterwards. I
stayed in the middle of the path so that I would stay
on the flat bike path. If I ventured off to the side, I'd
start going on the dirt "shoulder" and would get
close to having the renovator blades hitting the
path. If I stayed in the middle, I didn't run into any
problems with the blades hitting the asphalt.

In the ball field, grooming went well. I used the
renovator a little, but it did bring up some dirt (in
very few spots), and since the snow was not hard
packed, I ended up not using the renovator
anymore. I think the renovator would work OK on
the field when the snow is hardpacked since it's just
grass if we hit anything. I groomed the connector
loop in the middle which turned out fine since it
was fresh snow.
Edited 01-23-2007 10:56 AM

36
Dave Greymont
01-22-2007
05:33 PM CT (US)

After I installed the Foundation sign, I filled the 3
gas cans. Took 10.5 gallons of gas.

35
Bruce W
01-21-2007
09:27 PM CT (US)

Maintenance: I filled the oil resevoir today. We put
in the remainder of the gas. We need to get the gas
cans filled. These can be filled with premium gas if
someone has a chance.

34
Bruce W
01-21-2007
09:24 PM CT (US)

Brennan, Jeff, Dave, and Bruce groomed Quarry
Hill after the snow stopped today (Sunday). We had
4-5 inches of snow to work with. It was somewhat
moist and packed pretty good. Since it was a
Sunday, skier traffic had packed much of the trails.
We packed the rest with the snowmobile and then
groomed. It should setup well over night.

The ice in the field trail is covered now. The trail
through the pines is thin. Anyone who has a little
free time - this area would benefit by having clean
snow shoveled in on it. 

Here's an important point. Lets always leave the



groomer parked pointed toward East Circle Drive.
This will let you drive away without having to turn
to avoid the hill. If you can't pull in and perform a
turn, then unhitch and turn the groomer around.
Snowmobiles tip over very fast on hills so best to
just stay off of them.

I got out the track setter and ran a track around the
field and woods trail. While a couple more inches
of packed snow would be ideal, it did a very nice
job. Note: no extra weight required. Maybe if
things get very hard, we may need some but for
newly packed snow, it works just fine as is: Here's
my observations on using it.

1) Set the track on the edge of the trail as far as you
can get it, basically having the sled ski all the way
to the right.
2) Go slow - I found it helpful to kneel sideways
away from the trail-side so I could see both forward
and backward. You need to stop and clear grass or
sticks from the underside of the tracksetter
ocassionally. Always step into the fresh snow to do
this, not the trail.
3) Tip the track setter up and let it run on the
wheels when crossing the construction zone, going
through the pines, crossing a skate track, etc.
Again, always step into the snow, not the trail.

It was straightforward. Keep in mind, its a 'finish'
operation. It doesn't have any comb to clean up
messes so you pretty much get one shot to get it set.
If something goes very wrong, either don't worry
about it, or you'll need to get the ginzu out, clean it
up, then set the track again... since we aren't doing
this for the olympics, a mistake here or there should
be ok.

In the ballfield, we didn't get the cut-across done.
Whoever grooms next should do this.
Edited 01-22-2007 04:15 PM

33
John R
01-19-2007
09:44 AM CT (US)

I groomed this morning - it would be more fun if
there was some new snow :-( 
Was it worth it? Some areas it didn't help much at
all, and others the grooming made a difference. The
base is pretty firm now so when we get just a few
inches of snow, it should be really nice. If the snow
was deeper, we could use the renovator to just



scrape the first inch and it would do a lot nicer job.
With the thin, hard base, the small "ruts" created by
the fins on the bottom of the snowmobile skis aren't
covered up by the drag.

Area around shed - Groomed nice with some
windblown snow on it, but the base is thin

Trail from shed to woods trail - This section
groomed up very well (except for the first hill from
the shed which is very thin). 

Woods trail - Base is thin and hardpacked.
Grooming helped a little. One problem is that the
base is thin enough that when you make turns on
the snowmobile in the winding section, the
"fins/keel" on the snowmobile skis dig into the dirt
and bring the dirt up. On gradual turns, it's OK, but
in the winding, slightly hilly section, the skis
definitely brought up dirt. This occurs anytime you
have to do a more aggressive, sharper turn.

Meadow trail - This section groomed up nicely -
except for the ice skating portion. The construction
demolition zone is not in great shape - very thin
cover.

Bike path to the ball fields - The cover is still fine
on the bike path and the snowmobile/grooomer
aren't hitting any asphalt yet. Lots of footprints and
hardpack, so the drag had minimal effect (can see
some corduroy). The trail is still very skiable and a
few inches of snow will keep it in good condition.

Ball fields - Not as much windblown snow as I
expected. The center of the trail didn't groom out as
well as I had hoped. The sides which had some
more windblown snow groomed out nice. I ended
up going on one pass into new snow which
groomed up really nice.

The trail is freshened up for the weekend, but it's
getting hardpacked enough that I'm not sure if it's
worth doing again until we get more snow.
Edited 01-19-2007 09:47 AM

32
Bruce W
01-18-2007

So far this season at Quarry Hill, we have put 94
km on the Skandic, have had 9 decent skiing days,
and have groomed 6 separate days. We've also used



11:12 PM CT (US) 1/2 tank of injection oil (I'll fill it this weekend). It's
hard to tell about gas but I'd estimate around 15 - 18
gal.
Edited 01-19-2007 09:49 AM

31
Bruce W
01-18-2007
08:24 AM CT (US)

Greg, regarding times, I don't know of any
guidelines. I suspect they didn't think about it. I've
been out at 5:30AM and I would think we're fine
until 11:00. We travel at a slow speed so its not
really very loud. As a general rule, lets stick with
those - 5:30AM til 11:00PM. That should avoid any
calls from residents.

30
Greg R
01-18-2007
06:59 AM CT (US)

The grooming schedule Bruce e-mailed works for
me. 

If the snow stops by 9-10 tonight I should be able to
groom tonight otherwise I'll defer to John and let
him go Friday morning.

Did Park and Rec or QH give any
restrictions/guidelines of when we shouldn't groom
like after 10pm or before 6am or did they figure it's
secluded enough not to matter?

29
John R
01-16-2007
11:01 PM CT (US)

I did a grooming pass on all of the trails this
afternoon before the high school practice. The trails
received a lot of traffic (skiers/walkers) on Monday.
In addition to freshening up the trails for the high
school practice, I wanted to see what effect
grooming would have on the trails. 

The woods/field trail groomed up pretty well. The
deeper ski tracks weren't removed, and since not
many people had walked on this trail, the ski trail
was in good and very good condition.

Grooming on the bike path to the ball fields didn't
seem to have much effect. Any loose snow on top
was groomed, so the trail was smoothed out but the
footsteps remained.

The loop on the ball field groomed well. There
wasn't much windblown snow from overnight. The
windblown areas groomed up really nice. 

In all areas, I didn't see much snow piling up in
front of the comb. The snow had firmed up pretty
well. This is probably why the grooming didn't lay
down a clean corduroy surface. If we had a deeper



base, putting the renovator down into the surface
about an inch would have probably helped.

The skiing conditions at practice were pretty nice,
so the grooming passes we made created a nice firm
surface. You could see the top layer of snow had
been loosened from the skier traffic. I would think a
grooming pass in the evening might have been able
to create a nice corduroy surface that would firm up
overnight. The several grooming passes seemed to
have helped maintain the skiable surface on the
bike path. I would guess we'll have several more
days of nice skiing at Quarry Hill with the cold
temps. A few more inches of snow would really be
a bonus.

28
Bruce W
01-15-2007
08:13 PM CT (US)

Received ~6" of light powdery snow the evening of
1/14 and morning of 1/15.
Henry groomed early Monday morning. Here's his
comments:

"Grooming was interesting this morning. The light
fluffy snow preferred to plow out the sides in front
of the groomer instead of being packed. The snow
felt “silky” as it flowed like ball bearings instead of
pack down. It didn’t help that there was grass
frozen down to the comb. A few passes with the
snowmobile alone made a big difference, a roller
would have really helped if the trail were much
longer. Trail seemed a little rough with this little
snow packed down to a couple inches. I think we
need to do more to level and smooth it."

At 11:30, Bruce, Greg, John, and Jeff groomed the
bike trail and a large loop around the ball diamonds
on the west side of QH for the ACNST to practice
on. The snow packed to 2".

Bruce returned at 5:00PM and did one pass on the
northbound bike path and 2 passes on the field and
woods trail. The base seemed to be firming up with
the ski traffic, multiple grooming passes, and
dropping temperatures.

In summary, we hit everything on our grooming
map once and the newly constructed trails at least
twice. The forecast is for -4F tonight. I think we
should let the trail sit tomorrow. If someone wanted
to take a look to see if there was more snow blown



in during the day, it would be good to pack that
tomorrow later afternoon. If there isn't much, I'd let
it go. Right now, I don't think we should rennovate
at all - there simply isn't enough base.

27
Bruce W
01-01-2007
07:47 PM CT (US)

Henry ended up taking one pass around the field at
the shed and the connector trail. Not sure if he went
any further or not. There was only a scant 2 inches
of snow to work with. There were already a number
of dirt spots showing through when I arrived
around 11:30. I did see 2 women out skiing and
they were having fun - thin snow and all. Not sure
how their ski bottoms were doing though! Park and
Rec moved the bleachers behind the shed so access
to the groomer is now wide open. We'll see if it
stays that way.

26
Dave Greymont
12-15-2006
05:17 PM CT (US)

With the weather, the gas should last for a long time
(darn it).

25
Bruce W
12-15-2006
07:51 AM CT (US)

Jeff has put 10 gal. of gas in the shed. Lets go with
a routine of 'if you use it, please fill it back up' - get
premium - 91/92 octane. Receipts go to Dave G. for
reimbursement.

24
Bruce W
12-03-2006
10:45 PM CT (US)

To change the belt, first put the sled in low range,
engage the emergency brake, then remove the belt
guard. The belt has to be removed to the left of the
pulley as you're looking at it. Given the minimal
space, I removed the air filter, the insert inside, and
the air intake box. Carefully pull it away from the
carburetors - no tools required so far, things just
push/pull together.
Pull the belt toward the front of the sled while
turning the left side of the upper pulley counter
clockwise - pull the belt over the left side. It takes a
bit of muscle. Working the belt off is now straight
forward.

Reinstalling - make sure the belt is installed the
right way. The arrows on the top of the belt should
point toward the front of the sled. Put the belt on
the bottom pulley, then turn the upper pulley
counter clockwise as much as you can and push the
belt on. I then turned the lower pulley by hand
while keeping pressure on the upper pulley until the
belt popped on. 
Reinstall the air intake box taking care that the
plastic hoses are positioned properly. The



carburetors have to be lifted up and guided into the
rubber donuts in the air intake box. Once this is
done, two protrusions on the air intake box can
drop down into two holes underneath it and it will
fit properly. Put back the remaining two pieces and
the belt guard. 

I'll have to get a spare belt. Should the belt ever
break, feel free to call for assistance. As with
everything about the sled or groomer, if you're not
sure, or you're not comfortable experimenting,
asking never hurts. Better that than getting hurt or
having something go wrong. Thanks!

23
Bruce W
12-02-2006
08:31 AM CT (US)

Changing the Skandic belt is described on pg. 93 of
the operator's manual. I'll give it a try and write
down any observations.

22
Greg R
11-30-2006
01:35 PM CT (US)

Just checking to make sure posting works for me.
See you Friday at 4.

21
Bruce W
11-21-2006
12:18 AM CT (US)

I checked and corrected the work light wiring. The
sled doesn't rely on a chassis ground at the tail light.
Coming in to the tail light, the wires are as follows:
Yellow/Green = Gnd, Yellow = Tail Light, White =
Brake Light. These transition to wires on the back
or bulb side of the tail light through a terminal
block. The Gnd changes from Yellow/Green to
Yellow/Black. The work light is connected on the
sled side with Yellow/Green going to the lights'
chassis and Yellow wired to the light's hot 'black'
wire. The black wire is switched with a toggle
switch right below the light. No wires were cut.
Spade connectors were used to fan out the
connections.

We should observe this for the next few outings and
make sure there is enough generator capacity to
keep the battery charged. If the battery starts
sounding weak, we may have to try a lower current
LED light. The sled should be able to handle 340W.
The headlights are 60W x 2. Don't know what the
hand warmers are.

I also wired and tested the Ginzu actuator. Works
great. The switch is mounted on the dash on the left
side. Pushing forward is 'down', Pulling back is 'up'.



I greased the connector - its a bit snug but is
loosening up with plug/unplug repetitions. Please
let me know if you have problems with it. We can
go to better connectors if we need to.

20
Bruce W
11-16-2006
10:54 AM CT (US)

Thanks Dave. Lets count on using that - it will go
much faster!

19
Dave G
11-16-2006
10:03 AM CT (US)

Bruce, 
If needed, I have a fence post driver for steel "T"
posts .
Dave

>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

18
Bruce W
11-15-2006
09:49 PM CT (US)

Signs arrived today - fast service. They look very
good - nice quality. Now to get posts and install
them. 
I suggest the XC Skier Symbol and 1 Custom sign
be mounted on a 4 X 6 post at the junction of the
main loop near the nature center. 
The remainder of the signs (2 custom signs, and the
Do Not Enter sign) should go on metal posts that
are installed for winter and removed in Spring. 
The trail closed signs should be tied on lengths of
rope for use at key intersections. Metal posts may
have to be put in.

17
Dave G
11-13-2006
04:53 PM CT (US)

Bruce,
What was the cost of the signs so I can reimburse
you? Please forward the invoice to me when
received.
Thanks,
Dave
>
< replied-to message removed by QT >

16
Bruce Walk
11-13-2006
03:25 PM CT (US)

Signs: I put in the order today - should ship in 7-10
days. I kept it to a bare minimum as follows:
3 18" X 12" Custom Brown w/ White Letters that
says "GROOMED XC SKI TRAIL PLEASE USE
ALTERNATE TRAILS FOR HIKING"
1 6 X 8 Do Not Enter for the down hill that heads to
the access road with all the wood chip piles on it.
Seems best to do that loop as one-way.
1 12 X 12 XC Skier Symbol - Brown with White
Symbol. That will go by the nature center trail
head.



3 Trail Closed Signs - These can get used as needed
to close off sections.
Depending how these work, we can always order
more.

15
Bruce Walk
11-13-2006
11:02 AM CT (US)

Henry, I agree on the exhaust piping. I want to
study it, ponder the options, etc. and see what we
can come up with. Perhaps some simple flex pipe
may be something to experiment with for starters. 

With that said, I want to get the other near term
items wrapped up first like signs, trail map, getting
setup to store the snowmobile in the shed, any trail
work that can be done when the snow melts, etc.

14
Henry
11-13-2006
10:22 AM CT (US)

After breathing two cycle fumes for packing and
grooming I'm pretty certain I'll obtain a carbon
mask of some sort unless we can pipe the exhaust
out the back. If we were going quite fast it woudn't
be as much of an issue but at 6mph there is a lot of
smell that I know are not healthy to breath.

I talked to skiers from the Cities and Ames IA. All
were very glad we posted the grooming conditions.
They said we were the only organized grooming
group for this storm in Southern MN other than
Winona. The need to keep current with conditions
on the trail becomes significant.

13
Bruce Walk
11-13-2006
09:45 AM CT (US)

Dave, I've seen several posts in different forums
over the last year that all say about the same thing
on gas mileage. I think its best to monitor ours for
awhile - if it stays as is, then it seems to be pretty
typical. I'm sure we'll have a few questions for the
dealer in the next month or so - I'll ask about this
one to see if this has been their experience too. 

Unfortunately its one of the negative characteristics
of a 2-stroke. Of course the other one is the exhaust
odor. I would encourage all of our groomers to put
aside a set of 'grooming clothes' that they don't
mind getting smelly. I have my pair of coveralls
already designated :-)

12
Dave Greymont
11-13-2006
07:17 AM CT (US)

According to the information previously sent in the
"grooming guide", it was noted that they used 5
gallons of gas to groom a 10K trail and that it
required 3 passes on each loop (if I understood their
description correctly). That would be 5 gallons/30K
of grooming, or 8 gallons/48.5K which is
approximately the same amount of gas we used.



This still seems to be an incredible amount of gas.
Would it be worth checking with the dealer to see if
the gas mileage is within the usual expected range?

11
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
11:29 PM CT (US)

Track Setter - I got out the track setter today and
tightened all nuts/bolts, etc. put a 70 lb sandbag on
it - seemed to work ok. I think the blue hitch needs
to rest in the lever thats attaches to the track setter
base. This keeps the unit from riding over waves of
snow like a ship on the water. Need to add
something to this in order to keep that lever from
flopping around when moving the track setter by
hand. In the mean-time, its ready to go the next
time theres enough snow to try it.
Edited 11-13-2006 07:42 AM

10
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
11:26 PM CT (US)

Wired the snowmobile for 1 actuator tonight. The
switch is on the left side of the dashboard on the
horizontal surface. This allows the right hand to
control the throttle while moving the actuator
switch with the left. Its also away from the hand
warmer switches in hopes that these don't get hit
accidently. 
The switch operates as a 'momentary-on' switch.
Push and hold the switch forward, the knives go up.
Let go, they stop. Pull and hold the switch
backward, the knives go down. 
The wiring is on the left side under the hood. There
is a new fuse next to the snowmobile fuse. There
will be spare fuses kept in the storage compartment.
Note: the actuator switch goes directly to the
battery and will work without the snowmobile key
in. Take care not to place anything on the dash that
could jam it on either way.
I took care to drill as little as possible. We'll need to
keep an eye on the wirng that goes along the gas
tank and enters into the storage compartment. If it
starts to come loose, we'll need an alternative.
Edited 11-12-2006 11:39 PM

9
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
11:17 PM CT (US)

Summary: We put 48.5k on the sled(s) this
weekend packing and grooming. We used
approximately 8-9 gallons of gas - yes the mileage
is really that bad. Its reccomended to use 92 Octane
gas. Virtually all the grooming is done at low
speeds and when towing anything, its definitely low
range.

Grooming around the nature center needs to be
worked out. In the daylight, it looks like if there's



enough snow, it would work to groom the
connector from the loop to the nature center, drive
through the picnic table area, cut across the low
area near the bridge, and come out on the other side
of the foot bridge. This should allow going in a
loop either around the pond or out toward the
cemetary.

With the groomer on, you don't back up without
plowing up a lot of snow. You also don't turn in
anything less than a 40'-50' loop. So it takes
planning to avoid unhooking, turning around,
pivoting the groomer, rehooking, etc.

8
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
11:07 PM CT (US)

Henry groomed Sunday morning early after
shoveling snow in some melting spots. Again the
trail was fairly good early in the day however rising
temperatures and the warm ground indicate today is
probably the last skiing day.

7
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
11:04 PM CT (US)

Groomed the trails early Saturday morning. Left
home at 5:30 AM, groomed 2 passes on all trails,
and was home by 7:10 AM. The distance traveled
by the odometer was 12.2k - this includes up to
Parkwood Hills and out to the cemetary. The Ginzu
worked very well. We could have used either a little
weight or a slight bit of the knives since I left some
track/ski marks in some areas. The actuator wasn't
wired yet however. 
Turning is a chore. There is definitely a knack to
turning in wet snow. Body movement helps, a small
amount of brake helps, standing up to put more
weight on the skis can also help. Definitely takes
practice.

6
Bruce Walk
11-12-2006
10:58 PM CT (US)

Rochester received ~11" of heavy snow Friday
11/10/06. We brought out the snowmobile after it
stopped snowing and packed all Quarry Hill trails
including the new XC trails as well as the asphalt
bike paths out to the cemetary.
We packed with the snowmobile. Placing the front
ski close to the center of the previous track mark
worked well. As with most grooming, going fairly
slow works better.

5
Bruce Walk
11-06-2006
09:05 AM CT (US)

The intent of this bulletin board is to plan upcoming
trail activity (grooming, etc), provide updates to
others on whats been done, and post experiences or
needs. 

Examples would include:



1) Snowmobile gas is 1/2 full. 5 gallons should be
added the next time (or, I just added 5 gallons, its
full!)
2) Used the spare pin for the track setter arm. Needs
to be replaced.
3) Groomed at 5:00 AM this morning. The
downhill turn on the north loop is icy. Go very slow
with knives lowered or you risk running into the
tree at the bottom.
4) Grooming schedule - Mon.- person X, Tues. -
person Y, etc. etc.

Hopefully you get the idea. I think a bulletin board
works well because it will keep relevant comments
to the topic in one place, allow us to look back in
history and have records for the future such as
number of times groomed, needs, etc. 

Comments?
4
Anonymous
11-06-2006
08:43 AM CT (US)

BMW - check to see how an uninvited poster shows
up. Test
Edited 11-06-2006 08:45 AM

 Messages 3-2 deleted by author between 11-06-
2006 09:34 AM and 11-03-2006 09:16 AM

1
Bruce Walk
11-02-2006
07:47 PM CT (US)

This is a test
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